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Abstract

The aim of this thesis is to show the potential of Graph Theory and Network

Science applied in real-case scenarios. Indeed, there is a gap in the state-of-art in

combining mathematical theory with more practical applications such as helping

the Law Enforcement Agencies (LEAs) to conduct their investigations, or in Deep

Learning techniques which enable Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) to work more

efficiently. In particular, three main case studies on which evaluate the goodness

of Social Network Analysis (SNA) tools were considered: (i) Criminal Networks

Analysis, (ii) Networks Resilience, and (iii) ANN topology.

We have addressed two typical problems in dealing with criminal networks: (i) how

to efficiently slow down the information spreading within the criminal organisation

by prompt and targeted investigative operations from LEAs and (ii) what is the

impact of missing data during LEAs investigation.

In the first case, we identified the appropriate centrality metric to effectively iden-

tify the criminals to be arrested, showing how, by neutralising only 5% of the

top-ranking affiliates, the network connectivity dropped by 70%.

In the second case, we simulated the missing data problem by pruning some crimi-

nal networks by removing nodes or links and compared these networks against the

originals considering four metrics to compute graph similarities. We discovered

that a negligible error (i.e., 30% difference from the real network) was detected

when, for example, some wiretaps are missing. On the other hand, it is crucial to

investigate the suspects in a timely fashion, since any exclusion of suspects from

an investigation may lead to significant errors (i.e., 80% difference).

Next, we defined a new approach for simulating network resilience by a proba-

bilistic failure model. Indeed, while the classical approach for removing nodes was

always successful, such an assumption was not realistic. Thus, we defined some

models simulating the scenario in which nodes oppose resistance against removal.
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Once identified the centrality metric that on average, generates the biggest dam-

age in the connectivity of the networks under scrutiny, we have compared our

outcomes against the classical node removal approach, by ranking the nodes ac-

cording to the same centrality metric, which confirmed our intuition.

Lastly, we adopted SNA techniques to analyse ANNs. In particular, we moved a

step forward from earlier works because not only did our experiments confirm the

efficiency arising from training sparse ANNs, but they also managed to further

exploit sparsity through a better tuned algorithm, featuring increased speed at a

negligible accuracy loss. We focused on the role of the parameter used to fine-

tune the training phase of Sparse ANNs. Our intuition has been that this step can

be avoided as the accuracy loss is negligible and, as a consequence, the execution

time is significantly reduced. Yet, it is evident that Network Science algorithms, by

keeping sparsity in ANNs, are a promising direction for accelerating their training

processes. All these studies pave the way for a range of unexplored possibilities

for an effective use of Network Science at the service of society.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Research Context

In this section, the research context on which this thesis was born is described.

For years Graph Theory has been used for mathematical purposes only. Recently,

however, there is a growing interest in its application to real-world problems and

this is how Network Science was born. Indeed, it is a branch of Graph Theory that

also borrows techniques from other scientific fields (e.g., Maths, Physics, Statistics,

Computer Science, Sociology, etc.). More specifically, there is a shortage of studies

on some application domains in which Network Science could be nevertheless a

powerful tool in adding relevant information on the way in which some problems

are addressed.

This is where this thesis was born. In particular, the focus is mainly on two topics:

Criminal Networks and Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs). Those fields may

appear to be unrelated to each other, but the goal of the research herein presented

is to pave the way to combine them together. Indeed, this work addresses four of

the most significant problems in those areas.

The first two of these problems, herein addressed with Social Network Analysis

(SNA) tools, are directly related to Criminal Networks. In fact, the aim was

to (i) identify the most critical points able to cause the greater damage in the

information spreading process within a criminal organisation (Chapt. 3), and to

(ii) evaluate the damage that Law Enforcement Agencies (LEAs) has in having a

partial knowledge of the criminal organisation (Chapt. 4).

1
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The remaining two are preliminary studies that have among their possible future

extensions a strong connection with the application domain of criminal networks.

The first one is a new model that was born to simulate more faithfully the real

world behaviours in terms of network resilience features (Chapt. 5). The latter is

an investigation on Artificial Neural Network topologies aimed at their optimisa-

tion in terms of complexity and costs (Chapt. 6).

1.2 Problem Description and Research Questions

This section outlines the problem description jointly with a brief preview of the

research questions and related outcomes.

The first requirement was to obtain reliable criminal networks on which conduct

some preliminary analyses to have a clearer scenario of how those networks are

composed and what their topology is.

Consequently, taking the information from juridical acts, two real criminal graphs

were created. On the graphs, the shortest path length (i.e., the minimum number

of acquaintances for a person needed to reach another individual in the network)

and the degree distribution (i.e., the probability distribution of the number of

directly connected acquaintances individuals have over the whole network) were

analysed to understand how the connections (i.e., links or edges) were made.

Next, with knowledge it was possible ranking the suspects (considering them as

the nodes, or vertices, of the graphs) according to different centrality metrics (i.e.,

ranking strategies of individuals importance within the network) with the aim to

identify the most suitable for the specific scenario under scrutiny; namely: (i) De-

gree centrality, (ii) Betweenness centrality, (iii) Katz centrality, and (iv) Collective

Influence. Generally speaking, Degree centrality helps identifying network hubs

(i.e., a node with a number of incident links that greatly exceeds the average).

Nonetheless, contrary to other types of networks, criminal networks communi-

cations are not necessarily mediated via hubs that are more visible and, thus,

more vulnerable [1, 2]. Hence, from the analyses emerged that the Betweenness

Centrality performs well on the analysed criminal networks: by neutralising (e.g.,

arresting) only 5% of the top-ranking affiliates, the network connectivity (i.e.,

Largest Connected Component, or LCC, size) dropped by 70%.

Of course, another relevant problem in conducting investigations on criminal or-

ganisations relates the missing data from LEAs side. This is why this thesis was

developed also on this direction; indeed, a partial knowledge of the connections
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among suspects may seriously compromise the investigation success. Hence, to

simulate the missing data scenario, several criminal networks were pruned and

the obtained networks were compared with the original ones. In this way, it was

possible to highlight the differences between original networks and their pruned

counterparts by an evaluation of their similarities (resp., dissimilarities) [3]. The

evaluation has been computed by the use of (i) Adjacency, (ii) Laplacian, (iii) nor-

malised Laplacian, (iv) Spectral, and (v) the Root Euclidean distances.

This analysis was twofold; from one side, it was analysed how much the lack of in-

formation in terms of unavailability of proves during the investigations on specific

criminals (i.e., nodes) affect the knowledge of the overall network. From the other

side, it was evaluated the lack of investigation details represented by a fragmen-

tary knowledge among suspects’ connections (i.e., links). This last point is caused

by several issues that may arise during the investigative process. To mention a

few: (i) incompleteness, due to the covert nature of criminal organisations; (ii) in-

correctness, caused by either unintentional data collection errors or intentional

deception by criminals; (iii) inconsistency, when the same information is collected

into law enforcement databases multiple times (or in different formats) and, thus,

the connections have to be discarded from the analysis; (iv) time constraints (i.e.,

there is a limited time available for eavesdropping specific devices or people), and

so on.

As expected, an unsatisfactory knowledge of the suspects habits cause higher

damages to the investigation comprehensiveness, because, if an individual cannot

be under surveillance, then all their acquaintances information are lost as well.

However, what was surprising from the analyses herein conducted was that even a

large portion of unavailable connections (i.e., 10%) still make satisfactory accurate

knowledge of the overall networks under scrutiny possible (i.e., there is only a 30%

non-similarity from the original network compared with the 80% of dissimilarity

in the case of missing nodes).

Having reached a clearer understanding of how to deal with criminal networks, it

became a crucial point to discover why and how those specific kind of networks are

so resilient. Thus, another problem arose. In Network Science, indeed, the concept

of resilience is a well-known issue. However, there is a shortage of studies about

methodologies able to translate this aspect into mathematical models. Indeed,

generally speaking, all the simulations for nodes removal are defined as always

successful; in a nutshell, the node is just removed from the network. Sometimes,

this approach does not reflect what happens in the reality.
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For this reason, investing some time in defining a new approach was needed:

the probabilistic failure model (Chapt. 5), which associates each node with its

probability to survive from a failure. When the node survival probability is zero

(herein addressed as “Benchmark” analysis), then the model coincides with other

models already introduced in the literature [4, 5]. In other words, the model takes

into account the possibility of a node to fail (from the inside) or to be attacked

(from the outside) and, thus, when the threshold is exceed the node is consequently

removed from the graph.

In Network Science, this behaviour can be translated in a huge amount of possible

real scenarios. As an example, nodes may represent power grids that, if affected

of malfunctions, turn off and can cause blackouts in specific areas. In this case,

peripheral power-grids are generally more fragile and, thus, their failure is more

likely. On the other side, power-grids in the city centre are typically more resilient

to failures and, thus, their strength is expected to be higher, by construction.

Unsurprisingly, in those kind of well-engineered networks (equipped with means

to resist to hacking and to hardware or software failures [4]) the resilience level is

stronger and well-documented. Thus, those networks are herein used as a litmus

test when the model is applied on different network topologies. Indeed, another

possible application domain of this model is in social networks, in which the

resilience can be seen as a resistance from some people to be convinced (or get

influenced) by some ideas (e.g., marketing suggestions, political fashion, etc.) or

peculiar abilities of suspects in hiding their trails and making LEAs collection of

proof to arrest them difficult. However, due to lack of data availability this specific

context was discarded in this preliminary study with the aim of consolidating the

model before applying it on criminal networks.

The model was considered in two variants: (i) Uniform nodes survival-to-failure

probability; and (ii) Best Connected (BC) in which survival probability propor-

tional to node degree. The computation was performed by using five of the most

popular centrality metrics (Degree, H-Index, Coreness, Eigenvector, and Katz ),

and evaluated by the effectiveness (i.e., the drop in the spectral radius λ1 after

node removal) and coverage (i.e., the reduction c of the LCC size of a graph),

on eight real–world graphs. The spectral radius, in fact, governs a broad range of

spreading processes in the graphs, such as the diffusion of an infection [6, 7, 8, 9],

malware propagation [10, 11], or the dissemination of fake news in Online Social

Networks (OSNs) [12, 13, 14], whereas the LCC size is widely used to quantify

the resilience of a natural or artificial system described by a graph [4].
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What emerged from the analysis was that the node degree can generally be used to

cause the biggest drop in both λ1 and c, especially in graphs deriving from human

interactions/collaborations. Compared with conventional methods, the probabilis-

tic model exhibits significant differences (ranging from 0% to 83%), highlighting

the benefits of this method.

As previously asserted, the aim of this thesis is to show some of the potential of

Network Science by detecting the most relevant features to be applied in different

application domains, in particular in criminal networks. A growing field is the use

of Artificial Intelligence (AI) for managing most of the aspects of our lives: home

automation, Big Data analysis, prediction and classification problem resolutions,

and so on. Unfortunately, mainly due to the lack of data availability, it is almost

impossible nowadays to apply such techniques on criminal networks as they are.

Nevertheless, it is still important to understand how Artificial Neural Network

(i.e., one of the famous AI tool) techniques work and have deep knowledge of

those strategies. Generally speaking, an ANN is used as a black-box in which

some inputs are provided and some outputs are returned as results. However, it is

not known how those networks work and why they are so accurate (when properly

modelled). In addition, those networks perform better with resource-consuming

configurations, which require High Performance Computing (HPC) power, and

a huge amount of input information is needed. Thus, it became necessary to

streamline those structures without (or, at least, with a negligible) accuracy loss.

For those reasons, the last aspect that was covered in this thesis is a preliminary

study on how ANNs can be optimised to speed up the execution time and reducing

the computational cost. Starting from Sparse ANNs, theorised with the Sparse

Evolutionary Training (SET) framework by Mocanu et al. [15], an analysis on this

model was herein conducted, more specifically on a parameter that adjusts the

connections among neurons during the training process. For the sake of brevity,

the novelty introduced in SET was to have a sparse ANN instead of the classic

fully connected one. The reduction of connections makes the network lighter

and allows simulations to be run even on laptops. Training a neural networks

involve an update of the weights. During this process, in SET, a fraction of the

less significant weighted links is rewired. In this way, the network has the same

number of links during the overall process but, at the same time, the connections

are refreshed.

In this thesis, then, the selection criterion of this rewiring fraction size was anal-

ysed on three publicly available datasets. It emerged that this step can be avoided
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(i.e., no rewiring phase is needed in most of the cases) still keeping the accuracy

loss negligible. This discovery speeds up the execution time and the computational

cost is reduced consequently. Then, the promising outcomes of this preliminary

study can allow a wider range of researches in this direction. Indeed, if the ANNs

are easier and faster to be trained, new simulations are possible and a whole new

range of possibilities can become reality, such as training ANNs to understand

criminal networks recurrent patterns.

1.3 Thesis Outline and Contributions

Finally, this section illustrates the thesis structure.

Chapt. 2 comprises all the background needed to understand the research herein

presented. In particular, in Sect. 2.1 the theoretical definitions are provided

whereas in Sect. 2.2 and in Sect. 2.3 the state-of-art about Sparse ANNs and

Network Science are described, respectively. Lastly, Sect. 2.4 summarises of the

relevant notions shown in the chapter. Chapters 3 - 6 are the experimental ones.

Chapters 3 and 4 are strictly related to each other as they both analyse criminal

networks in the contexts of: (i) disrupting the information spreading of criminal

organisations, and (ii) detecting the most relevant effects of missing data on LEAs

investigations. In particular, the work included in (i) was published in [16, 17]

whereas the study conducted in (ii) has been published in [18]. Next, the net-

work feature of resilience and, thus, the modelling of the probabilistic failure

framework is proposed in Chapt. 5. This led to a paper that is undergoing peer-

review in IEEE Transactions on Network Science and Engineering (accessible in

ArXiv [19]). Finally, the last experimental chapter (Chapt. 6) covers the topic

of the ANNs analysis in the specific context of Sparse ANNs, which has been

published in [20, 21]. Lastly, in Chapt. 7, the conclusions are provided.



Chapter 2

Background

In this chapter, all the background needed to understand this thesis is provided.

In particular, Sect. 2.1 collects all the theoretical materials and methods borrowed

from Graph Theory and Network Science. Next, in Sect. 2.2 a focus on theory

and state of art about Artificial Neural Networks is provided. Lastly, in Sect. 2.3

there is a more general overview of all the most significant works conducted so far

by the academic community about Social Network Analysis, Criminal Networks

with a focus on the Sicilian criminal organisation. Lastly, the studies about the

Network robustness are shown.

2.1 Graph Theory

Graph Theory relates the study of graphs, that are mathematical structures used

to model pairwise relations between objects (vertices connected by edges). An

extension of this scientific field is Network Science that is a combination of several

ones and among them there is Graph Theory itself. Indeed, Network Science draws

Graph Theory from mathematics with the aim to study complex networks (i.e.,

transportation networks, telecommunication networks and social networks). All

those networks may be investigated through the use of Social Network Analysis

(SNA) that is, thus, the process of investigating social structures through the use

of Network Science and Graph Theory.

Thus, Graph Theory is a well established field in mathematics. However, only

recently many of its theoretical results started to be used within Social Network

Analysis, an area with significant implications for real–world scenarios. For ex-

7
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ample, one can simulate the behaviour of social networks using strategies like

link predictions [22, 23], temporal networks, or spreading of influences [24, 19].

Other practical applications include to deal with large Artificial Neural Net-

works [15, 20, 20], or ANN for short, or targeted advertisements to people based

on their friends’ interests [25], or containing the spread of fake news [26].

Network Science tools may also be used in the investigation of criminal networks.

In the context of criminal organisations, for instance, the complex social inter-

actions within a clan-based society may help the feature–selection process, as

required for building machine learning models [27]. Other times, it is Network

Science itself that helps conducting better-performing investigations by Law En-

forcement Agencies (LEAs). To this end, criminal networks can be encoded as

graphs, and various types of analysis and simulations can be carried out for mod-

elling criminal behaviours.

This section is to be intended as a short tutorial on how Network Science strate-

gies have been involved in the analyses we conducted and described in this thesis.

It is divided into five parts: (i) in Sect. 2.1.1 the basic definitions of Graph Theory

that relates the key theoretical tools are provided; (ii) Sect. 2.1.2 is a summary

of the most important sparse networks properties that have a central role in un-

derstanding the experiments conducted in Chapt. 6; (iii) a description of the cen-

trality metrics we used, especially in Chapters 3 and 5, can be find in Sect. 2.1.3;

(iv) Sect. 2.1.4 relates an explanation of the distance metrics we selected for com-

puting the similarity between graphs (Chapt. 4); (v) lastly, in Sect. 2.1.5 there

is an overview on the evaluation metrics we chose to test the goodness of our

approaches in some application domains (in Chapters 3 and 5).

2.1.1 Basic Definitions

In this section we introduce basic definitions which will be largely used throughout

the thesis. For more details, see [28, 29].

Graph: A graph, G is a pair G = 〈V,E〉 in which V is the set of vertices, and

E = {〈i, j〉 : i ∈ V ∧ j ∈ V } is the set of edges. Note that in Network Science the

vertices are called nodes (represented by the set of nodes N) and the edges are

defined as links (represented by the set of links L); thus, those two pair of terms

in this work will be used interchangeably. As an example, the Social Network

Facebook® may be viewed as a graph, where the nodes represent users and links

represent the friendship relationship among them. Is it also possible to define a
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subgraph H of the graph G as a graph whose nodes and links are subsets of the

nodes and links of G. Throughout this thesis, the number of vertices (resp., edges)

in V (resp., E) are denoted by v (resp., 2m). We say that G is sparse [30] (resp.,

dense) if m ∈ O(n) (resp., m ∈ O(n2)).

Directed and Undirected Graph: An undirected graph is a graph G =

〈V,E〉, where all the edges E between vertices V are bidirectional. An undirected

graph is sometimes called an undirected network. In contrast, a graph where the

edges point in a direction is called a directed graph. In this thesis, we dealt with

undirected graphs; i.e., if 〈i, j〉 ∈ E (where 〈i, j〉 represents the connection from

the vertex vi to vj), then 〈j, i〉 belongs to E as well.

Weighted and Unweighted Graph: A weighted graph, denoted as G with a

little abuse of notation, is a triplet G = 〈V,E,W 〉 in which V is the set of vertices,

E is the set of edges and W : E ← R+ is a function that maps an edge 〈i, j〉 onto

a non-negative real number wij . If a graph is made by weights equals only to zero

or one; i.e., wij = 1 , wij = 0, than it is called unweighted graph. In this thesis,

we dealt with both.

Adjacency Matrix: A common way to represent relationships among nodes is

the adjacency matrix A. Indeed, any graph is associated with A that is a square

matrix such that Aij is equal to 1 if and only if there is an edge from node i to

node j; 0, otherwise. The adjacency matrix of an undirected graph is symmetric;

i.e., aij=aji, all its eigenvalues λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ . . . ≥ λn are real, and the corresponding

eigenvectors v1, . . . ,vn will form an orthonormal basis in Rn [31]. Analogously,

for weighted networks each weighted and undirected graph G is associated with

a symmetric matrix W such that Wij = wij if and only if there is an edge from

i to j with weight wij , 0 otherwise. The largest eigenvalue λ1 of A is also called

spectral radius.

The adjacency matrix, along with the Laplacian and Normalised Laplacian ma-

trices, are the most common representation matrices for a graph.

Degree of a node: The degree of a node ni, denoted deg(i) or ki, is the number

of incident links to ni. The sum of the degrees of all nodes is equal to the double

of the number of links L: ∑
n ∈N

kn = 2L.
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In weighted networks, the weighted degree (also known as strength [32, 33]) is the

sum of the edges weights w incident on ni:

ki =
∑

(i,j)∈L

wij ,

where the summation spans over all links (i, j) in the network, linked to node ni.

For undirected networks, the average degree is defined as

〈k〉 =
1

N

N∑
i=1

ki =
2L

N
,

where N is the total number of nodes (or vertices V ), ki is the degree of a generic

node i, and L represents the total number of links (or edges E) within the network

(or graph).

Degree and Weight Distribution: The degree distribution pk provides the

probability that a randomly selected node in the network has degree k. Since pk

is a probability, it must be normalised; i.e.,

∞∑
i=1

pk = 1.

For a network made of N nodes, the degree distribution is the normalised his-

togram given by:

pk =
Nk

N
,

where Nk is the number of nodes having degree k.

The degree distribution has assumed a central role in network theory following the

discovery of scale-free networks (See “Scale-Free Property” paragraph); moreover,

pk determines many network phenomena, from network robustness to the spread

of viruses.

The degree distribution can be extended to weighted networks considering the

weighted degree (strength) distribution P (s), defined as the probability that a

node may have weighted degree (strength) equal to s. Based on [33], this is

P (s) ∼ s−γ ,
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where γ is a constant typical of the network.

Walks and Paths: A walk of length r > 0 is a sequence of alternating vertices

and edges i1, e1, i2, e2, . . . , er, ir+1, such that for each ` = 1, . . . , r the edge e` is

〈i`, i`+1〉. A path is a walk with no-repeated nodes. A graph is connected if every

pair of nodes in it are connected through a path. A path is called simple if each

vertex in the path is distinct. More formally, a path can be defined as a sequence

of vertices

P = (v1, v2, . . . , vm) ∈ V × V × · · · × V,

such that vi is adjacent to vi+1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ m − 1. Such a path P is called a

path of length m − 1 from v1 to vm. Measures based on paths strategies are the

shortest path length analysis. The distance from a vertex vi to a vertex vj in

G, denoted d(vi, vj) is the length of a shortest path from vi to vj (if such a path

exists).

dij = min (Γ(i, j)) ,

where Γ(i, j) is the set of paths connecting i and j.

Thus, in a network, a path is a sequence of nodes such that each node is connected

to the next one along the path by a link. Each path consists of n + 1 nodes

and n links. The length of a path is the number of its links, counting multiple

links multiple times. It is a route that runs along the links of the network. The

number of links the path contains is called path length. In weighted networks, the

path’s length is given by the sum of the weighted edges of the path. The shortest

path from non-adjacent node ni to nj is the path with the fewest number of links.

Multiple shortest paths of the same length dij can exist. The shortest path never

contains loops or intersects itself. In an undirected network dij = dji. In directed

networks, often dij 6= dji; indeed, in those kind of networks the existence of a path

from ni to nj does not guarantee the existence of a path from nj to ni. Chapt. 3

reports our study on the shortest path lengths on our two criminal graphs to

better show the communication behaviour inside a “cosca”. This is an important

tool to demonstrate how criminals act to avoid to overexpose their bosses using a

balanced number of intermediates to safely communicate between mobster.

Connected Graphs: A graph G is connected if, for any two nodes, there is a

path between them. If G is not connected, its maximal connected subgraphs are

called the connected components of G. If a network consists of two components,

a properly placed link can connect them, making the network connected. Such a

link is called bridge.
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Clustering Coefficient: Clustering is used to quantify the relationship among

nodes’ neighbours. Indeed, the degree only considers the number of direct links

between nodes. The clustering coefficient Ci measures the link density in the im-

mediate neighbourhood of a node. Ci ∈ [0, 1] represents the clustering coefficient

of a generic node ni:if Ci = 0, there are no links among the node’s neighbours

if Ci = 1, each node’s neighbour is connected with the others

The local Clustering Coefficient (CC) is a measure of the degree to which nodes

in a network tend to cluster together. For unweighted networks, the clustering of

a node i, denoted by CC(i), is the fraction of possible triangles through that node

that exist, given by

CC(i) =
2T (i)

ki(ki − 1)
,

where T (i) is the number of triangles through node i and ki is the degree of i.

For weighted networks, the clustering is defined as the geometric average of the

subgraph edge weights [34], obtained from the formula

CC(i) =
1

ki(ki − 1)

∑
i,j∈N

(ŵijŵiwŵjw)1/3,

where ŵij are the link weights normalised by the maximum weight in the network

ŵij = wij/max(w).

Average Clustering Coefficient: The average 〈C〉 of Ci ∈ i = 1, . . . , N in

the whole network is given by

〈C〉 =
1

N

N∑
i=1

Ci.

Scale-Free property: The majority of real networks, such as the World Wide

Web, are called scale-free networks that means that their degree distribution fol-

lows a power law. The power-law distribution has the following form

pk ∼ k−γ ,
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where the exponent γ is its degree exponent. Some artificial network models (See

Sect. 2.1.2) such as the Barabási-Albert (BA) Model successfully exhibit this

feature.

Small-World phenomenon: The Small World phenomenon [35, 36] is based

on the concept of the six degrees of separations, according to which two random

people in the world may be connected each other via a few acquaintances (i.e., it

is estimated that there are six people in the middle between the source and the

destination). In Network Science, it translates into a “short” distance between

two randomly chosen nodes within a network, that is

〈d〉 ≈ lnN

ln 〈k〉
, (2.1)

where N is the total number of nodes in the graph, 〈k〉 is the network average

degree, and 〈d〉 the average distance within the network. The denominator implies

that the denser the network, the smaller the distance between the nodes is. In

conclusion, the average path length or the diameter depends logarithmically on

the system size.

2.1.2 Sparse Networks

This section briefly explain the main characteristics of artificial networks. In

particular, several configurations of random networks that introduce the concept

of sparseness are described.

The need for scientists to create Artificial, or Synthetic Networks has been born

from the aim to reproduce real network properties in a controlled environment.

For this reason, several typologies of Artificial Networks have been formulated.

Random network theory emulates the irregularity and unpredictability of real

networks by constructing from scratch and characterising graphs that are truly

random. Some of the most popular random network models are Erdös-Rényi (ER)

and its variation the Gilbert Model. Other well-known artificial network models

are the Watts-Strogatz (WS) and Barabási–Albert (BA). In particular, this last

one tries to capture two important properties of real network: the growth and

the preferential attachment. Further details on those models are provided in the

following paragraphs.
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Random network: A random network consists of N nodes where each node

pair (ni, nj),∀i, j ∈ N is connected with probability p. To construct a random

network one needs to:

1. Start with N isolated nodes,

2. Select a node pair (ni, nj) and generate a random number rand ∈ [0, 1]:

if rand > p, connect the selected node pair with a link

otherwise, leave them disconnected

3. Repeat the previous step for all pairs of distinct nodes (ni, nj) ∈ N ×N .

The network obtained after this procedure is called a random graph or a random

network. There are two definitions of a random network: the definition provided

in the Erdős-Rényi Model, and the one of the Gilbert Model.

Erdős-Rényi and Gilbert Models: Random networks are also called Erdős-

Rényi Networks from the names of the mathematicians Paul Erdős (1913-1996)

and Alfréd Rényi (1921-1970), who studied the properties of these networks. Ac-

cording to the ER model [37] (i.e., the G(n,M) model) a network is firstly gener-

ated by laying down a number n of isolated nodes; next, the nodes are connected

with M randomly placed links that is the model we used to conduct our exper-

iments. Even though it is unlikely that real social networks form like this, such

models can predict a number of different properties [37]. A closely related variant

is the G(n, p) model [38] defined by Edgar Nelson Gilbert (1923-2013) in which,

after the initial generation of n isolated nodes, each pair is selected and a random

number in the interval [0, 1] is chosen. If such number exceeds a chosen probability

p, then the selected nodes are connected. Otherwise, they are left disconnected.

The procedure is performed for all the n(n− 1)/2 pairs of nodes.

There are two main limits in Random Network Model that had to be overcome

over the years by the academic community:

1. The local clustering coefficient in ER model is given by [28]

Ci =
〈k〉
N
.

This behaviour of Ci is contradicted by the local clustering coefficient of real

networks.
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2. The Poisson distribution that describes the degree distribution of ER net-

works does not allow large differences between the worst- and best-connected

nodes in the network. This implies that hubs, frequently observed in real

networks, cannot be found in ER networks. BA model, relying on pref-

erential attachment and growth, successfully reproduces this fundamental

feature.

Watts-Strogatz Model: While the ER model may exhibit a small clustering

coefficient along with a small average shortest path length, the WS model [39]

can produce graphs with small-world properties that are highly clustered, but

with small characteristic path lengths. Most nodes are not neighbours, but the

neighbours of a node are likely to be connected and most nodes can be reached

from every other one by a small number of steps (also called Six Degree of Sep-

aration property) [39]. Indeed, the two main considerations motivated Duncan

J. Watts (1971) and Steven Strogatz (1959) to propose this model are that (i) in

real networks the average distance between two nodes depends logarithmically on

N (ii) the average clustering coefficient 〈C〉 of real networks is much higher than

expected for a random network of similar N and L. As explained in the previous

section, in a small-world network, if d is the distance in steps between two ran-

domly chosen nodes, it grows proportionally to the logarithm of the number of

nodes n: d ∝ log(n). Thus, to construct the model is needed to start from a ring

of nodes, each node is connected to their previous and next neighbours. Each link

is then rewired with probability p to a randomly chosen node. For small values

of p, the network maintains high clustering, but the random long-range links can

drastically decrease the distances between the nodes. When p = 1, all links are

rewired, so the network turns into a random ER network [39]:


if p ' 0, regular lattice

if 0 < p < 1, Small-World property

if p = 1, Random Network Model (all links rewired).

The Watts-Strogatz model interpolates between a regular lattice, which has high

clustering (but lacks the Small-World phenomenon), and a random network, which

has low clustering (but displays the Small-World property). Moreover, high nodes

degrees are absent from Watts-Strogatz model.

Barabási-Albert Model: This model was theorised by Albert-László Barabási

(1967) and Réka Albert (1972) [40]. The BA model [40] exploits a preferential
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attachment mechanism to develop a scale-free network ; i.e., the degree distribu-

tion follows a power law. The algorithm starts from a network with m0 nodes,

whose links are chosen arbitrarily, as long as each node has at least one link. At

each step, a new node with m ≤ m0 links is added. The preferential attachment

ensures that the probability pi that the new node is connected to a node i depends

on the degree di of the latter as follows:

pi =
di∑
j dj

.

Thus, the new node prefers to attach itself to already heavily linked nodes, called

hubs, which tend to accumulate even more links at each step, while nodes with

only few links are unlikely to be chosen [40].

To summarise an artificial network with the Barabási-Albert model, the steps are:

1. Start with a set of N0 nodes, the links between that are chosen arbitrarily,

as long as each node has at least one link.

2. Growth – At each time-step a new node nj with l links (with l ≤ l0) that

connects the new node to nodes already in the network is added.

3. The connections between the new node with the older nodes are defined by

the Preferential Attachment probability.

2.1.3 Centrality Metrics

Centrality is a key concept in network analysis, and refers to the importance of

a node in a network. The notion of node centrality has been introduced in late

1940s to quantify the importance of an actor in a social network [30]. Roughly

speaking, a centrality metric is a function φ : N → R+ that maps a node i

of a graph onto a real non-negative number φ(i), under the assumption that

the larger φ(i), the more important i. There are multiple measures for network

centrality in use within SNA. However, in this section there is a description of

the most popular ones, that we also considered in conducting our experiments;

i.e., (i) Degree, (ii) H-Index, (iii) Coreness, (iv) Betweenness, (v) Eigenvector,

(vi) Katz, (vii) Collective Influence. In particular, the most effective ones in

detecting, for instance, the strategic positions in criminal networks are Degree

centrality and Betweenness centrality [41, 42].

Some centrality metrics such as degree, h-index, and coreness depend on the ability
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of a node to influence its surrounding neighbours; hence, the first centrality to be

described below is the degree - this is the most straightforward node centrality

metric.

Degree Centrality: This [43] is a measure that evaluates the local importance

of a node within the graph; given a node i, the Degree centrality CD(i) of i is

defined by:

CD(i) =
∑

j∈N,j 6=i

aij ,

where A = (aij) is the adjacency matrix of the graph.

The node degree represents the number of links adjacent to the node, while the

weighted node degree is the sum of the link weights, for links incident to that node.

This measure has been formalised as follows [44]:

CW
D (i) =

∑
j∈N,(i,j)∈L

wij ,

where w is the weighted adjacency matrix, in which wij is greater than 0 if the

node i is connected to node j, and the value represents the weight of the link.

In other words, the degree centrality can be defined as:

d = A× 1

where d is a vector whose i-th entry denotes the degree of node i, 1 is the vector

whose entries are all equal to 1, and the symbol × denotes the usual matrix-by-

matrix (or matrix-by-vector) product.

H-Index Centrality: The h-index, or Hirsch index (as the name of its creator),

is a parameter that quantifies the academic impact of scientists [45]. For our

purposes, the h-index is a local centrality metric defined as follows: a node i in

a graph G has h-index h if i has at least h neighbours, each of them with degree

greater than or equal to h.

Coreness Centrality: The coreness [46] of a node is grounded on the com-

putation of the ζ-core Gζ = 〈Nζ , Lζ〉 of a graph G = 〈N,L〉, being ζ a positive

integer. Formally, the graph Gζ is a subgraph of G, which satisfies the following

properties: (a) each node in Nζ has degree of at least ζ, and (b) the graph Gζ is

maximal against property (a); i.e., if the aim is to add any node j ∈ N−Nζ to Gζ
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along with its links, then the property (a) would no longer hold true. Based on

this definition, it may be asserted that a node i ∈ N has coreness ζ if it belongs

to Gζ , and it does not belong to Gζ+1. Both the h-index and the coreness of a

node are clearly related to the degree of that node, as reported in [46].

Betweenness Centrality: Some nodes may play a particularly important role

in propagating information because they act as bridges between separate regions of

a graph and so they have the potential to slow down (or magnify) the information

flow from one region to another. Such nodes are said to have a high value of

Betweenness centrality [47]. Specifically, the (shortest-path) betweenness CB(i) of

a node i is defined as follows:

CB(i) =
∑

s,t∈N,s6=t

σ(s, t | i)
σ(s, t)

,

where σ(s, t) is the number of shortest paths between an arbitrary pair of nodes

s and t, while σ(s, t | i) denotes those shortest paths passing through the node i.

Betweenness centrality is a measure based on shortest paths for both unweighted

and weighted networks. For our algorithm, we use Breadth-First Search (BFS)

for unweighted and Dijkstra’s algorithm for weighted graphs.

Eigenvector Centrality: There are some metrics, such as the Eigenvector

centrality [48] and the Katz centrality [49] (that will be described afterwords)

that rely on the full knowledge of the graph topology. Given a constant λ 6= 0,

the Eigenvector centrality e is defined as the solution to the following equation:

Ae = λe

where e is a vector whose i-th entry denotes the Eigenvector centrality of the node

i. If G is connected and λ = λ1, then the Perron-Frobenius Theorem [30] states

that there is a unique solution with all components positive to the equation just

stated that corresponds to the largest eigenvector of A.

Katz Centrality: Katz centrality [49] is another centrality measure, which

defines the centrality for a node based on the centrality of its neighbours. For a

node i this is defined as:

CK(i) = α
∑
j∈V

aijCK(j) + β,
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where α and β are positive constants, A = (aij) is the adjacency matrix of the

graph, whose eigenvalues are denoted by λi, i = 1, . . . , n. The parameter β

controls the initial centrality, while the parameter α satisfies the inequality:

α <
1

max{λi : 1 ≤ i ≤ n}
.

The Katz centrality for weighted networks can be computed in a similar way, but

in this case we have to use the weighted adjacency matrix instead.

In other words, Katz centrality can also be defined as k:

k = (I− αA)−1 × 1

where, I is the identity matrix and α is a fixed parameter that must be smaller than

1/λ1. If α ' 0, then Katz centrality well approximates the degree. On the other

hand, if α ' 1
λ1

, then Katz centrality is a good approximation of the Eigenvector

centrality [50, 51]. The semantics of the Katz centrality is as follows: given a

node i, let us consider all walks of arbitrary length starting from i and ending

in any other node j. Node i is assumed to be important if it is well connected

to any other node through walks of arbitrary length. Yet, shorter walks have to

be preferred to longer ones. To this purpose, walk length is weighted through a

decreasing factor α.

Collective Influence Centrality: Another useful network metric is the Col-

lective Influence (CI) [52], which computes the centrality (or influence) of a node

i of a network according to the formula:

CI`(i) = (ki − 1)
∑

j∈δB(i,`)

(kj − 1),

where ki is the degree of node i, B(i, `) is the ball of radius ` centred on node i,

and δB(i, `) is the frontier of the ball, that is, the set of nodes at distance ` from i

(the distance between two nodes is defined as the number of links of the shortest

path connecting them). To compute CI`(i), we first find the nodes on the frontier

δB(i, `). To compute the CI in a weighted network, we have to substitute the

degree k of a node by his weighted degree CW
D (i).
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2.1.4 Distance Metrics

In this section we describe the distance metrics adopted hereafter to compare the

differences between two graphs. In particular, the spectral and matricial distances

are shown.

Spectral Distances: As already mentioned in the previous sections of this

chapter, the spectrum of a graph consists of the set of sorted (increasing or de-

creasing) eigenvalues of one of its representation matrices. It is used to characterise

graph properties and extract information from its structure. The spectra derived

from each representation matrix may reveal different properties of the graph. The

largest eigenvalue (in absolute value) of the graph is called the graph’s spectral

radius. In the case of the adjacency matrix A, if λk is its kth eigenvalue, the

spectrum is given by their descending order as λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ · · · ≥ λn.

Spectral distances allow to measure the structural similarity between two graphs

starting from their spectra.

The most common matrix representations of a graph are the Adjacency matrix A,

the Laplacian matrix L, and the normalised Laplacian L.

In order to explain those kind of spectral distance metrics, we will firstly have

to describe how the Laplacian and the Normalised Laplacians matrices are made.

Then, we will show their spectral structures. Lastly, we will enunciate the formula

of those three spectrum distances (i.e., Adjacency, Laplacian and Normalised

Laplacian).

Given a graph G with n nodes, its adjacency matrix A, as already shown in the

previous section, is an n×n square matrix denoted by A = (aij), with 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n,

where aij = 1 if there exists an edge joining nodes i and j, and aij = 0 otherwise.

For undirected graphs the adjacency matrix is symmetric, i.e., aij=aji.

The degree matrix D is a diagonal matrix where Dii = ki and Dij = 0 for i 6= j.

Dij =

ki ifi = j

0 otherwise.

The adjacency matrix and the degree matrix are used to compute the combinato-

rial Laplacian matrix L, which is an n× n symmetric matrix defined as

L = D − A.
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The diagonal elements Lii of matrix L are then equal to the degree ki of the node

i, while the off-diagonal elements Lij are −1 if the node i is adjacent to j, and 0

otherwise. A normalised version of the Laplacian matrix L is defined as

L = D−
1
2LD−

1
2 ,

where the diagonal matrix D−
1
2 is given by

D
− 1

2
i,i =

 1√
ki

if ki 6= 0

0 otherwise.

If the representation matrix is symmetric, its eigenvalues are real and they can

be sorted. The spectrum of a graph consists, indeed, of the set of the sorted

eigenvalues of one of its representation matrices. The sequence of eigenvalues may

be ascending or descending depending on the chosen matrix. The spectra derived

from each representation matrix may reveal different properties of the graph. The

largest eigenvalue in modulus is called the spectral radius of the graph. If λAk is

the kth eigenvalue of the adjacency matrix A, then the spectrum is given by the

descending sequence

λA1 ≥ λA2 ≥ · · · ≥ λAn .

If λLk is the kth eigenvalue of the Laplacian matrix L, such eigenvalues are consid-

ered in ascending order so that

0 = λL1 ≤ λL2 ≤ · · · ≤ λLn .

The second smallest eigenvalue of the Laplacian matrix of a graph is called its

algebraic connectivity. Similarly, if we denote the kth eigenvalue of the normalised

Laplacian matrix L as λLk , then its spectrum is given by

0 = λL1 ≤ λL2 ≤ · · · ≤ λLn .

Then, the spectral distance between two graphs is the euclidean distance between

their spectra [53]. Given two graphs G and G′ of size n, with their spectra respec-

tively given by the set of eigenvalues λi and λ′i, their spectral distance, according
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to the chosen representation matrix, is computed as follows by the formula

d(G,G′) =

√√√√ n∑
i=1

(λi − λ′i)2.

Hence, we obtained the adjacency spectral distance dA, the Laplacian spectral

distance dL and the normalised Laplacian spectral distance dL.

If the two spectra are of different sizes, the smaller graph is brought to the same

cardinality of the other by adding zero values to its spectrum. In such case, only

the first k � n eigenvalues are compared. Given the definitions of spectra of

the different matrices, the adjacency spectral distance dA compares the largest k

eigenvalues, while dL and dL compare the smallest k eigenvalues. This determines

the scale at which the graphs are studied, since comparing the higher eigenvalues

allows to focus more on global features, while the other two allow to focus more

on local features.

Matricial Distances: Another class of distances between graphs is the matrix

distance [54]. A matrix of pairwise distances dij between nodes on the single graph

is constructed for each as

Mij = dij .

While the most common distance d is the shortest path, other measures can also

be used, such as the effective graph resistance, or variations on random-walk

distances. Such matrices provide a signature of the graph characteristics and

carry important structural information. Matrices M are then compared using

some norm or distance.

Given two graphs G and G′, having M and M ′ as their respective matrices of

pairwise distances, the matrix distance between the G and G′ is introduced as:

d(G,G′) = ‖M −M ′‖,

where ‖.‖ is a norm to be chosen. If the matrix used is the adjacency matrix A,

the resulting distance is called edit distance.

The similarity measure used in this work is called DeltaCon [3]. It is based

on the root euclidean distance drootED, also called Matsusita difference, between

matrices S created from the fast belief propagation method of measuring node
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affinities.

The DeltaCon similarity simDC is defined as

simDC(G,G′) =
1

1 + drootED(G,G′)
,

where the root euclidean distance drootED(G,G′) is defined as

drootED(G,G′) =

√∑
i,j

(
√
Si,j −

√
S′i,j)

2

.

When used instead of the Euclidean distance, drootED(G,G′) may even detect small

changes in the graphs. The fast belief propagation matrix S is defined as

S = [I + ε2D − εA]−1,

where ε = 1/(1 + max1≤i≤nDii) and it is assumed to be ε� 1, so that S can be

rewritten in a matrix power series as:

S ≈ I + εA+ ε2(A2 −D) + . . . .

Fast belief propagation is an effective algorithm and it is designed to perceive both

global and local structures of the graph [3].

2.1.5 Evaluation Metrics

In this section we describe the evaluation metrics adopted hereafter to verify the

results obtained from our experiments. In particular, the Spectral Radius, the

Largest Connected Component (LCC) and the Average Path Length (APL) are

shown.

The Spectral Radius of a graph and its role in governing dynamic pro-

cesses: The largest eigenvalue λ1 of the adjacency matrix of a graph G – also

known as the spectral radius – can be used to analyse dynamical processes taking

place over G, such as: the spread of a flu-like epidemics over a population or the

spread of a malware in a computer network [55, 7, 11].

Early studies on virus propagation in human population pointed out the existence

of a threshold R0 (called virus reproduction number) such that if λ1 ≥ R0 then a
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virus causes a global pandemics; whereas if λ1 < R0 the virus gets wiped out [56,

7, 8].

Due to its practical relevance, many authors were interested in assessing how λ1

varies upon the removal of a target node [57, 58]. Specifically, Tong et al. [58]

introduced the k-node deletion problem, which can be stated as follows: given an

undirected graph G = 〈N,E〉, find the set of nodes S?(k) ⊆ N of cardinality

k which, if deleted from G, yield the biggest drop in λ1. The k-node deletion

problem is NP-Hard [58], thus efficient but accurate approximation algorithms are

required to solve it. The state-of-the-art solution to the k-node deletion problem

is the NetShield algorithm [55], which achieves a worst-case time complexity of

O(nk2 +m), being n and m the number of nodes and edges in G, respectively.

The largest connected component of a graph: In graph theory, the LCC

is a way to measure the network’s connectivity. Its size defines how many people

a single individual (i.e., a node) is able to reach through its relationship bonds

(i.e., direct links/edges or paths). Indeed, if the LCC size has the same order of

magnitude of the network size, then the connectivity is at its maximum. On the

other hand, nodes removal (jointly with their links) may provoke the emerging

of smaller clusters (or even isolated nodes). As a consequence, a LCC size drop

implies that the network becomes less and less connected. Thus, the LCC size

allows to quantify the effectiveness of the nodes removal strategies.

Early studies investigated the decrease in network connectivity due to the selective

removal (also known as attack) of some of the network nodes or edges [40, 59, 60, 5].

An interesting class of attacks consists of repeatedly increasing the number of

nodes/edges deleted from a graph G. This operation implies that G breaks into

disconnected subgraphs; thus, an important parameter to assess the ability of G to

preserve its functionality is given by the size c of its largest connected component

(LCC); i.e., the largest connected subgraph in G after node/edge removal.

Studies in the field of OSNs indicate that c is in the same order of magnitude

of the the entire network; thus, the LCC is also called giant component [59, 61].

Studies on the LCC size are also closely related to the topic of percolation and

to the structure of random graphs [30]. For instance, if an Erdős-Rényi random

graph [37] of n nodes is considered, in which edges are placed uniformly at random

between pair of nodes with probability pe, then [61] proved that there exists a

constant Ψ such that if pe ≥ p?e = (1+Ψ)
n ; thus, there exists a giant component in

G containing O
(
n

2
3

)
nodes. On the contrary, if pe < p?e, then all the connected

components of G have the average size of O(log n).
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We define the transient phase as the step in which G moves from a highly-

connected state to a new one in which the removal of a sufficiently high number of

nodes leads to a significant decrease in the LCC size. The fragmentation process

deriving from node removal is not gradual: it is characterised by a critical thresh-

old fc. If the fraction f of removed nodes is less than fc, then a giant component

persists; but, once f ≥ fc, the giant component vanishes [30, 61].

The Average Path Length: This is another useful metric [62] for assessing

the connectivity of a graph. It is the average number of steps along the shortest

paths for all possible pairs of network nodes. The average path length is defined

as follows:

APL =
∑
i,j∈V

d(i, j)

n(n− 1)
(2.2)

where V = {1, . . . , n} is the set of nodes (or vertices) in the graph G, d(i, j) is the

length of the shortest path from node i to node j, and n is the number of nodes

in G.

2.2 Sparse Artificial Neural Networks

This section provides a brief overview of theory and methods used to induce sparse

Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs), which have been used for conducting the ex-

periments in Chapt. 6. In order to do so, Sect. 2.2.1 describes the theoretical

concept behind our study. Next, the existing methods have been classified in

two main categories, namely: (i) Methods derived from Network Science to in-

duce sparse ANNs (Sect. 2.2.2), (ii) Methods derived from ANN Regularisation

to induce sparse ANNs (Sect. 2.2.3).

2.2.1 Theory behind Sparse Artificial Neural Networks

This section briefly introduces the main concepts required for understanding a

piece of work of this thesis. Note that, for the sake of simplicity, the words “weight”

and “link” are used interchangeably, and only weighted links have been considered.

The goal is to demonstrate the effectiveness of the SET framework [15], aiming

at lower revise fraction values, in the context of the multilayer perceptron (MLP)

supervised model. MLP is a feed-forward ANN composed by several hidden layers,

forming a Deep Network, as shown in Fig. 2.1. Because of the intra-layer links
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Figure 2.1: Example of a generic multilayer perceptron network with more than
two hidden layers. Circles represent neurons, and arrows describe the links be-
tween layers.

flow, an MLP can be seen as a fully connected directed graph between the input

and output layers.

Supervised learning involves observing several samples of a given dataset, which

will be divided into “training” and “test” samples. While the former is used to

train the neural network, the latter works as a litmus test, as it is compared with

the ANN predictions. One can find further details on Deep Learning in [63, 64].

The construction of a fully connected graph inevitably leads to higher compu-

tational costs, as the network grows. To overcome this issue, the SET frame-

work [15], drew inspiration from human brain models and modelled an ANN

topology as a weighted sparse Erdős-Rényi graph in which edges were randomly

placed with nodes, according to a fixed probability [37, 28, 29].

Like in [15], the edge probability is defined as follows:

p
(
W k
ij

)
=
ε(nk + nk−1)

nknk−1
, (2.3)

where W k ∈ Rnk−1×nk
is a sparse weight matrix between the k-th layer and the

previous one, ε ∈ R+ is the sparsity parameter, and i, j are a pair of neurons;

moreover, nk is the number of neurons in the k-th layer.

As outlined in the previous section, this process led to forcing network sparsity.
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This stratagem is balanced by introducing the tunable revise fraction parameter

ζ, which defines the weights fraction size that needs to be rewired (with a new

weight assignment) during the training process.

Indeed, at the end of each epoch, there is a weight adjustment phase. It consists

of removing the closest-to-zero links in between layers plus a wider revising range

( i.e., ζ). This parameter verifies the correctness of the forced-to-be-zero weights.

Subsequently, the framework adds new weights randomly to exactly compensate

the removed ones. Thanks to this procedure, the number of links between layers

remains constant across different epochs, without isolated neurons [15].

Thus, in Chapt. 6 the role of ζ is analysed as well as showing how to find a good

range of ζ values. Our aim is to to strike a good balance between learning speed

and accuracy.

2.2.2 Methods derived from Network Science to induce

sparse ANNs

Some previous papers focus on the interplay between Network Science and Artifi-

cial Networks [65, 15, 66]. More specifically, they draw inspiration from biological

phenomena such as the organisation of human brain [29].

Early studies in Network Science, in fact, pointed out that real graphs (e.g., social

networks describing social ties among members of a community) display important

features such as power-law distribution in node degree [28] and the small-world

property [39]. Many authors agree that these properties are likely to exist in

many large networked systems one can observe in nature. For instance, in case

of biological and neuronal networks, [67] suggested that the neuronal network

describing the human brain can be depicted as a globally sparse network with a

modular structure.

As a consequence, approaches based on Network Science consider ANNs as sparse

networks whose topological features resemble those of many biological systems

and they take advantage from their sparseness to speed up the training stage.

A special mention goes to recent research in [68], where the authors managed to

train a million-node ANN on non-specialised laptops, based on the SET frame-

work that was initially introduce in [15]. SET is a training procedure in which

connections are pruned on the basis of their magnitude, while other connections

are randomly added. The SET algorithm is actually capable of generating ANNs
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that have sparsely connected layers and, yet, achieve excellent predictive accuracy

on real datasets.

Inspired by studies on rewiring in human brain, [69] formulated the DEEPR algo-

rithm for training ANNs under connectivity constraints. DEEPR automatically

rewires an ANN during the training stage and, to perform such a task, it com-

bines a stochastic gradient descent algorithm with a random walk in the space of

parameters to learn.

Bourely et al. [66] studied to what extent the accuracy of an ANN depends on

the density of connections between two consecutive layers. In their approach they

proposed Sparse Neural Network architectures, which derive from random or struc-

tured bipartite graphs. Experimental results show that, with a properly chosen

topology, Sparse Neural Networks can equal or supersede a fully connected ANN

with the same number of nodes and layers in accuracy, with the clear advantage

of handling a much smaller parameter space.

Stier et al. [65] illustrated a procedure to generate ANNs, which derives from

artificial graphs. The proposed approach generates a random directed and acyclic

graph G according to the Watts-Strogatz [39] or the Barabási-Albert [28] models.

Nodes in G are then mapped onto layers in an ANN, and some classifiers (such as

Support Vector Machines and Random Forest) are trained to decide if a Watts-

Strogatz topology yields a better accuracy than a Barabási-Albert one (or vice

versa).

2.2.3 Methods derived from ANN Regularisation to in-

duce sparse ANNs

Methods such as L1 or L0 regularisation, which gained popularity in supervised

learning, have been extensively applied to generate compact yet accurate ANNs.

For instance, [70] introduced additional gate variables to efficiently perform model

selection. Furthermore, [71] described an L0-norm regularisation method, which

forces connection weights to become zero. Zero-weight connections are thus pruned,

and this is equivalent to induce sparse networks.

The methods above are successful in producing sparse but accurate ANNs; how-

ever, they lack explainability. Thus, it is hard to understand why certain archi-

tectures are more competitive than others.

It is also interesting to point out that regularisation techniques can be viewed as
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procedures compressing an ANN by deleting unnecessary connections (or, in an

equivalent fashion, to select only few parameters). According to [72], techniques

to prune an ANN are effective to uncover sub-networks within an ANN whose ini-

tialisation made the training process more effective. According to these premises,

Frankle and Carbin suggested what they called the lottery ticket hypothesis. In

other words, dense and randomly-initialised ANNs contain sub-networks (called

winning tickets) that, when trained in isolation, are able to reach the same (or a

comparable) test accuracy as the original network, and within a similar number

of iterations.

2.3 Network Science Literature

In this section we provide an overview of the state-of-art of (i) Criminal Networks;

(ii) Social Network Analysis applied to them and to (iii) the specific context of

Sicilian Criminal organisations; lastly, (iv) the resilient properties of networks are

considered.

2.3.1 Criminal Networks

Criminal organisations can be defined as groups operating outside the boundaries

of the law, that profit from providing illicit goods and services in public demand

in an illicit manner, and for which achievements come at the detriment of other

individuals, groups or societies [73]. Organised crime can be referred to by a

range of different terms such as gangs [74], crews [75], firms [76], syndicates [76], or

Mafia [1]. In particular, Mafia is defined in Gambetta’s work [77] as a “territorially

based criminal organisation that attempts to govern territories and markets” and

he refers to the one located in Sicily as the original Mafia.

Whatever term is used to identify organised crime, the latter is anyway based

on relational traits. For this reason, scholars and practitioners are increasingly

adopting a Social Network Analysis (SNA) perspective to explore criminal phe-

nomena [78]. SNA is indeed a powerful tool to analyse criminal networks and

to gain a deeper understanding of criminal behaviour [79]. SNA algorithms are

able to produce relevant measurements and parameters relevant to identify the

roles and importance of individuals within criminal organisations [80] and to con-

struct crime prevention systems [81]. In a criminal investigation, the individuals

subjected to Law Enforcement Agencies (LEAs) enquiries may attempt to shield

sensible information. Investigators then have to rely on alternative methods and
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exercise special investigative powers allowing them to gather evidence covertly.

Information available for analysis can then come from sources such as phone taps,

surveillance, archives, informants, interrogations to witnesses and suspects, infil-

tration in criminal groups. Despite significant advantages, such sources may also

come with a number of drawbacks.

During investigations, some of the individuals providing information might be

reliable, while others might attempt to deceive the investigations with the aim to

protect themselves or their associates, or to achieve a goal. For instance, if actors

are aware of being phone-tapped, they are more likely to avoid exposing some self-

incriminating evidence. While transcripts of discussions between unsuspecting

actors may be considered more reliable, a double-check is still needed between

information collected from the taps and data collected from other official records

related to the case. This is required since conversations among criminals often

involve lies or codes concealing the true nature of the crime [82]. Moreover, if

police misses surveillance targets, central actors may not appear with their actual

role in the data, simply because their phones end up not being tapped [1].

While the police seeks to validate the content of phone-taps, the offenders them-

selves try to find out whether the information received from fellow criminals is

actually accurate. Longer investigations and surveillance tend to eventually ex-

pose such lies. On the other side, with investigations going on, the list of suspects

may change over time, with the group, and consequently data, changing signifi-

cantly as a function of police decisions.

Police decisions may indeed impact the design of an investigation. LEAs normally

start with some central individuals and then expand their reach by adding further

actors. Not all the individuals linked to the central ones are automatically added,

though. This can happen, for instance, when there are not enough resources avail-

able to investigate all active criminal groups, then prosecution services concentrate

indeed on groups on which they can gather evidence easily. This kind of decisions

are more prone to the risk of some groups operating under the police radar and

then left out from the collected data. This approach is shown to hold extremely

high chances of generating distorted inferences about the network structure [83].

The problem of actors lying is extended to data collected through questionnaires or

interviews as well. Information collected from interrogations may not be reliable,

with the risk of interviewees downplaying or amplifying their real role or not being

representative of the broader group.
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Incompleteness and incorrectness in criminal network data is then inevitable, since

available intelligence data is determined more by the subjective judgements of

investigators. This is due to investigators dealing with different qualities of data

and because there is no standard methodology in SNA, for taking into account

such degrees of reliability.

The problem of determining which information is relevant is usually referred to as

the problem of signal and noise, in which important information is mixed in with

large amounts of irrelevant, or unreliable information. LEAs are indeed often

faced with the problem of having too much data, some of which being of little

value. With large volumes of raw data collected from multiple sources, the risk

of inconsistency becomes higher as well. Analytic techniques used in intelligence

then must be able to cope with large amounts of information, and be capable to

extract the signal from the noise.

In summary, data collected in criminal investigations often suffers from:

• Incompleteness, caused by the covert nature of such type of networks;

• Incorrectness, caused by either unintentional data collection errors and in-

tentional deception by criminals;

• Inconsistency, when records of the same actors may be collected into law

enforcement databases multiple times and not necessarily in a consistent

way. Such misleading information may lead to an actor featuring multiple

times (as different individuals) in the network.

Another problem specific to SNA for criminal networks lies in how data are trans-

formed. As stated before, data needs to be presented in a specific manner, with

actors being represented by nodes, whereas their associations or interactions are

represented by links. In SNA, there is not a standard method for such data trans-

formation task from raw data: the process undergoes the subjective judgement

of the analyst that might be debatable. For instance, it may be difficult for an

analyst to decide whom to include or exclude from the network, if its bound-

aries are prone to ambiguity [41]. Data conversion then ends up being a fairly

labor-intensive and time-consuming task.

Finally, another feature of criminal networks is represented by their dynamics:

such networks are not static, meaning that they constantly change over time. To

represent such dynamics, new data or even different data collection methods are

required, for covering longer time spans [41].
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2.3.2 Social Network Analysis in Criminal Networks

Social Network Analysis is the use of Network and Graph Theory to study social

phenomena, which was found to be highly relevant in areas like Criminology. This

section provides an overview of key methods and tools that may be used for the

analysis of criminal networks, which are presented in a real–world case study.

Social Network Analysis (SNA) is increasingly used by Law Enforcement Agencies

(LEAs) to analyse criminal networks as well as to investigate the relations among

criminals based on calls, meetings and other events derived from investigations [41,

79, 84, 85], but also to evaluate the effectiveness of law enforcement interventions

aimed at disrupting criminal networks [86].

For this reason, nowadays there is a growing interest in the application of Graph

and Network Science onto criminal networks. For instance, SNA has been used

in [87] to build crime prevention systems. However, due to the lack of data avail-

ability (see Chapt. 4) on those kind of networks, there are difficulties in finding

relevant quantitative studies. Such examples are those conducted by Szyman-

ski [88] and Berlusconi [89], on the problem of community detection and link

prediction.

Sarnecki [90] applied Social Network Analysis to study co-offending behaviours

among Swedish teenagers. Morselli [91] studied the connections within the Gam-

bino, New York based family, and he focused on the career of Saul Gravano, a

member of the Gambino family. McGloin [92] made an analysis on the structure

of a network based on the street gangs in Newark, New Jersey. Natarajan [93],

built a network of phone calls starting from a dataset consisting of 2,408 wiretap

conversations (gathered during the prosecution of a heroin-dealing Mafia syndi-

cate in New York). This network revealed the core of the criminal organisation

and showed that most of the members had very limited contacts with others in the

group. Calderoni [94] explained how illicit drug traffics were indirectly handled by

high-status Mafia members, whereas the most central and visible positions were

held by middle-level criminals.

SNA is not only a tool to describe the structure and functioning of a criminal or-

ganisation, but it is largely employed in the construction of crime prevention sys-

tems [87]. For instance, Xu and Chen [84] jointly applied SNA, using hierarchical

clustering algorithms. Their approach worked in two stages: firstly, a criminal net-

work was partitioned into subgroups using a clustering algorithm; secondly, block

modelling techniques have been used to extract interaction patterns between these

subgroups. Agreste et al. [60] applied percolation theory to efficiently dismantle
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mafia syndicates. Calderoni and Superchi [95] showed that the node’s betweenness

centrality in a meetings network is evidence of Mafia leadership, suggesting that

this variable could be exploited by LEAs in selecting the most suitable targets for

additional investigations and disruption. Social Network Analysis tools were also

used to identify leaders within a criminal organisation. For instance, Mastrobuoni

and Patacchini [96] investigated the structure of criminal ties between mobsters

using a dataset of 800 Mafia members’ criminal profiles. These criminals were ac-

tive in the United States from 1950s to 1960s. Authors considered various features

(such as family relationships, legal and illegal activities) to predict the criminal

rank of a mobster.

While the studies above provided insight into the social organisation of and pos-

sible countermeasures against criminal organisations, the application of SNA to

criminal groups nearly inevitably faces problems of noisy or incomplete informa-

tion. Information on a criminal network is often likely to be missing or hidden,

due to the covert and stealthy nature of criminal actions [97, 84]. Consequently,

the derived networks are incomplete, incorrect, and inconsistent, either due to de-

liberate deception on the part of criminals, or to limited resources or unintentional

errors by LEAs [98, 99, 100, 101, 60]. These limitations may bias the analysis and

cause problems of uncertain information, potentially jeopardising the effectiveness

of the investigations [85].

On the other hand, when seeking optimal disruptive strategies for criminal net-

works, two main approaches can be considered [102]: the human capital and the

social capital. The former originates from economics, and refers to the personal at-

tributes and/or resources possessed by actors within a social network. Sparrow [41]

suggested that identifying the individuals who possess many resources and skills

offers a great opportunity to damage the criminal network. Cornish [103] intro-

duced the notion of script, which is borrowed from cognitive science. A script

approach is a way to better understand how crimes are committed and how to

prevent them. The central element of this approach, the crime script, is a step-

by-step account of the actions and decisions involved in a crime. If the script

is correctly identified, it can be used to prevent or disrupt crime commission.

Later on, Bruinsma and Bernasco [104] combined this script concept with SNA,

to identify the role of human capital within criminal networks.

By contrast, the social capital network-disruption strategy [105, 79] refers to the

connections or ties between the actors in a network. It is through these connections

that actors can have strategic positions, exchanging and sharing resources with
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other actors in the network [41, 42, 93, 106, 102]. Research in this field is often

based on SNA to find the most influential or powerful individuals of social capital,

who correspond to the most central nodes in a network [107]. There is empirical

evidence that brokers (i.e., the individuals acting as bridges between disconnected

subgroups) have a key role in the connectivity of criminal networks, often relating

separate criminal collectives within illegal markets [93, 1, 108, 109, 99, 100, 101,

60]. For instance, the impact of brokers on the crime commission processes has

been investigated by Morselli and Roy [108].

Through SNA, a number of interesting findings have been made over the years.

Agreste et al. [60] devised an efficient approach for dismantling mafia syndicates,

based on the application of percolation theory. Peterson [2] argued that the most

central actors in covert networks might also be the most visible, and for this

reason the most likely to be detected. Spapens [110] identified a brokerage role

within Dutch ecstasy production, observing that brokers not only increase “social

capital” within these criminal collectives, but also add “human capital”. Bright

et al. [111] investigated the effectiveness of five law enforcement interventions in

disrupting and dismantling criminal networks, using both the social, and human

capital approaches. Moreover, they showed how the removal of actors based on

the Betweenness centrality metric was the most efficient strategy.

2.3.3 Sicilian Criminal Networks

As asserted in the previous sections, in recent years there has been a growing

interest in the application of methods from Statistical Physics and Social Net-

work Analysis (SNA) to the study of different kinds of crimes and, particularly,

terrorism. We focus on a specific criminal organisation, the Sicilian Mafia (also

known as Cosa Nostra), which originated in Sicily and has now spread worldwide

[112, 92, 96]. Due to its global spread, Mafia controls entire economic sectors,

influencing the social and political life of a country (e.g. by interfering in the

results of electoral competitions).

In fact, Mafia tends to create deep roots into the very fabric of society, to the

point that it becomes “impossible to destroy without a radical change in social

institutions” (in the words of Italian politician Leopoldo Franchetti, 1876 [112]).

An impressive scientific interest for the study of social structure of Sicilian Mafia

syndicates has been generated because of the social embeddedness of this type of

criminal organisation [113, 114]. Each of these groups can be referred to as cosca

(i.e., a Sicilian word which refers to any plant whose spiny closely folded leaves
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symbolise the tightness of relationships between members of the Mafia), gang, clan

or family.

There is a vast number of studies of criminal organisations and, terrorist acts;

yet Mafia has characteristics that make it unique. If we analyse terrorism, it is

possible to see how the organisations are formed by individuals who collaborate to

pursue an objective and are even willing to sacrifice their lives to achieve that goal

(e.g. the Twin Towers attack). After reaching their goal, the terrorist organisation

generally dissolves (e.g. the IRA in Ireland).

The modus operandi of Mafia is different. Indeed, Sicilian Mafia has a particular

structure that differs from common criminal networks (such as the terrorist nets).

The affiliates are bound by blind loyalty and they still pursue further goals even

after achieving a previous one. Moreover, Families last for several generations.

They also tend to diversify their objectives: from controlling entire economic

sectors (e.g., by giving “protection” to small traders and taking control of larger

factories), to influencing countries political life (e.g., by interfering in the results of

electoral competitions). The blind loyalty of affiliates makes it even more difficult

to obtain reliable information about those criminal networks topologies: important

information about such criminal network is likely to be missing or hidden, due to

the covert and stealthy nature of criminal actions [97, 84, 98, 99].

In addition, a Mafia clan lasts for several generations [115, 96], and is characterised

by two key elements: the close links among affiliates and the ability to lead illegal

activities to pursue specific objectives. In the first element, the links between

mobsters are very close and are marked by reciprocal altruism. In the second

element, the clan identifies objectives that it considers to be profitable and almost

safe (e.g., human trafficking), and focuses its resources on those objectives. As

the objectives change over time (e.g. the members of the clan risk overexposure

and capture, or if the deal is no longer profitable), the organisation defines new

objectives and redesigns its structure to achieve them.

In complex networks terms, this is a rather unusual behaviour. which is almost

never detected in other criminal networks. For this reason, many studies have been

done on the structure and evolution of a Mafia syndicate (i.e., a “cosca”). Yet, ex-

isting studies are mainly qualitative since very few (and restricted) datasets exist.

We overcome this limitation by creating datasets that allow network analysis.

It has been challenging to define a new dataset directly derived from judicial

documents. The information in these documents were verified by the police and
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the magistrates during a trial, making this a reliable dataset. An additional

challenge is that such datasets are bound to be incomplete, for instance due to gaps

in the investigation process. A common case is when the police is not authorised

to intercept a specific group of individuals during a certain period of time.

2.3.4 Resilient properties of Networks

Several authors [116, 117] have described the concept of network resilience con-

sidering two main aspects: (i) the capacity to absorb and thus resist disruption,

(ii) the capacity to modify the network’s internal structure and strategies, in or-

der to adapt to external pressures. Resilience depends on the level of redundancy

present in the criminal network. Redundancy is reflected in the number of re-

lationships among the network actors, and is associated with strong connections

between these actors [118]. A high level of redundancy and consequently of diver-

sity of relationships in the network allows it to function even if some tie is broken

and to find more options to substitute the network actors who have been arrested,

incarcerated, or killed by LEAs. Replacements are often found within short social

distances because criminal connections often start from already established social

networks of kinship, friendship, or emotional ties [119, 113].

Network resilience can be analysed by node removal processes, which are also

used to manage cascading failures (for instance in power grids) [120], confine the

spreading of viruses [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11] or fake news [12, 13, 14], or streamline the

network, through pruning, i.e. by removing those nodes that have minor impact

on the overall connectivity [121].

A common strategy used to detect which nodes should be removed first is by

ranking them according to centrality metrics. Typical metrics are the degree[30],

the h-index [45, 122], the coreness centrality [123, 124], the Eigenvector central-

ity [48], and the Katz centrality [49]. Indeed, those metrics are a widespread tool

in Network Science to identify important elements (nodes and edges) in real-life

networked systems.1 Yet, the efficiency of each metric (at ranking the network

elements) tends to vary with the type of application. Thus, the choice of the

metric underlying the node-removal process is often domain-specific and requires

tailored experimentation.

1Other popular centrality metrics are Betweenness centrality and Closeness centrality ; yet
their computation requires to calculate all-pairs shortest paths in a graph, which is prohibitive
even in graphs of modest size. Thus, in the work presented in Chapt. 5 Betweenness and
Closeness centrality have not been considered.
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2.4 Summary

In this chapter, we have provided a concise background of the main theoreti-

cal concepts that this thesis develops beyond the state-of-art. In particular, in

Sect. 2.1 the Graph Theory main mathematical concepts were described: starting

from the basic notions, moving forward to the definition of the artificial models,

and concluding with the explanation of the most significant metrics herein used for

conducting our experiments both in terms of computation and evaluation. Next,

in Sect. 2.2 we moved our attention from the theoretical concepts of Machine

Learning to the state-of-art in terms of how the academic community approached

the Sparse Artificial Neural Networks field so far. Lastly, in Sect. 2.3 the litera-

ture of Network Science referred to such application domains (i.e., Criminal and

Artificial Neural networks) has been shown.
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Chapter 3

Criminal Networks Part I:

Disruption Analysis

The work included in this chapter has been published in the following papers: [16,

17].

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we borrow methods and tools from Social Network Analysis (SNA)

to (i) unveil the structure and organisation of Sicilian Mafia gangs, based on two

real Sicilian Mafia networks, and (ii) gain insights as to how to reduce the Largest

Connected Component’s size (LCC) of them. We focus particularly on one as-

pect of network resilience that, in this context, represents the ability of criminal

networks to survive to (or counter) the actions of the Law Enforcement Agen-

cies LEAs. Network resilience also relates to the capacity of these networks to

reorganise after perturbations (e.g., police raids), and to re-establish connectivity.

However, this particular aspect has not been investigated herein because our net-

works are currently treated as a static dataset. Another view of network resilience

will be discussed in Chapt. 5.

In Chapt. 2 we have been extensively mentioned that the Sicilian Mafia differs

from other criminal organisations. Indeed, Mafia networks have peculiar features,

due to the links distribution and strength, which makes them extremely robust to

exogenous perturbations. Analysts are also faced with the difficulty in collecting

reliable datasets that accurately describe the gangs’ internal structure and their

39
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relationships with the external world, which is why earlier studies are largely

qualitative, elusive and incomplete. This aspect will be more deeply discussed in

Chapt. 4.

A key feature of our work is the generation of two real–world datasets, which

we have anonymised (to eliminate sensitive data) and made publicly available

online on GitHub repository1 and on Zenodo [125]. These are based on raw

data derived from juridical acts, relating to a Mafia gang that operated in Sicily

(Italy) during the first decade of the years 2000s. We created two very different

networks, capturing phone calls and physical meetings, respectively that we have

characterised in our previous conference paper [16]. Our datasets relate to a Mafia

syndicate acting as a link between prominent criminal families, operating in the

two biggest cities (Palermo and Catania) of Southern Italy. The Phone Calls (PC)

dataset has been derived from eavesdropping, while the Meetings dataset (M) has

been derived from police surveillance data. Both datasets are represented by

undirected networks. For each of them we have created a weighted graph version

(considering the frequency of interactions between individuals, or nodes), as well

as an unweighted version (accounting only for connections). A detailed description

of the datasets collection and management is given in Sect. 3.3.1.

The present study goes well beyond the initial characterisation of these datasets

that we conducted in [16], which advanced the state-of-the-art through a creation

of novel datasets from real–world data (two weighted undirected graphs), and an

analysis that shows how the peculiarities (and internal dynamics) of Mafia fami-

lies connections may be unveiled via SNA methods. Indeed, this work investigates

network robustness across different scenarios, pinpointing the most effective met-

ric, and demonstrating an effective strategy to obtain a faster LCC size drop. In

detail, we simulate two types of police operations: (i) arresting one criminal at

a time (sequential node removal), and (ii) police raids (node block removal). We

evaluate how the different types of networks are impacted by these two types of

perturbations, in terms of LCC size drop.

As asserted in Chapt. 2, the resilience of a social network is the result of several

factors deriving from the network structure, such as the position of the nodes (i.e.,

the social capital), and individual technical abilities (i.e., the human capital): the

former refers to the most connected actors (i.e., key players) of a criminal network

and/or the nodes connecting the several groups and subgroups inside a network

(i.e., bridges); the latter refers to the precious knowledge, skills and technical

1https://github.com/lcucav/criminal-nets/tree/master/disruption

https://github.com/lcucav/criminal-nets/tree/master/disruption
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abilities of a criminal network node (e.g., pharmacological and chemical knowledge

are required in drug synthesis processes).

We employ SNA methods to identify the actors having a high level of social cap-

ital. These are typically the most influential individuals, with a central role in

the criminal network. To this end, we put to test four different centrality metrics,

namely: (i) Degree centrality, (ii) Betweenness centrality, (iii) Katz centrality, and

(iv) Collective Influence. It is worth recalling from SNA that the Degree central-

ity helps identifying network hubs (i.e., the focal points). However, contrary to

other types of networks, criminal networks communications are not necessarily

mediated via hubs, which are more visible and, thus, more vulnerable [1, 2]. On

the other hand, by weighing the communication paths (rather than nodes in isola-

tion), Betweenness centrality pinpoints those nodes that play an important role in

multiple communication paths. We have therefore hypothesised that Betweenness

centrality could help removing the individuals that are crucial in maintaining the

information network. In turn, removing those individuals would increase the LCC

size drop inside the networks, which is our aim.

For the sake of completeness, we also considered two more prominent centrality

metrics. Katz centrality computes the relative influence of a node, measuring the

number of node’s immediate neighbours (first degree nodes) and also all the other

nodes in the network that connect to the node itself through these immediate

neighbours. Finally, Collective Influence establishes the centrality of a node in

a criminal network taking into account the degree of the node’s neighbours at a

given distance l from it.

Our analysis identifies Betweenness centrality as the most effective metric, showing

how, by neutralising only 5% of the affiliates, the LCC size dropped by 70%. We

also identified that, due the peculiar type of interactions in criminal networks

(namely, the distribution of the interactions frequency) no significant differences

exist between weighted and unweighted network analysis. Our work has significant

practical applications for tackling criminal and terrorist networks.

3.2 Related Works

Villani et al. [126] tried to check whether, and to which extent, strategies based

on both human and social capital could reduce (or neutralise) resistance and

adaptation abilities of criminal organisations. Thus, we base our attack strategy

on the social capital approach.
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Inspired by the work of [126], we have also analysed the correlation between the

social capital and the human capital in the criminal organisation we are consid-

ering (See Sect. 3.5.2).

In Sociology, the social capital denotes a group of tangible and intangible resources

such as interpersonal relationships, a shared sense of identity, shared norms and

values, trust, cooperation, and reciprocity that are fundamental to assure the

functioning of human communities. From our experiments, as will be described in

Sect. 3.5, individuals with high Betweenness contribute significantly to the social

capital associated with a criminal organisation because they connect the various

subgroups composing the criminal organisation itself and enable efficient informa-

tion flow within the organisation.

Thereby, our experiments confirmed that the removal of high Betweenness indi-

viduals induces a strong reduction in the social capital but is not, however, the

greatest loss that a criminal network might suffer from. For instance, in a drug-

trafficking organisation, individuals with specialised knowledge in chemistry play

a pivotal role to carry out the illicit affairs of the organisation. Thus, their removal

seriously affects the organisation even if those individuals had low Betweenness.

Broadly speaking, the human capital refers to the skills and resources that some

components of the organisations have and which play a key role in the functioning

and long-term sustainability of the organisation. As noted in [126], the most ef-

fective repressive actions should simultaneously aim at weakening both the social

and human capital of a criminal organisation. To this purpose, Villani et al. [126]

suggested a new index (called CNR - Criminal Network Resilience) to assess the

resilience of criminal networks, which combines parameters related to social capi-

tal, as well as parameters associated with the human capital.

In our study, individuals have three different roles, namely: leaders, members, and

elements close to the gang but not affiliated with it.

3.3 Materials and Methods

This section describes the real criminal datasets (Sect. 3.3.1) we extracted from

juridical acts. We used these datasets for our analysis, followed by a brief summary

of the disruption strategy (Sect. 3.3.2). In particular, the experiments relate

to a preliminary analysis on the networks typologies by the use of the weight

distribution and the shortest path length that will be extensively discussed in

Sect. 3.4. Then, once the network topology is well known, the disruption strategy

could follow. The results obtained are separately discussed in Sect. 3.5.
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3.3.1 Datasets Creation

In this section we explain the structure of the two networks taken into account (i.e.,

Meeting and Phone Calls). This relates to our work published in [17], whereas

the datasets are available on Zenodo [125]. Note that the work described in

this section was conducted by the co-authors. Nonetheless, those information

have been included to allow the reader to have a clearer overview on the whole

process of this piece of research. Specifically, the author of this thesis dealt with

the experimental part of this work in terms of implementation of the disruption

strategy and interpretation of its results.

Dataset Collection: Our datasets were derived from the pre-trial detention

order, issued by the Court of Messina’s preliminary investigation judge on March

14, 2007, which was towards the end of the major anti-mafia operation referred

to as the “Montagna Operation”.

We have chosen the court order associated with the operation Montagna (a docu-

ment composed by approximately more than 250 pages) because it contained the

largest number of wiretaps and stakeout instances among all court orders we had

access to, which allowed us to maximise the size of the dataset.

This operation was concluded in 2007 by the Public Prosecutor’s Office of Messina

(Sicily) and was conducted by the Special Operations Unit of the Italian Police

(Reparto Operativo Speciale (R.O.S.) of the Carabinieri, specialised in anti-Mafia

investigations).

This particular investigation was a prominent operation focused on two Mafia

clans, known as the “Mistretta” family and the “Batanesi” clan. From 2003 to

2007, these families were found to had infiltrated several economic activities in-

cluding major infrastructure works, through a cartel of entrepreneurs close to the

Sicilian Mafia.

According to the Italian Code of Criminal Procedure, the pre-trial detention order

begins with the crimes alleged against individuals. The same individual can be

mentioned multiple times in the order: for example, an individual A could appear

for the first time because she/he is accused of theft; furthermore, A could appear

together with an individual B because both A and B could be jointly accused of

extortion.

Information available in the pre-trial detention order is relevant to the construc-

tion of a graph, which falls within the class of the so-called of co-offending net-

works [127]: in a co-offending network, nodes are associated with individuals while

edges specify that two individuals (corresponding to the endpoints of that edge)

co-participated in perpetrating a crime. The construction of a co-offending net-
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work highly depends on the assessments of the public prosecutor who includes in

the court order only the activities having criminal relevance.

Each meeting has been represented as a clique with order equal to the number of

participants. It may be a limitation to assume that each participant has spoken to

all the others, but no more precise information can be gathered from the judicial

proceedings. The phone calls networks is less dense than the meeting one because,

even though the overall number of people involved is comparable, the calls took

place between two individuals only. Furthermore, as highlighted in Table 3.1,

there are only 47 people in common between the two networks and, thus, for a

more complete analysis it is necessary to work with both the networks.

The pre-trial detention order reported the composition of both the Mistretta fam-

ily and the Batanesi clan. Judicial proceedings followed a chronological narrative

scheme, which detailed the illicit activities pursued by the members of the Mis-

tretta clan before the imprisonment of a boss. To preserve anonymity, we will

denote such a boss as x. The boss x has been selected by the most influential

Mafia syndicates to settle the conflicts between the Mistretta and the Batanesi

families. The conflicts were unleashed from the extortion imposed on local en-

trepreneurs in the construction of the highway that connects the city of Messina

to Palermo. LEAs relied on the depositions of collaborators of justice, stakeouts

and wiretapping. Meetings involving suspected individuals can be broadly clas-

sified as follows: (a) meetings which aim to define the organisational structure

of the Mafia syndicate along with its relationships with entrepreneurs and other

Mafia syndicates operating in surrounding areas. The boss x always attended

these meetings and has always been accompanied by at least two trusted men.

(b) Meetings involving people who occupied the lowest levels of the Mafia syn-

dicate hierarchy; the purpose of these meetings was, in general, to design illicit

activities and, usually, only two people were involved in these meetings. For each

one the date of the meeting, the place, and the participants were recorded. Par-

ticipants to a meeting were identified by a unique identification code.

The datasets were constructed by hand, transcribing the names of the subjects

spotted in the meetings and intercepted in the phone calls. Of course, there are

tools for the automatic extraction of information, but they operate satisfactorily

only on structured documents (e.g., in documents containing tables or records).

However, the juridical acts under scrutiny is an unstructured document. Phone

calls records are structured information; unfortunately, those kind of tools and

records are not public and, thus, the appropriate software was only used by in-

vestigators. In addition, the information about the eavesdropping or stakeouts
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Table 3.1: Characteristics of Meetings and Phone Calls networks.

Parameter Meetings Phone Calls
No. Nodes 101 100

No. Edges 256 124

Max. Weight 10 8

Max. Frequency 200 100

Avg. Degree 5.07 2.48

Diameter (Max. Shortest Path) 7 14

APL 3.308 3.378

CC 0.656 0.105
Common nodes 47

are part of the arguments put forward by the prosecutor to prove, or attempt

to prove, that a specific subject was associated with others to pursue a specific

criminal goal. In the judicial act we analysed, only the significant individuals for

the current investigation were included. Both eavesdropping and stakeouts must

be authorised by the Judicial Authority for the purposes of the investigation and

for a specific period of time. There are laws according to which, for example,

interceptions that are irrelevant to the investigation must be destroyed and must

not appear in court documents. It is also important to highlight that the judicial

proceedings, from which we extracted the relevant data to build the two graphs,

is a public document that any private citizen can request to read for consultation

from the court, despite it contains names and telephone numbers (that can be

considered as sensitive data). Then, the anonymisation process was performed for

the sake simplicity as it is not easy to deal with nodes having so many details

(like first and last names) as attributes and also for the sake of discretion. Hence,

we replaced the names with progressive numbers (in order of appearance in the

document) and, thus, two list of edges were obtained (one for each network).

The procedure to build the Meetings network was as follows: (a) each person

who participated in at least one meeting corresponds to a node in the network;

(b) two subjects in the Meetings network are connected by an edge if both of them

attended at least one meeting; (c) edge weights reflect the number of meetings that

two individuals jointly attended (i.e., interaction frequency). Analogously, judicial

proceedings recorded phone calls between the individuals under investigation. For

each call, the ID of the caller (resp., the ID of the receiver), the time of the

call, the duration, and content of the conversation were reported. The procedure

to build the Phone Calls network was as follows: (a) each person who made or

received at least one call was associated with a node in the network; (b) two nodes

in the phone call are connected by an edge if the associated individuals had at
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least one call; (c) the weight attached to an edge specifies the number of phone

calls between the individuals connected by that edge. Observe that we used only

text data (from pre-trial detention order) to derive links in both the Meetings

and the Phone Calls networks. In addition, we included all actors found in the

investigation records, independently of the fact that an actor is actually a member

of a Mafia syndicate or not.

Dataset Description: Figure 3.1 is a visual representation of both datasets

as undirected and weighted graphs. In our datasets, each node represents an

individual, whereas links show mutual interactions among the individuals. The

Meetings dataset, captures the physical meetings among suspects. The Phone

Calls dataset refers to phone calls among individuals. As previously asserted, the

datasets are available on Zenodo [125] and were discussed in detail in our earlier

studies [16, 17, 81].

The key features of our datasets are summarised in Table 3.1, including the number

of nodes and edges, the maximum weight, the maximum frequency in the affiliates’

interactions, the average degree (neighbours per node), and the highest number

of individuals required to connect mobsters (based on all shortest paths in both

datasets). We also calculated the APL and the CC of the Meetings and the Phone

Calls networks (see Sect. 3.4.3). It is worth noticing that the two datasets have

47 nodes in common and a comment on this overlap is extensively discussed in

Sect. 3.6.3.

Indeed, both networks can be treated as either unweighted and weighted networks

since, for each pair of individuals, we recorded a coefficient representing the num-

ber of times the pair had a meeting (as reported by the police surveillance logs),

and made a phone call (reported in police interceptions logs). In SNA terms, these

coefficients are known as the strength of the connection between two individuals.

Nodes may belong to different categories. Some nodes represent the leaders (i.e.,

“bosses”) or the soldiers (i.e., “picciotti”, a Sicilian word that refers to the low-

est rank of the Mafia hierarchy) of the criminal organisation. Other nodes are

associated with individuals (e.g., a fruit seller or a baker) who had one or more

calls with members of a Mafia syndicate but are not affiliated with any criminal

organisation.
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(a) The Meetings graph

(b) The Phone Calls graph

Figure 3.1: The graphs derived from the juridical acts data extraction. The
colours represent the different clans. In particular, turquoise nodes represent the
members of the “Mistretta” family, while the “Batanesi” family is drawn with
yellow nodes. Circled nodes correspond to leaders (i.e., bosses) investigated for
having promoted, organised, and directed the Mafia association. The green and
purple circled nodes refer to bosses of Mafia families of other mandates. Finally,
the white nodes represent other subjects who are close to a family, but are not
classifiable in any of the previous categories. In both graphs, the edges width is
proportional to the number of meetings or phone calls, and the size of the nodes
is proportional to their degree.

3.3.2 Disruption Strategy

This section briefly describes the experimental process employed to disrupt the

two networks and evaluate the effects of node removal, under different conditions

and strategies.

Design of the Experiments: Both datasets were used, under both unweighted

and weighted conditions. Two node removal strategies have been studied (i.e.,
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sequential and block). These are iterative procedures in which the nodes have

been removed in decreasing order of their centrality score. After the node removal

stage, the LCC size is updated and the process resumes.

Let us denote by LCC(G) the size of the LCC of a graph G. Denote by Gi the

graph resulting after the i-th iteration of the node removal algorithm, whose size

of the LCC is LCC(Gi). Clearly, the unperturbed graph is G0, for which we have

LCC(G0).

The relative difference between the size of the LCC at the start of the simulation

and after the i-th iteration (i.e., i-th node removal) is given by ρi ∈ [0, 1]:

ρi = 1−
∣∣∣LCC(Gi)− LCC(G0)

LCC(G0)

∣∣∣ (3.1)

Note that ρ0 = 1 and ρn = 0, where n is the last iteration (sequential removal).

Both strategies (sequential and block removal) may be summarised as follows:

1. We first compute LCC(G0); i.e., the LCC size for the initial graph G0.

2. This step depends on the removal strategy. Either the the highest ranking

of the remaining nodes (in the sequential strategy), or the the set of the

five most influential nodes of the remaining ones (in the block strategy) are

removed. Ranks are computed with the current centrality score. The new

graph Gi, with i = 1, 2, . . . , n is obtained (for block removal we have fewer

iterations).

3. Compute LCC(Gi), and calculate ρi.

4. Steps 2 and 3 are repeated until the graph size can no longer be reduced.

Sequential Nodes Removal: It simulates the scenario in which affiliates are

arrested one-by-one by the police.

Block Nodes Removal: It simulates the scenario in which affiliates are arrested

during a raid by the police. This strategy is similar to the sequential one, with

the main difference being that nodes are removed in blocks of five. The block

size depends on the type and scale of the datasets. The fraction of nodes to

be removed during block police operations is a reasonable value that takes into

account some considerations. In [60] a serious reduction of the LCC with only 5%

as block size was obtained. Moreover, in such a relatively small criminal network
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larger fractions of block sizes appear unrealistic. This is why, in our case, five has

been found to be adequate in terms of number of nodes removed at once.

3.4 Networks Characterisation

This section describes our work published in [16] that relates the weight distribu-

tion (Sect. 3.4.1) and the shortest path length (Sect. 3.4.2) analyses.

3.4.1 Weight Distribution Analysis

We begin this study by discussing the edges weights distribution in both Meetings

and Phone Calls networks. Fig. 3.2 shows the weight distribution that specifies,

respectively, the amount of meeting and phone calls exchanged between pairs of

individuals in the networks. On the horizontal axis we report edge weights, while

the vertical axis shows frequencies.

Noticeably, both networks exhibit similar characteristics and include several low-

weight links. Thus, there are just a few high-weight edges; i.e, nodes incident on

those links exhibit an high number of interaction within the network. A possible

explanation is that the affiliates want to reduce the risk of being intercepted by law

enforcement, and even by other people outside the clan. In the Meetings network

this trend is even more accentuated (the maximum frequency in low-weight links

is almost double, as shown in Table 3.1). Moreover, the maximum weight of

interactions among affiliates in the Meetings network (i.e., w = 10) is greater

than the one in the Phone Calls network (i.e., w = 8). A possible explanation is

that mobsters prefer to communicate by physical meeting rather than calling each

other, to reduce the risk of being intercepted by the police. Mobsters will find it

easier to crypt their conversations in face-by-face meeting, for instance by using

body language, or generating background noise. Furthermore, bosses often have

to participate to Mafia events to pursue their power inside a clan. For instance,

bosses have to participate to funerals of other affiliates, and other solemn religious

demonstrations (masses, processions, etc.). During those kinds of events, they

also have the opportunity to pass messages to their closest subordinate affiliates.

Moreover, it is harder for criminals to notice that they are going to be intercepted

rather than to be eavesdropped by the police.
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Figure 3.2: Weights distribution. Left Panel Meetings network. Right Panel
Phone Calls network.

3.4.2 Shortest Path Length Analysis

The histograms of shortest path length distributions of Fig. 3.3 provide useful sta-

tistical characterisations of the two networks under scrutiny. Path length statistics

are closely related to dynamic properties such as velocities of network spreading

processes. Usually, criminal organisations are structured in a way as to optimise

the number of communications among members, and to efficiently disseminate

information. These members can be discovered by following short paths of com-

munications. Moreover, we can discover relationships among individuals belonging

to distant groups in the graph because, even when two nodes seem to be distant,

there may exist a relatively short path that connects them; i.e., affiliates may also

be acting as a bridge to connect distant groups in the network.

There are similarities between the weighted and the unweighted shortest path

length analysis. In both scenarios, indeed, there is a higher interaction frequency

among affiliates having a balanced number of intermediates. This means that

they do not like to spread their encrypted messages with a too low (resp., high)

number of intermediates. This behaviour confirms the hypothesis that inside a

“cosca” it is better to avoid the borderline cases. On one hand, if the shortest

path is composed of a lower number of affiliates, the bosses are overexposed to

police investigations. On the other hand, the longest the number of intermediates,
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the higher the chances to be intercepted by people outside the Family.

Furthermore, in the weighted simulations emerges a lower frequency of interactions

in the Phone Calls dataset compared with the same shortest path length of the

Meetings network. This behaviour, emerged also in Fig. 3.2, proves that the

clan tries to minimise the risk of interceptions, specially to avoid exposing those

mobsters who are hierarchically in a higher rank.

The availability of a real weighted graph is a valuable asset in order to conduct

a more thorough network analysis. Indeed, in the unweighted scenario this be-

haviour is not highlighted because both datasets seem to act in the same way.

Figure 3.3: Distribution of shortest path lengths in Meetings e Phone Calls net-
works. Left Panel The unweighted graph. Right Panel The weighted graph.

3.4.3 Average Path Length and Cluster Coefficient Anal-

ysis

The APL and CC values in the Meetings network were compared with the average

values of APL and CC of a random graph G?. In our tests, G? had the same

number of nodes and the same average degree of the Meetings network. In the

Meetings network, the APL and CC are equal to 3.308 and 0.656, respectively; in

the random graph associated with the Meetings network, we measured an APL

and a CC equal to 4.342 and 0.0018, respectively.

We repeated the procedure above for the Phone Call graph and we generated a

random graph with the same number of nodes of the same average degree of the

Phone Call graph and we calculated its APL and CC. We observe that the APL

and the CC for the Phone Calls network are equal to 3.378 and 0.105, respectively;

in the random graph associated with the Phone Calls network, we measured an

APL equal to 5.593 and a CC equal to 0.0039. We can therefore conclude that

both in the Meetings and Phone Calls networks the CC values are considerably
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bigger than those found in the corresponding random graph. In contrast, APL

values are moderately lower than those found in the corresponding random graph.

In the light of our analysis, both the Meetings and the Phone Calls networks can be

regarded as small world networks [39]. The high CC coupled with a low average

path length favour the information flow among the individuals in the criminal

organisation and promote their coordination, thus making the organisation more

effective.

3.5 Disruption Results

In this section the results obtained from our experiments on LCC size are shown.

The network analysis is reported next, considering weighted and unweighted graphs

configurations (Sect. 3.5.1). Next, in Sect. 3.5.2 there is a quick discussion in com-

paring our analysis with the role of the criminals within the network (i.e., human

capital). Lastly, Sect. 3.5.3 will summarise the most important results obtained

from our analysis.

3.5.1 Weighted Graphs Analysis

Fig. 3.4 shows the results obtained for the cases of sequential and block node

removal, for both datasets, and including all four centrality metrics. Remarkably,

the Katz coefficient (tuned to the default values of α = 0.1 and β = 1.0) is the

least effective one (i.e, the slowest one) at causing the faster LCC size drop, in

all eight cases, that are: two datasets (Meetings and Phone Calls), two strategies

(sequential and block) and two graph structures (weighted and unweighted).

To understand this result intuitively, we need to look at the way this central-

ity metric operates. Katz determines the importance of each node based on the

number of walks that pass through it, but it does not consider their length. Fur-

thermore, shortest paths are not considered, hence a walk may visit the same

node multiple times. Yet, this is in contrast to how criminals would operate in

practice. Affiliates typically prefer to spread the information through a number of

intermediaries, to minimise the risk of interception by non-family members. This

is consistent with our earlier findings [16] (See Sect. 3.4). Ultimately, it would

not make sense (and would be unwise) to send the same message multiple times

through the same path, which is what Katz would help identifying. Therefore,

removing nodes by the highest Katz score would not be a winning strategy.
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All the other metrics act better than Katz centrality, and comparably among each

other. This happens because of the weights distribution shape [16], which exhibits

a long tail of nodes, with just a few dominating ones (Sect. 3.3.1). Thus, after

removing the most central nodes (i.e., the first five iterations), the network gets

almost totally disconnected and the remaining nodes have the same weight (w =

1). Hence, all the metrics focused on either degree (i.e., Degree and Collective

Influence) or shortest paths (i.e., Betweenness) follow the same ρ drop speed. On

the other hand, Katz centrality with its default parameters focuses on walks of

undefined lengths, thus producing a slower ρ drop.

Figure 3.4: Weighted networks. A: Meetings dataset, sequential node removal
strategy. B: Meetings dataset, block node removal strategy. C: Phone Calls
dataset, sequential node removal strategy. D: Phone Calls dataset, block node
removal strategy.

Sequential vs Block Removal: Looking at Fig. 3.4, with the exception of

Katz, no significant differences are visible between the two node-removal strategies

(i.e., sequential and block). This is somewhat counter-intuitive, since in real

life police raids are typically aimed at breaking up the network more effectively.
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In our case, this result originates from the particular type of the datasets at

hand. When constructing the datasets, we did not have access to information

about the way criminals reconstructed their communication channels following

arrests. Hence, our network is static (i.e., it misses the network reconfiguration

data), which is why our analysis is not fully capturing the dynamic aspects that

differentiate sequential and block strategies. In network terms, this translates

into no differences in terms of LCC size drop as the network is static. On the

other hand, significant network re-tuning of nodes importance, due to internal re-

organisation of trusted affiliates used to spread messages within and outside the

criminal network, would be expected in the case of dynamic graphs (i.e., graph

snapshots before and after police operations).

Weighted vs Unweighted: Considering now the differences between weighted

and unweighted graph analysis, we notice that the majority of cases do not pin-

point major differences. This was due to the peculiar way in which weights are

distributed in criminal networks (as noted in the Weighted Graphs paragraph).

Nevertheless, interesting differences are visible in the Meetings dataset - sequential

node removal (Fig. 3.5). The unweighted case is mostly faster than (although

occasionally equivalent to) the weighted case. This is because the weights (i.e.,

the affiliates’ interaction frequency) are concentrated in very few individuals, with

most other weights having w = 1. This is also why, with the exception of the initial

transient period (involving very few interactions), most algorithms converge to

similar values.

Figure 3.5: First 30 iterations of the sequential node removal strategy,
Meetings dataset. A: Unweighted Graph. B: Weighted Graph.
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3.5.2 Correlation between social capital and human capi-

tal

This section shows a comparative analysis of the top 10 nodes (i.e., criminals) of

the Meetings (resp. Phone Calls) graphs, sorted by decreasing values of the best

centrality metric able to cause the highest fragmentation within the criminal net-

work under scrutiny (i.e., the Betweenness centrality), and the role of such nodes

within the organisation. The roles we have considered are: leaders, members, and

elements close to the gang but not affiliated with it. Leaders contribute more

significantly than others to human capital because they are in charge of making

decisions, planning and coordinating criminal actions. In turn, the human capital

associated with the members of the gang is greater than those who are close but

not affiliated with it.

From Table 3.2 (resp. Table 3.3) we observe that the node with ID 18 is associated

with a leader and has the highest Betweenness, both in the Meetings and in the

Phone Calls networks.

In addition, many nodes (18, 27, 29, 36, 47, 68) have high centrality, in both

the Meetings and in the Phone Calls networks. We underline that both in the

Meetings and in the Phone Calls networks there are only two leaders in the top

10 positions, which indicates that there is a weak correlation between social and

human capital, and this agrees well with the results of [126].

Table 3.2: Betweenness centrality values and Role (Meetings network).

Position Node ID Betweenness centrality Role

1 18 0.373 Leader

2 47 0.22 Member

3 27 0.159 Leader

4 68 0.126 Member

5 12 0.117 Member

6 25 0.114 Leader

7 29 0.09 Member

8 36 0.072 Member

9 22 0.069 Member

10 11 0.063 Member

3.5.3 Summary of the main results

This section provides a brief recap of the most important results and considera-

tions.
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Table 3.3: Betweenness centrality values and Role (Phone Calls net-
work).

Position Node ID Betweenness centrality Role

1 18 0.418 Leader

2 61 0.282 Member

3 47 0.236 Member

4 29 0.22 Member

5 75 0.096 Member

6 36 0.085 Member

7 27 0.083 Leader

8 68 0.068 Member

9 58 0.06 close

10 70 0.051 close

The best centrality metric: Comparing the algorithms in Fig. 3.5, it emerges

that Betweenness centrality is by far the most effective centrality index for reduc-

ing the size of the LCC of a criminal network.

This result is consistent with literature reports upon criminal networks’ SNA

shown in the Introduction, and has an intuitive explanation. Indeed, to avoid

being intercepted, members of a criminal networks build their relationships to

assure that information flows along the shortest possible paths. In this way, both

the Meetings and the Phone Calls network configure themselves as small-world

networks with a low average path length and a large CC. The nodes that intercept

most of these shortest paths are those having the largest values of Betweenness

centrality, and act as intermediaries to assure the quick flow of information from

any source to any target in the graph.

To confirm this intuition, we progressively removed nodes according to their Be-

tweenness centrality and we measured the corresponding variation of APL and

the number nc of connected components (see Fig. 3.6). These plots indicate that

the selected removal of nodes amplifies the average distance between any pair of

nodes in the Meetings/Phone Calls networks and, simultaneously, it creates an

increasing number of disjoint components. A repressive action aimed at removing

high Betweenness nodes has, therefore, a devastating impact on network topology

because it causes an LCC size drop, as we observed a fast drop in ρ. Also, since

the Katz centrality prioritises those nodes crossed by a large number of walks of

arbitrary length, it is less effective in detecting the nodes acting as intermediaries,

and whose removal reduces the LCC size the most.

Intuitively, Betweenness centrality outperforms the other metrics, thanks to its

operation on paths, rather than on individual nodes degree. This is particularly
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effective in criminal networks that are devised in such a way as to minimise the

path length, in order to reduce the risk of police interceptions. Betweenness

centrality compromises the most influential paths, leading to a faster drop in ρ.

This feature is what makes Betweenness somehow opposite to Katz centrality

(whose goal is to explore walks).

Collective Influence was the second worst performer after Katz. This is, again,

due to its emphasis on node degree instead of path length. Collective Influence is

also showing some differences between the weighted and the unweighted processes,

exhibiting a lower ρ drop in the weighed graph. A possible explanation is that

the weighted case identifies as influential nodes not only those with higher weights

on the incident links, but also the nodes having high-weight only on immediate

neighbours. This could reflect a typical situation in criminal networks, whereby

the top-leaders avoid direct exposure and mediate all communications through a

single trusted individual (or very few of them). On the other hand, this particular

aspect is not detectable in the unweighted analysis.

Figure 3.6: Function variations of the number of removed nodes in the
Meetings and Phone Calls networks. Nodes are prioritized on the basis
of their Betweenness centrality. A: Variation of the APL. B: Variation of the
number of connected components.

Take-Home Message: In short, our results confirmed the effectiveness of

SNA in speeding up the process of reducing the LCC size of criminal networks.
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Considering our datasets, we could severely affect LCC (with a 70% LCC size drop)

by neutralising less than 5% of the affiliates (either through sequential arrests

or police raids). Betweenness centrality performed significantly better than the

other three metrics, thanks to its specific focus on paths, rather than simple node

degree. This is consistent with the typical operation of criminal networks where

information diffuses through the shortest paths and within the organisation, to

minimise intra-affiliates interactions and, thus, the risk of interception. Therefore,

law enforcement interventions should favour path-related centrality metrics (such

as Betweenness) instead of other strategies.

3.6 Discussion

In this section, the results obtained will be discussed with a view to the practical

implication of the criminal networks under scrutiny. In details, Sect. 3.6.1 will

relate the main outcomes obtained from the preliminary analysis we conducted

in Sect. 3.4. Next, the effects of the disruption strategy will be commented in

Sect. 3.6.2. Lastly, a brief summary of the main liming factors we encountered in

this work will be presented in Sect. 3.6.3.

3.6.1 Characterisation Outcomes

The preliminary characterisation related the weight distributions and the shortest

path length analysis was conducted. The weights distribution analysis unveiled

a long tail of nodes, with just a few dominating ones. We could observe that

a predominant number of links had similar weight (w = 1), thus making the

distinction between weighted and unweighted graphs negligible after the removal

of the best connected nodes. As also confirmed through the shortest path length

analysis, the study demonstrated that just a few affiliates tend to be responsible

for the highest interaction frequency with a balanced number of intermediates.

This is because the clans aim to avoid an overexposure of the bosses (and other

prominent affiliates), to minimise police interceptions.

Herein, we have moved our attention to also understand how LCC varies as a

result of police interventions (i.e., the nodes removal process).
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3.6.2 Disruption Outcomes

Our social capital investigation shows that Betweenness centrality is the most

relevant centrality metric, as it causes an effective LCC fragmentation for both

networks under scrutiny. Indeed, Betweenness is the only metric (out of the four

analysed) that focuses on shortest paths, which reflects the structure of Mafia

syndicates. The LCC size drop velocity depends on the capability of centrality

metrics to target the appropriate node with the right criterion, in terms of node

importance, for the specific network topology. Mafia syndicates topologies are

based on trusted affiliates to spread messages (i.e., interact on shortest paths).

Thus, it became clear that centrality metrics based on shortest paths led to faster

LCC size drops.

Interfering on the paths produces a sensitive LCC size drop among trusted af-

filiates. The same conclusion has been drawn regardless of weights (to reflect

interaction frequencies).

Overall, we could substantially and more rapidly reduce the LCC size by removing

the top 5% most influential nodes, computed according to Betweenness score.

This effect is achieved thanks to the network weights distribution (or rather, their

concentration within few influential nodes), which leads to a rapid drop in ρ. Once

the most influential nodes have been removed, the remaining ones are largely

characterised by w = 1, which makes the weighted and unweighted networks

virtually indistinguishable.

Our SNA results can be directly translated onto law enforcement actions, consid-

ering that we are now able to efficiently identify the top 5% most trusted affiliates

(i.e., the ones typically employed as intermediaries between bosses and the other

members).

In turn, we can virtually neutralise the clans’ internal communication infrastruc-

ture by getting the trusted affiliates in custody. Intuitively, whenever arrests can

be made in block (raids), that would further impair the ability of the criminal

communication network to be re-established. However, we have not studied this

specific aspect, due to unavailability of necessary data.

The pre-trial detention order is the final outcome of a time-consuming police inves-

tigation. Once the inquiry is underway (and even before it has been completed),

the actual network is richer than the one derived from the pre-trial detention or-

der. The investigative network includes extra interactions among suspects, which

are removed once the judge deems them to be irrelevant. Thus, the final network
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derived from the original one is partial and misses the data included in the initial

investigation. This explains our limits related to the lack of data.

Furthermore, when LEAs inspect on those kinds of criminal networks, most of the

time they have prior knowledge thanks to criminal records, even though they may

not have a clear picture of the connections between individuals.

Generally speaking, the aim of a “cosca” is to conduct illegal activities (which may

vary from place to place and are susceptible to local trends), and to ultimately

pursue effective financial benefits. For instance, some clans may focus on drugs,

rather than organ trafficking, prostitution, finance, or political influence. Quite

commonly, clans pursue multiple activities, which makes it even more difficult to

reconstruct the labyrinth of criminal communication networks (and perform SNA

thereof).

Our datasets emerged directly from a collection of official juridical acts, and fo-

cused on a single criminal activity (the securement of public procurement con-

tracts). This involved a network of entrepreneurs, was confined to a specific geo-

graphical area, and captured information over a limited time span. The peculiarity

of our networks is that the gang was established in relation to a specific event (pro-

curement of a methanisation process), so it was not a pre-existent organisation.

Thus, our dataset captured a relatively simpler snapshot of the complex entangle-

ment of mafia criminals, which constitutes both a strength, and weakness of our

study.

Indeed, if LEAs have prior knowledge, then our approach is even more efficient;

otherwise, as is the specific network herein considered, two main issues may arise

to conduct investigations: (a) noise, and (b) different organisational time scales.

By noise, we mean that LEAs could have too much information (e.g., too many

interceptions or surveillance logs, some of which are worthless). By different or-

ganisational time scales we indicate that criminals already know how to contact

a specific criminal for their illicit purposes (e.g., a sniper), in a way LEAs might

not be able to identify. Thus, they have to spend more time to reconstruct the

inner relationships by exploring the evidences and, as previously asserted, this is

a time consuming process.

On the one hand, the scope of our SNA is limited by the significance and breadth

of the datasets at hand. We have mentioned already how a more dynamic analysis

of the network could not be done in this case, as for instance, understanding the re-

connection ability following events like individual arrests or police raids. Also, we
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are capturing a single criminal activity in a confined spatio-temporal context. So,

it was not possible to detect a broader and more diversified set of communications,

such as those taking place in a more complex, multi-activity network. Nor could

we detect external communications, such as those involving people who were not

directly members of the criminal nets except for entrepreneurs (e.g., politicians,

magistrates and businessmen).

On the other hand, the greater specificity of our networks allowed a cleaner anal-

ysis, focused on unveiling some hidden communication mechanisms. Having re-

duced the parameters under scrutiny and the complexity of the system, we could

pinpoint a simple, yet effective strategy for unsettling the connectivity of the net-

work through a dramatic drop in the LCC size. This might have not emerged

from the analysis of a more complex network. Also, this simpler framework has

allowed us to swiftly test out our hypothesis and to obtain reliable results.

This could have been a challenge on a complex network, especially when multiple

criminal activities take place in parallel.

3.6.3 Main limiting factors of our work

We conclude this section by describing the main factors that posed some limits to

our study.

1. Wiretapping is allowed strictly under well-motivated circumstances and for

short periods of time, thus limiting the ability of police forces to gather data

on Mafia activities. According to the Italian Code of Criminal Law, LEAs

should request the Public Prosecutor an authorisation to wiretap conversa-

tions, also by means of electronic systems if such an activity is indispensable

to prevent crimes. If authorised, LEAs are allowed to wiretap individuals

for at most 40 days, which may be extended by up to 20 days. If the Pub-

lic Prosecutor grants an extension to wiretapping (and, in general, to other

surveillance activities), she/he has to produce a written report in which the

reasons justifying the prolongation of surveillance activities must be clearly

explained. Therefore, LEAs have a limited ability of collecting the data they

need to reconstruct the topology of a criminal network and all information

produced during non-authorised periods are lost.

2. Collaborators of justice are often the main source of information for the in-

vestigators; yet they cannot always be deemed to be reliable. Italian LEAs

make an extensive use of the depositions of collaborators of justice, i.e.,
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criminals who abandoned a Mafia syndicate and decided to cooperate with

criminal justice authorities in order to reveal the composition and organi-

sational structure of a Mafia syndicate. Collaborators of justice are widely

considered as a powerful tool in dismantling Mafia syndicates, but their cred-

ibility must be carefully checked. In the Montagna operation, there was a

collaborator of justice who provided very accurate and detailed information

in the early stages of the investigation tasks. Nevertheless, from a certain

point onward, that collaborator was no longer considered to be credible and

the information he provided was deemed as unreliable.

3. Mafia leaders avoid using phones to communicate. Investigations show that

the affiliates of a Mafia syndicate are highly suspicious of being tailed by

police and, thus, they carefully avoid conversations on cell phones, when-

ever possible. This implies that the Phone Calls network yields a partial

reconstruction of the information flow in a Mafia syndicate. A further con-

sequence arising from the low propensity of some subjects to make/receive

phone calls is the low degree of overlap between the Phone Calls network

and the Meetings network. In practice, criminals prefer alternative means of

communication (e.g., they use intermediaries to convey encrypted messages).

Consequently, the Meetings network includes individuals who had never been

intercepted by the police forces. In contrast, some eavesdropped individuals

had no ties with the Mafia syndicate but are acquainted with some Mafia

syndicate members (for instance, because of work, or other family reasons)

and they had conversations with them. Therefore, these individuals have

never attended any meeting and are excluded from the Meetings network.

3.7 Conclusions

In this chapter, important improvements compared to the state-of-the-art have

been discussed. The first challenge was the generation of two real–world datasets,

capturing the interaction among Sicilian Mafia members relating to a “cosca”

that operated in Sicily (Italy) during the first decade of the 2000s. Specifically,

our two datasets were derived from original juridical acts about two Sicilian clans

who sought illegal profits from public procurement proceedings that have been

validated with law and law-enforcement experts. What makes this work unique

is also a quantitative study on the unusual interactions among the clan affiliates.

Indeed, a “cosca” network acts differently from other criminal organisations (e.g.

terrorist affiliations). Individuals tend to periodically re-aggregate in pursuit of
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changing goals and to survive over time. There are cases in which the same goal

persists for several generations. Whereas in other occasions goals will change

rapidly, depending on external socio/economic/legal changes.

To facilitate the reproduction and further extension of our work, we have placed an

anonymised version of the datasets and the source code in the public repository1

and with citable DOI on Zenodo [125], including the Meetings dataset (constructed

from police stakeouts) and the Phone Calls dataset (derived from police wiretaps).

We have also derived weighted and unweighted versions of the datasets.

The main focus was the social capital analysis, investigated by the drop in the size

of the LCC of the networks. But, firstly, a network characterisation was essential

to understand the criminal networks topology under scrutiny.

Thus, from the weight distribution of the two datasets we could figure out which

individuals called or met more often. While each connected pair provides evidence

of at least one interaction, the edge weights have proved invaluable in unveiling

the most significant connections, both within and outside Mafia families.

The comparative analysis of shortest path length between weighted and unweighted

graphs shows how Mafia members favour indirect communications through a well-

trusted set of intermediaries. Also this form of communication effectively spreads

information among key affiliates. Moreover, the weighted analysis gives us more

accurate results than in the unweighted analysis. Indeed, the frequency in the

Phone Calls dataset in the weighted scenario is lower than the Meetings one. This

highlights how the clans succeed in reducing the risk of being intercepted by the

police. This behaviour is masked in the unweighted analysis.

We have, then, explored mechanisms required for identifying key individuals in

the network and, in turn, speed-up the LCC size drop through minimal node

removal. We considered two strategies, namely: (i) a sequential node removal

approach, and (ii) block removal. The first one simulates the scenario in which

the police arrest one “cosca” affiliate at a time. The second one, mimics a police

raid. Next, we put to test four different centrality metrics, namely: (i) Degree

centrality, (ii) Betweenness centrality, (iii) Katz centrality, and (iv) Collective

Influence. The effectiveness of the centrality metrics has been validated trough

the ρ parameter, which measures the drop of the LCC size, after node removal,

compared with the initial LCC size.

Our experiments unveiled Betweenness as the most effective metric. Indeed, it

produced a greater impact in terms of LCC size drop rate, thanks to its priori-
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tisation of communication paths, rather than by individual nodes degree. Thus,

the resulting optimal strategy was to order nodes by Betweenness centrality score

and to remove them by a decreasing order of these scores. This procedure tack-

led directly the communication mechanisms used by criminal networks, which are

designed to minimise the probability of interception by the police.

3.8 Future Work

This work is prone to considerable extensions and adaptations. For one, it would

be interesting to conduct a more in-depth comparative study between social and

human capital in Mafia associations. In fact, the resilience of criminal networks

also depends on the personal qualities and competences of their members. In

Network Science, those competences are represented as node labels describing node

roles. Therefore, in order to better assess the strength of a criminal organisation,

we should also look at the human capital endowment.

While we have looked at how to identify the key information intermediaries, an-

other promising angle is the identification of individuals holding highly specialised

roles. Criminal organisations are increasingly infiltrating highly specialised activ-

ities that require very specific knowledge, skills and competences. For example,

pharmacology and chemistry expertise are required for synthetic drug manufac-

turing processes. The removal of these highly specialised nodes could decisively

undermine the resilience of criminal organisations, as such individuals may be

extremely difficult to replace.

This analysis paves the way to a vast range of further analyses. What emerges is

that conventional analysis based on node centrality are insufficient on their own.

New metrics have to be considered to gain better insights into Mafia clans in-

terconnections, which communicate differently from other social networks. One

possibility would be to combine popular centrality metrics with new ones that

better capture these anomalous types of communications. The clan bosses are in-

deed the most powerful individuals. Yet they appear to generate the least frequent

interactions. Instead, the soldiers (or “picciotti”) emerge as the most important

nodes. Thus, conventional network analysis will fail in identifying the bosses.

Under this prospective, it may also be possible to analyse the role that small

traders (e.g. greengrocers or bakers) have in facilitating the interactions within

and outside the Families mobsters. Observing how often a member of a clan meets

people outside the organisation, could make it possible to discover communication
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patterns and, in turn, differentiate between two types of interactions: (1) unrelated

to the Mafia context (e.g. mobsters who occasionally buy something); (2) requests

for protection (i.e. “pizzo” / racket) by the traders, which is typically periodical.

This could be achieved using temporal networks analysis.

The next chapter will still relate on criminal networks, however the context is

slightly different. We will address one of the biggest problems that LEAs face

in their investigation, namely the missing data threshold for incomplete criminal

graphs. Thus, the network features under scrutiny will be the network similarity

metrics.
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Chapter 4

Criminal Networks Part II:

Missing Data Analysis

The work included in this chapter has been published in the following paper: [18].

4.1 Introduction

A significant problem in the analysis of real–world criminal networks is that im-

portant information is often mixed with vast amounts of irrelevant or unreliable

information. In Social Network Analysis (SNA), the identification of relevant in-

formation from a dataset is usually referred to as the problem of signal and noise.

Data collected in criminal investigations may suffer from issues like: (i) incom-

pleteness, due to the covert nature of criminal organisations; (ii) incorrectness,

caused by either unintentional data collection errors or intentional deception by

criminals; (iii) inconsistency, when the same information is collected into law en-

forcement databases multiple times, or in different formats.

Thus, in this chapter nine real criminal networks of different nature (i.e., Mafia

networks, criminal street gangs and terrorist organisations) are analysed to quan-

tify the impact of incomplete data, and to determine which network type is most

affected by it. The networks were firstly pruned using two specific methods:

(i) random edges removal, simulating the scenario in which the Law Enforcement

Agencies (LEAs) fail to intercept some calls, or to spot sporadic meetings among

suspects; (ii) nodes removal, modelling the situation in which some suspects can-

not be intercepted or investigated. Finally, we computed spectral distances (i.e.,

67
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Adjacency, Laplacian and normalised Laplacian Spectral Distances) and matrix

distances (i.e., Root Euclidean Distance) between the complete and pruned net-

works, which we compared using statistical analysis. Our investigation identifies

two main features: first, the overall understanding of the criminal networks re-

mains high even with incomplete data on criminal interactions (i.e., when 10% of

edges are removed); second, removing even a small fraction of suspects not inves-

tigated (i.e., 2% of nodes are removed) may lead to significant misinterpretation

of the overall network.

4.2 Related Works

Over the last decades, SNA has been employed greatly by LEAs. This increasing

interest from law enforcement is due to the SNA ability to identify mechanisms

that are not easily discovered at a first glance [108].

SNA relies on real datasets used as sources which allow to build networks that

are then examined [86, 128, 129, 126, 16, 81, 17, 130]. However, the collection

of complete network data describing the structure and activities of a criminal

organisation is difficult to obtain.

In this work, a network science approach is adopted to assess how much of the

available data of a criminal network may be missing, before it starts to be unreli-

able. In other words, our aim is to quantify how much the partial knowledge of a

criminal network can affect investigations in a significant way.

An interesting application of SNA consists of comparing networks, by finding

and quantifying similarities and differences between them [131, 132, 133]. Net-

work comparison requires measures for the distance between graphs, a non-trivial

task involving sets of features which are often sensitive to the specific appli-

cation domain. Some reviews on the most common graph comparison metrics

are [134, 135, 136, 137]. In an our earlier publication [138], such distance measures

were exploited to quantify how well artificial (but realistic) models can simulate

real criminal networks. The same measures are used herein for a different task.

In this chapter, we analyse nine real criminal networks of different nature, which

are the result of different investigative operations over Mafia networks, criminal

street gangs and terrorist organisations. To quantify the impact of incomplete

data and to determine what kind of network mostly suffers from it, we adopted

the following strategy: (i) We pruned input networks by means of two specific

methods, namely: random edge removal and random node removal, which reflect
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the most common scenarios of missing data arising in investigation environments.

(ii) We calculated the distance between the original (and complete) network and

its pruned version.

4.3 Materials and Methods

This section presents the datasets used in our experimental analysis (Sect. 4.3.1)

and provides a preliminary analysis of the degree distribution of the respective

graphs obtained (Sect. 4.3.2). Finally, the protocol followed to run our analysis

will be summarised in Sect. 4.3.3.

Useful details about Mafia, street gangs and terrorist networks are provided in Ta-

bles 4.1 and 4.2, including edges weight and directionality, connectedness, number

of nodes including isolated ones, number of edges, number of connected compo-

nents, maximum average path length for each connected component, maximum

shortest path length, average degree, maximum degree and the average clustering

coefficient. The CV network seems to be the only fully connected network (i.e.,

|cc| = 1) and, for this reason, in all the considered networks we chose to compute

the average path length for the single components and then to show the maximum

value.

Table 4.1: Mafia networks properties.

Network MN PC SN WR AW JU
weights weighted weighted weighted unweighted unweighted unweighted

directionality undirected undirected undirected undirected undirected undirected

connectedness false false false false false false

n. of nodes n 101 100 156 182 182 182

n. of isolated nodes ni 0 0 5 0 36 93

n. of edges m 256 124 1619 247 189 113

n. of components |cc| 5 5 6 3 38 96

max avg. path length 〈d〉 for cc 3.309 3.378 2.361 3.999 4.426 3.722

max shortest path length d 7 7 5 8 9 7

density δ 0.051 0.025 0.134 0.015 0.011 0.007

avg. degree 〈k〉 5.07 2.48 20.76 2.71 2.08 1.24

max degree k 24 25 75 32 29 13

avg. clust. coeff. 〈C〉 0.656 0.105 0.795 0.149 0.122 0.059

4.3.1 Datasets Collection

As previously asserted, our analysis focuses on nine real criminal networks of

different nature (see Table 4.3). In detail, the first six networks relate to three

distinct Mafia operations, while the other three are linked to street gangs and

terrorist organisations.
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Table 4.2: Street gangs and terrorist networks properties.

Network SV CV PK
weights weighted weighted weighted

directionality undirected undirected undirected

connectedness false true false

nr. of nodes n 234 110 246

nr. of isolated nodes ni 12 0 16

nr. of edges m 315 205 2571

nr. of components cc 13 1 26

max avg. path length 〈d〉 for cc 3.534 2.655 3.034

max shortest path length d 6 5 9

density δ 0.012 0.034 0.085

avg. degree 〈k〉 2.69 3.73 20.9

max degree k 34 60 78

avg. clustering coeff. 〈C〉 0.15 0.335 0.753

Table 4.3: Criminal networks characterisation.

Investigation Network Source
Name Nodes Edges

Montagna Operation
(Sicilian Mafia)

2003-2007

MN

PC
Suspects

Physical Surveillance
Audio Surveillance

[16, 81, 17, 138, 125]

Infinito Operation
(Lombardian ’Ndrangheta)

2007-2009
SN Suspects

Physical and
Audio Surveillance

[139, 140, 141, 142, 143]

Oversize Operation
(Calabrian ’Ndrangheta)

2000-2009

WR
AW
JU

Suspects
Audio Surveillance
Physical Surveillance
Audio Surveillance

[89, 144]

Swedish Police Operation
(Stockholm Street Gangs)

2000-2009
SV Gang members Physical Surveillance [128, 145]

Caviar Project
(Montreal Drug Traffickers)

1994-1996
CV Criminals Audio Surveillance [1]

Abu Sayyaf Group
(Philippines Kidnappers)

1991-2011
PK Kidnappers Attacks locations [146]

Montagna Operation: The Montagna Operation was an investigation con-

cluded in 2007 by the Public Prosecutor’s Office of Messina (Sicily) focused on

the Sicilian Mafia groups known as Mistretta and Batanesi clans from which we

obtained the Meeting network (MN) and the Phone Calls network (PC) [16, 81,

17, 138, 130, 147, 125] (extensively discussed in Sect. 3.3.1).

Infinito Operation: The Infinito Operation was a large law enforcement oper-

ation against ‘Ndrangheta groups (i.e., groups of the Calabrian Mafia) and Milan

cosche (i.e., crime families or clans) concluded by the courts of Milan and Reg-

gio Calabria, Italian cities situated in Northern and Southern Italy, respectively.
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The investigation started 2003 is still in progress. On July 5, 2010, the Pre-

liminary Investigations Judge of Milan issued a pre-trial detention order for 154

people, with charges ranging from mafia-style association to arms trafficking, ex-

tortion and intimidation for the awarding of contracts or electoral preferences. The

dataset was extracted from this judicial act and is available as a 2-mode matrix

on the UCINET [148] website1. The Infinito Operation dataset was investigated

by Calderoni and his co-authors in several works [139, 140, 141, 142, 143]. From

the original 2-mode matrix, we constructed the weighted and undirected graph

Summits Network (SN) with 156 nodes and 1619 edges (Table 4.1). Nodes are

suspected members of the ’Ndrangheta criminal organisation. Edges are summits

(i.e., meetings whose purpose is to make important decisions and/or affiliations,

but also to solve internal problems and to establish roles and powers) taking place

between 2007 and 2009. This network describes how many summits any two

suspects may have in common. Attendance at summits was registered by police

authorities through wiretapping and observations during this operation.

Oversize Operation: The Oversize Operation is an investigation lasting from

2000 to 2006, which targeted more than 50 suspects of the Calabrian ’Ndrangheta

involved in international drug trafficking, homicides, and robberies. The trial led

to the conviction of the main suspects from 5 to 22 years of imprisonment be-

tween 2007-2009. Berlusconi et al. [89] studied three unweighted and undirected

networks extracted from three judicial documents corresponding to three differ-

ent stages of the criminal proceedings (Table 4.1): wiretap records (WR), arrest

warrant (AW), and judgement (JU). Each of these networks has 182 nodes cor-

responding to the individuals involved in illicit activities. The WR network has

247 edges that represent the wiretap conversations transcribed by the police and

considered relevant at first glance. The AW network contains 189 edges which

are meetings emerging from the physical surveillance. The JU network has 113

edges which are wiretap conversations emerging from the trial and several other

sources of evidence, including wiretapping and audio surveillance. These datasets

are available as three 1-mode matrices on Figshare [144].

Swedish Police Operation: The Stockholm street gangs dataset was extracted

from the National Swedish Police Intelligence (NSPI), which collects and registers

the information from different kinds of intelligence sources to identify gang mem-

bership in Sweden. The organisation investigated here is a Stockholm-based street

1https://sites.google.com/site/ucinetsoftware/datasets/covert-networks/

ndranghetamafia2

https://sites.google.com/site/ucinetsoftware/datasets/covert-networks/ndranghetamafia2
https://sites.google.com/site/ucinetsoftware/datasets/covert-networks/ndranghetamafia2
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gang localised in southern parts of Stockholm County, consisting of marginalised

suburbs of the capital. All gang members are male with high levels of violence,

thefts, robbery and drug-related crimes. Rostami and Mondani [128] constructed

the Surveillance (SV) network (Table 4.2). It contains data from the General

Surveillance Register (GSR) that covers the period 1995–2010 and aims to fa-

cilitate access to the personal information revealed in law enforcement activities

needed in police operations. SV is a weighted network with 234 nodes that are

gang members. Some of them were no longer part of the gang in the period covered

by the data and have been included as isolated nodes. The link weight counts the

number of occurrence of a given edge. This dataset is available on Figshare [145].

Project Caviar: Project Caviar [1] was a unique investigation against hashish

and cocaine importers operating out of Montreal, Canada. The network was tar-

geted between 1994 and 1996 by a tandem investigation uniting the Montreal

Police, the Royal Canadian Mounted Police, and other national and regional law-

enforcement agencies from England, Spain, Italy, Brazil, Paraguay, and Colombia.

In a 2-year period, 11 imported drug consignments were seized at different mo-

ments and arrests only took place at the end of the investigation. The principal

data sources are the transcripts of electronically intercepted telephone conversa-

tions between suspects submitted as evidence during the trials of 22 individuals.

Initially, 318 individuals were extracted because of their appearance in the surveil-

lance data. From this pool, 208 individuals were not implicated in the trafficking

operations. Most were simply named during the many transcripts of conversa-

tions, but never detected. Others who were detected had no clear participatory

role within the network (e.g., family members or legitimate entrepreneurs). The

final Caviar (CV) network was composed of 110 nodes. The 1-mode matrix with

weighted and directed edges is available on the UCINET [148] website2. From this

matrix, we extracted an undirected and weighted network with 110 nodes that are

criminals and 205 edges representing the communications exchanges between them

(see Table 4.2). Weights are level of communication activity.

Abu Sayyaf Group: Philippines Kidnappers data refer to the Abu Sayyaf

Group (ASG) [146], a violent non-state actor operating in the Southern Philip-

pines. In particular, this dataset is related to the Salast movement that has been

founded by Aburajak Janjalani, a native terrorist of the Southern Philippines in

1991. ASG is active in kidnapping and other kinds of terrorist attacks. The recon-

2https://sites.google.com/site/ucinetsoftware/datasets/covert-networks/

caviar

https://sites.google.com/site/ucinetsoftware/datasets/covert-networks/caviar
https://sites.google.com/site/ucinetsoftware/datasets/covert-networks/caviar
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structed 2-mode matrix is available on UCINET [148]3. From the 2-mode matrix,

we constructed a weighted and undirected graph called Philippines Kidnappers

(PK) (see Table 4.2). The PK network has 246 nodes and 2571 edges. Nodes are

terrorist kidnappers of the ASG. Edges are the terrorist events they have attended.

This network describes how many events any two kidnappers have in common.

4.3.2 Dataset Statistics

Herein, the degree distributions for each criminal network as a normalised his-

togram (see Fig. 4.1) is showed. MN, PC, WR, AW, JU, SV and CV have similar

degree distributions in which most nodes have a relatively small degree k with

values around 0, 1 or 2, while a few nodes have very large degree k and are con-

nected to many other nodes. SN and PK are the only networks having different

degree distributions compared to other criminal networks, as most of their nodes

have large degree k. In particular, we note that most nodes in PK are strongly

connected and have a degree k = 57.

SN, which derives from the Infinito operation, is a one-mode projection of the

original two-mode network in which are represented the meetings and the sus-

pects attending them. This implies that all suspects taking part in a meeting are

assumed to be interacting with each other, which could be somewhat artificial.

In fact, in crowded meetings some participants may have had a very limited (if

any) interaction with other participants. In such case, assuming that all partici-

pants interacted with each other may considerably overestimate the real number

of connections. However, it must be added that LEAs were only able to identify

the participants to meetings and not the full extent of their interactions. Similar

consideration applies to PK, which was built based on the presence of the kid-

nappers in the same place of a terrorist event. Here as well, the existence of an

edge linking two terrorists does not necessarily imply that they have interacted or

worked together, despite being in the same place.

4.3.3 Design of Experiments

In this section we give technical details on the design of the experiments conducted.

In the attempt of gaining a deeper understanding of criminal networks, in our pre-

vious work [138] we used graph distances to compare randomly generated graphs

3https://sites.google.com/site/ucinetsoftware/datasets/covert-networks/

philippinekidnappings

https://sites.google.com/site/ucinetsoftware/datasets/covert-networks/philippinekidnappings
https://sites.google.com/site/ucinetsoftware/datasets/covert-networks/philippinekidnappings
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Figure 4.1: Degree Distributions. The degree distribution pk provides the
probability that a randomly selected node in each criminal network has degree k.
Same colors imply the networks belong to the same police investigation.

and a real criminal network. In the present work, we have implemented distances

to understand to which extent a partial knowledge of a criminal network may

negatively affect the investigations. Since we are trying to estimate differences

based on the types/amount of missing data, we set up the experiments based on

two main strategies: random edges removal and nodes removal. The first case

simulates the scenario in which LEAs miss to intercept some calls or to spot spo-

radic meetings among suspects (i.e., due to the delays in obtaining a warrant).

In nodes removal, the selected nodes are removed along with their incident edges,

and afterwards they are reinserted within the networks as isolated nodes. Indeed,

the second case models the scenario in which some suspects cannot be intercepted.

For instance, if a criminal is known to be a boss but there are not enough proofs

to be investigated, then that criminal can be identified as an isolated node with

no incident edges. However, node removal is expected to have a greater impact

than simple edge removal, since removing a node implies the systematic deletion

of all its edges as well.
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Note that for a better comparison among the networks, all the graphs have been

considered as unweighted (as AW and JU are). Also, all the suspects showed

as isolated nodes of the original network have been excluded. In fact, our input

parameter was the edge list of the graph, which does not take into account nodes

with no incident edges.

Algorithm 1 shows the pseudocode of our approach. The full code is available

on GitHub4. In order to obtain the subgraphs, we started from the previously

described datasets; then, we converted them into graphs (i.e., G) and, lastly, we

pruned them (i.e., G
′
) according to a prefixed range of fractions with 0 < torem ≤

10%. We opted for the 10% because the criminal networks considered are small,

as they have less than 250 nodes. Afterwards, we have computed the spectral and

matrix distances between the original and the pruned graphs. Each edges removal

process has been repeated a fixed number of times (nrep = 100) and the results

obtained have been averaged. Thus, the averaged distances values 〈X〉 and their

standard deviations σ have been computed.

Algorithm 1 Pseudocode for computing the distances.

1: Parameter configuration: nrep, torem, and check
2: Read the dataset and convert it as graph G
3: if check = True then
4: Isolate torem of nodes
5: else
6: Remove torem of random edges

7: Compute S(G)
8: Compute the matrices A(G), L(G), L(G)
9: for torem do

10: for nrep do
11: Create a pruned graph G

′
and compute S

′
(G
′
)

12: Compute drootED(G,G
′
), dA(G,G

′
), dL(G,G

′
), and dL(G,G

′
)

13: Compute 〈X〉, σ ∀ d(G,G
′
) ∈ nrep

4.4 Missing Data Analysis Results

Herein, the results obtained from the network pruning experiments are presented.

The distance analysis between the real and the pruned networks is reported start-

ing from the random edges removal approach (Fig. 4.2), moving to the analysis on

the networks after node pruning (Fig. 4.3). The plots show the distances between

the original graphs and their pruned versions up to 10% of edges (Fe) and nodes

4https://github.com/lcucav/criminal-nets/tree/master/missing_data

https://github.com/lcucav/criminal-nets/tree/master/missing_data
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(Fn), respectively.

In both removal processes, dA displays a saturation effect that makes the results

difficult to be interpreted. Hence, this distance is not effective for highlighting

the effects of missing data on criminal networks. Furthermore, from this metric it

might seem that the two pruned networks of PK and SN show a greater deviation

from their original counterparts, but this is due to the inner structure of this

metric, which is highly influenced by the nodes’ degree. In fact, the average degree

of PK an SN (see Tables 4.1 and 4.2) is significantly higher (i.e., 〈k〉 ' 21) than

the other networks herein studied (i.e., 1 < 〈k〉 < 4). Moreover, their different

topology is also evident from their degree distribution (see Fig. 4.1). This is

the reason why these networks seem to have a more significant detachment effect

than others; however, they too suffer the saturation effect mentioned above as they

grow. A similar behaviour has also been encountered in dL and its explanation is

the same.

On the other hand, the distance metric which more effectively catches the damage

caused by a significant amount of missing data is dL, where distance growth is

linear. Indeed, the effects of 〈k〉 are smaller as this aspect is compressed by the

structure of this distance metric. It would seem that this metric is the most

effective measure compared to other spectral distances, in understanding how

much lacking data affects the total knowledge of the network. A similar trend was

also found in drootED; however, for a better comparison between nodes and edges

removal processes, we analysed in more detail this last metric by considering the

DeltaCon similarity simDC (Fig. 4.4).

The figure shows the difference between the original and pruned networks as the

fraction of elements removed increases (i.e., Fe for edges and Fn for nodes).

Before pruning the networks we have simDC = 1. Afterwards, the drop begins

to became more evident as the fraction F increases. In addition, as expected,

the nodes removal process affects more significantly the networks. This means

that if the lack of data relates to sporadically missed wiretaps, or to just a few

random connections between suspects, then the network structure is not as much

misinterpreted as if the case when one suspect has not been tracked at all. Indeed,

pruning the network by 2%, causes a simDC ≥ 0.8 for edges pruning, compared

to a simDC ' 0.2 for the nodes ones. Therefore, even when a small amount of

suspects are not included in the investigations, this can lead to a very different

network. The exclusion of the suspects could be voluntary or not. It highly

depends on the overall investigation process, starting from the very preliminary
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analysis, and up to the judges’ decision to allow warrants, or to exclude data

considered irrelevant for the current investigation.
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Figure 4.2: Edges removal effect. The removal effects of a fraction Fe of edges
by showing the graph distances between the original graphs with their pruned
versions. (A) Adjacency Spectral Distance dA. (B) Laplacian Spectral Distance
dL. (C) Normalised Laplacian Spectral Distance dL. (D) Root Euclidean Distance
drootED.

4.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, nine datasets of real criminal networks extracted from six police

operations have been analysed with the aim of investigates the effects of missing

data. More specifically, six datasets (i.e., MN, PC, SN, WR, AW, Ju) regard Mafia

operations (i.e., Montagna, Infinito, and Oversize), and the remaining ones (SV,

CV, PK) refer to other criminal networks, including street gangs, drug traffics,
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Figure 4.3: Nodes removal effect. The removal effects of a fraction Fn of nodes
by showing the graph distances between the original graphs with their pruned
versions. (A) Adjacency Spectral Distance dA. (B) Laplacian Spectral Distance
dL. (C) Normalised Laplacian Spectral Distance dL. (D) Root Euclidean Distance
drootED.

or terrorist networks (i.e., Stockholm street gangs, Caviar Project, Philippines

Kidnappers).

Our work focused on a careful analysis of the datasets, in order to simulate the

events where some data are missing. In particular, two different scenarios have

been considered: (i) random edges removal, simulating the case in which LEAs

miss to intercept some calls or to spot sporadic meetings among suspects; and

(ii) nodes removal, for the scenario where certain suspects cannot be intercepted

for some reason. For instance, if a criminal is known to be a boss, but there are

not enough proofs for him or her to be investigated, then this can be identified by

an isolated node with no incident edges.
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Figure 4.4: DeltaCon similarity simDC computation. (A) Edges removal
process by the fraction Fe. (B) Nodes removal process by the fraction Fn.

To quantify the difference between the original criminal networks and their pruned

counterparts, several distance metrics have been considered. We computed the Ad-

jacency, Laplacian, and normalised Laplacian Spectral distances (i.e., dA, dL, and

dL, respectively) plus the Root Euclidean Distance (i.e., drootED), as this metric al-

lows to compute the DeltaCon similarity (i,e., simDC), which can quantify even

small differences between two graphs in the interval [0, 1]. The pruning process

involved removing a fraction of up to 10% of edges and nodes. This percentage

has been chosen as the networks size was quite small (less than 250 nodes per each

dataset).

Our analysis suggests that (i) the spectral metric dL is best at catching the ex-

pected linear growth of differences with the incomplete graph against its complete

counterpart; (ii) the nodes removal process is significantly more damaging than

random edges removal; thus, it translates to a negligible error in terms of graph

analysis when, for example, some wiretaps are missing. Indeed, in terms of simDC

drop, there is a 30% difference from the real network, for a pruned version at 10%.

On the other hand, it is crucial to be able to investigate the suspects in a timely

fashion, since any exclusion of suspects from an investigation may lead to signifi-

cant errors (due to substantial differences from the actual network) - we observed

drops of up to 80% of simDC on some networks.

A final consideration concerns the impossibility of conducting this type of analysis

through the use of Machine Learning, as it is currently practically impossible
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to obtain a sufficient number of reliable and complete datasets of real criminal

networks as to be able to conduct an appropriate training of a Neural Network.

For the future, it could be interesting to conduct a similar analysis by consid-

ering weights as well. This will allow to conduct a comparative analysis of the

missing data effects when not only the connections between nodes, but also their

frequency is known. Another aspect to be considered is the network behaviour

after their pruning in both criminal and general social networks. Lastly, using the

future knowledge gained from the network analysis herein presented, one could

try to define an artificial network able to accurately simulate the behaviour of real

criminal networks.

The next chapter will cover another promising aspect of the use of Network Sci-

ence, that is network robustness. Indeed, the network feature under scrutiny is

the probability of a node to reject the attempt of being removed from a network.

This may happen because of (i) an external attack or (ii) a node failure. The

novelty introduced through this work is that in the state-of-the-art the nodes re-

moval process is assumed to be always successful. By contrast, we introduce the

probabilistic failure model that covers this gap.



Chapter 5

Probabilistic Failure Model

The work included in this chapter has not been published yet. While it is under-

going peer-review in IEEE Transactions on Network Science and Engineering, it

is accessible in ArXiv [19].

5.1 Introduction

When dealing with complex networks, node-removal processes are crucial Net-

works Science tools, which may be used to test the network strength and verify its

resilience. Node-removal processes are generally used to test network robustness

against failures, verify the strength of a power grid, or contain fake news. The

most significant gap in the state-of-art in this application domain is the assump-

tion that the node-removal processes are deterministic (see Sect. 5.2). That is

to say, that any attempt at removing a node is assumed to be always success-

ful [30, 149, 5, 4, 150]. By contrast, we argue that this is unrealistic, and that the

node strengths should also be considered to better accommodate network failure

scenarios.

Indeed, if the goal were to analyse a well-engineered network, such as a power

grid, we should expect nodes to exhibit some level of resilience, and to have been

designed with a certain ability to resist to external attacks and failures. For

instance, power grid nodes are equipped with means to resist to hacking and to

hardware or software failures [4]. By contrast, there are networks, such as the

social networks, that respond more deterministically during to node removal (i.e.,

when a node is picked for removal, it will always be pruned). For instance, as it

81
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has been shown in the previous experimental chapters so far, an example of social

network is a criminal organisation network, like the Sicilian Mafia. In that context,

criminals (i.e., nodes) can certainly resist to an external attack (i.e., probabilistic

failure) by Law Enforcement Agencies (LEAs, i.e., node removal). The resilience

can be seen with the view to hidden their trails and making difficult from LEAs to

collect enough proves to arrest them. However, as it has been extensively discussed

previously in this thesis, it is difficult to define a criterion that takes into account

both social and human capital to unequivocally detect the suspects. Indeed, as

will be later shown in this chapter, in human engineering networks (e.g., power

grid networks) that have been built to be resilient, it is easier to compare our

approach with the classic one (i.e., which can be used as benchmark).

Thus, moving from a graph-theoretical approach to real–world network analysis

requires one to question how the nodes react to node-removal, whether or not they

comply, and the extent by which they are engineered to resist attacks and failure.

This challenge has lead us to conceive a new model to take into account the

nodes failure profile. In this way, we can more realistically estimate how network

connectivity (in a graph G) is actually affected by node removal, considering

different types of networks (from low to high resilience), nodes’ role, and centrality

metrics.

To this end, this chapter introduces a probabilistic node failure model M, which

associates each node with its probability to survive a failure. When the node

survival probability is zero (herein addressed as “Benchmark” analysis), the model

coincides with other models already introduced in the literature [4, 5].

We considered two variants of our model: (i) Uniform nodes survival-to-failure

probability; and (ii) Best Connected (survival probability proportional to node

degree). Our evaluation considers five popular centrality metrics (degree, h-index,

coreness, Eigenvector, Katz centrality), performing an experimental analysis on

effectiveness and coverage, on eight real–world graphs. Specifically, the effective-

ness is defined as the drop in the spectral radius λ1 after node removal, while the

coverage is understood as the reduction of the size of the largest connected com-

ponent c of a graph. Note that this last evaluation metric has been already used

in the context of criminal networks in Chapt. 3. As presented next, we found that

the node degree can generally be used to cause the biggest drop in both λ1 and c,

especially in graphs deriving from human interactions/collaborations. Comparing

with conventional methods, our probabilistic model exhibits significant differences

(ranging from 0% to 83%), highlighting the benefits of our method.
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5.2 Related Works

This section reviews past research works related to this thesis. Firstly, the ability

of centrality metrics to identify nodes in a graph that give rise and favour diffusion

processes is addressed (Section 5.2.1). Then, in Section 5.2.2, approaches that

manipulate graph topology are reviewed, exploring how these modifications alter

centrality metrics, as well as other graph parameters.

5.2.1 Identifying nodes capable of activating diffusion pro-

cesses

The problem of detecting nodes that originate diffusion processes in networks

has been extensively studied in the past, and is well aligned with the problem of

calculating centrality scores in graphs [149, 151]. A relevant application is the

study of the misinformation spreading in OSNs [152, 12].

For instance, Comin and da Fontoura Costa [152] applied standard centrality

metrics like degree centrality to identify the sources of misinformation. Shah and

Zaman [153] introduced an ad-hoc centrality parameter, called rumour centrality,

to rank nodes on the basis of their spreading ability. They focused on tree-like

networks and hypothesised that a node can receive information from only one of

its neighbours. Dong et al. [154] extended the approach of Shah and Zaman [153]

by detecting nodes with the largest rumour centrality within a set of suspected

nodes.

Contrary to the aforementioned approaches, we consider graphs of arbitrary topol-

ogy and we are on a quest to assess how the spectral radius λ1 and the LCC size

c of a graph vary upon the random failure of some nodes.

Prakash et al. [155] applied spectral methods to evaluate the spreading power of

nodes. However, due to its high computational costs, their method is applicable

only to small-size graphs. Nguyen et al. [156] employed Monte Carlo techniques

to discover the set of nodes that are the best candidates for spreading misinforma-

tion. Budak et al. [157] considered competing campaigns over a social network

and aimed at identifying a subset of individuals that need to be convinced to

promote a “good”campaign to minimise the number of people who adhere to a

“bad”one. They proved that degree centrality is a good heuristic to find out nodes

involved in good campaigns, provided that the delay elapsing between the start

of misinformation spread and its first detection is fairly small.
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These methods assume that some nodes in networks should be better protected

to neutralise misinformation spread. Such a belief agrees with a core assumption

of our approach: in fact, in the Best Connected (BC) model, we suppose that

large-degree nodes occupy a crucial role in the system functioning. Thus, they

must display a larger survival probability to failures.

Coming shortly back to the criminal networks context, even though the bosses

tend to minimise their interaction, the assumption that nodes with large degree

have a crucial role in spreading information remains still valid. As previously

asserted, more specifically, the betweenness centrality metric has been revealed

to be the most effective one when ranking the suspect importance (within the

criminal organisation) in connecting the otherwise isolated parts of the network.

For the sake of computation simplicity, herein we have considered the BC model

taking into account node degree.

A relevant difference between approaches from the literature and ours is that their

neutralisation strategy requires to solve an optimisation problem; whereas we are

in charge of evaluating the deformation of λ1 and c. In addition, as a guiding

criterion for the selection of nodes to be removed, we adopt centrality metrics,

which are easy to calculate and have a clear interpretation.

5.2.2 Variation in graph connectivity after node removal

Node removal procedures have been applied to investigate the resilience of large

systems [4, 158, 57]. Albert et al. [4] studied how the diameter and the size

of the giant component of Erdős-Rényi and scale-free graphs varied when nodes

were removed at random, or if large-degree nodes were deleted. Borgatti et

al. [158] examined the accuracy in estimating centrality scores when graph data

are incomplete. In the Web search domain, Ng et al. [159] examined small changes

of the Web graph and their impact on the PageRank and HITS scores.

Restrepo et al. [57] defined the dynamical importance of a node i as the amount

−∆λi by which λ1 decreases upon the removal of the all edges incident onto i,

normalised by λ1. Al-Dabbagh [160] studied the topology design of a wireless

control system in which nodes and wireless links are unreliable (for instance, due

to battery drainage). The approach of [160] (shared by us) assumes that network

elements may fail in an unpredictable way; yet the focus is to determine whether

it is possible to design a controller for a wireless network, given that the largest

number of unreliable nodes in the network, and the probability that a link fails

are specified.
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Unlike approaches described in literature, we manage a scenario in which nodes

may survive a failure. Thus, we considered a probabilistic framework to describe

node failure. In addition, many of the approaches discussed in this section fix the

number k of nodes/edges to be removed, and attempt to find the best strategy

to delete at most k nodes. In contrast, we aim at experimentally studying the

variation in λ1 and c when the fraction of nodes subject to failure varies.

5.3 Materials and Methods

This section firstly shows the datasets we used for our analyses (Sect. 5.3.1) fol-

lowed by a description of the two variants of the probabilistic failure model we

developed, namely: Uniform, in which the probability that any node survives

a failure is equal to a fixed value p; and Best Connected (BC), in which the

probability that a node survives a failure is proportional to its degree.

Next, to quantify the loss of connectivity (and fragmentation) in G, for both the

Uniform and BC models, in Sect. 5.3.2, we assess both the spectral radius λ1 and

the largest connected component (LCC) size c. As already discussed in Chapt. 2,

the spectral radius is defined as the adjacency matrix1 largest eigenvalue of G,

and governs a broad range of spreading processes in G, such as the diffusion of an

infection [6, 7, 8, 9], malware propagation [10, 11], or the dissemination of fake

news in Online Social Networks (OSNs) [12, 13, 14]. On the other hand, the LCC

size is defined as the number of nodes in the largest connected subgraph of G, and

is widely used to quantify the resilience of a natural or artificial system described

by the graph G [4] (as we did in Chapt. 3).

With those assumptions in mind, we finally simulate a node removal process in

which nodes may fail according to either the Uniform or the BC model. Failed

nodes are sorted, in turn, by the degree, h-index, coreness, Eigenvector, and Katz

centrality scores. For brevity, φ herein denotes any of the centrality metrics above.

Next, the top dτ × |N |e nodes from the node ranking generated by φ are deleted,

being N the set of nodes of G and τ a fixed threshold in [0, 1]. This process

generates a graph G̃ with spectral radius λ̃1 and the LCC size c̃.

Lastly, Sect. 5.3.2 will describe in detail the framework of our approach.

1The adjacency matrix A of a graph G is defined as Aij = 1 if nodes i and j are connected,
0 otherwise.
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5.3.1 Datasets

Eight real-life graphs have been employed to perform the experimental analysis,

each one taken from the SNAP repository2 namely: Facebook (composed by the

circles from Facebook), US POWER GRID (describing the power grid in US

Western states), LastFM (a social network of LastFM users from Asian coun-

tries), ca-HepPh (that is a collaboration network between papers’ authors from

High Energy Physics - Phenomenology category of ArXiv), AstroPh (describing

co-authorship between scientists in the astrophysics domain), Enron (a commu-

nication networks where the nodes represent the email addresses), BrightKite

(a location-based social networking Web site), and Flickr (a graph whose nodes

represent Flickr photos and an edge indicates that two photos share some tags).

The datasets features are summarised in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1: Datasets adopted in the experimental trials. For each dataset the
number of nodes, and the number of edges are reported.

Dataset # Nodes # Edges Ref

1 Facebook 4 039 88 234 [161]
2 US Power Grid 4 941 6 594 [39]
3 LastFM 7 624 27 806 [162]
4 ca-HepPh 12 008 118 521 [163]
5 AstroPh 18 771 198 050 [163]
6 Enron 36 692 183 831 [164]
7 BrightKite 58 228 214 078 [165]
8 Flickr 105 938 2 316 948 [166]

In Figure 5.1 the degree distribution of all graphs involved in this study is reported.

The degree distribution in Facebook dataset reports more than 4 000 users hav-

ing around 10 contacts; similarly, most of the nodes in LastFM display a de-

gree less than three. In CA-Hep and in Enron the degree distribution quickly

vanishes if the degree is greater than 10 or 35, respectively. Nonetheless, the de-

gree distribution in US Power Grid significantly deviates from that observed

in other graphs: herein, most of the nodes have a degree comprised from one to

three, but a non-negligible fraction of nodes has a degree comprised from four to

seven. Instead, for bigger datasets, such as in BrightKite and Flickr, node

degree distribution is highly skewed. In the first scenario, (Fig. 5.1(g)) roughly

70% of nodes have degree less than five, while in the second one (Fig. 5.1(h))

around one thousand nodes in have a degree from 90 to 130.

2http://snap.stanford.edu/data/index.html

http://snap.stanford.edu/data/index.html
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(a) Facebook (b) US Power Grid

(c) LastFM (d) CA-HepPh

(e) AstroPh (f) Enron

(g) BrightKite (h) Flickr

Figure 5.1: Degree Distribution in the input datasets.

5.3.2 A probabilistic node failure model

This section presents our probabilistic node failure model, and the proposed pro-

tocol aimed to analyse both node failure impact on the spectral radius λ1 and the

largest connected component (LCC) size c of a graph G. Let λ1 (resp., c) be the

spectral radius (resp., the LCC size of G).
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Our methodology consists of the following components: (i) an undirected graph

G = 〈N,E〉. (ii) A node-scoring function φ : N → R+, which takes a node i as

input and returns its centrality φ(i) as output. Herein, the degree, h-index, core-

ness, Eigenvector, and Katz centrality are evaluated. (iii) A survival probability

function ψ : N → [0, 1], which takes a node i as input and returns the probability

ψ(i) that i will survive a failure. (iv) A target threshold τ ∈ [0, 1], which specifies

the fraction of nodes subject to failure.

Our methodology comprises the following steps:

1. Each node i ∈ N is associated with a score σi = (1− ψ(i))φ(i). Herein,

high-score nodes are those with a high centrality (encoded in the factor φ(·))
and with a large probability of failing (expressed as 1− ψ(·)).

2. The top dτ |N0|e nodes with largest scores are picked and deleted from G

along with their edges.

Two variants of probabilistic node failure model, namely Uniform and Best Con-

nected(BC) are considered. In the Uniform model, it supposes that ψ(i) = p for

every node i, being p a fixed value in [0, 1]. The BC model is grounded on the

principle that nodes display an unequal level of tolerance to failures: intuitively,

large-degree nodes have to occupy a prominent position in G because their removal

may quickly lead to network fragmentation [4]; thus, they should display a better

resistance to failures. A possible model of ψ(·) – which incorporates the observa-

tions above – is ψ(i) = di
2m , where di(

2m−di
2m ) ' di for large n. Other models to

describe node resistance to failures are also allowed, but we leave their discussion

as future work.

The procedure above yields a new graph G̃(τ, φ) with spectral radius λ̃1(τ, φ) and

the LCC size c̃(τ, φ) and it is interesting to compare λ̃1(τ, φ) (resp., c̃(τ, φ)) with

λ1 (resp., c).

To this end, observe that λ̃1(τ, φ) is not greater than λ1 (see [167] for a proof).

Thus, we can compute the ratio – called effectiveness – between λ̃1(τ, φ) and λ1

to quantify the drop in the spectral radius: the closer to zero this ratio, the more

significant the reduction in the spectral radius.

In an analogous fashion, let c̃(τ, φ) be the size of the LCC of G(τ, φ). Nodes

removal from G leads to a shrinkage in the LCC size in G̃(τ, φ), which implies

that c̃(τ, φ) is no greater than c. Therefore, we can calculate the ratio – called

coverage – of c̃(τ, φ) to c to estimate the amount of reduction in the size of LCC

and the closer such a ratio to zero, the higher the shrinkage of the largest connected
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component.

A more formal definition of effectiveness and coverage is reported below:

Definition 1. Let G be an undirected and connected graph and let τ ∈ [0, 1]. Let

G̃(τ, φ) be the graph obtained from G by applying the probabilistic node failure

model above with φ as centrality metric and τ as target threshold.

The effectiveness ρ(τ, φ) of φ in the Uniform (resp., BC) model is defined as:

ρ(τ, φ) =
λ̃1(τ, φ)

λ1
(5.1)

where λ̃1(τ, φ) (resp., λ1) is the spectral radius of G̃(τ, φ) (resp., G).

The coverage γ(τ, φ) of φ in the Uniform (resp., BC) model is defined as:

γ(τ, φ) =
c̃(τ, φ)

c
(5.2)

where c̃(τ, φ) (resp., c) is the LCC size of G̃(τ, φ) (resp., G).

In Section 5.4 the variation of effectiveness and coverage is analysed, through a

set of experiments on real-life graphs.

5.3.3 Design of Experiments

In the experiments, the fraction τ of nodes to be removed has been varied from 0

to 0.18. As for the Uniform model, three different values of the survival probability

p, namely, 0.1, 0.3, and 0.5 have been considered.

Note that in all the effectiveness and coverage plots (Figures 5.2-5.17), the Bench-

mark analysis has been reported too. This curve is the same in all the plots as

it represents the normal behaviour of the node-removal process, when the proba-

bilistic failure is not considered (i.e., as if p = 0 in the Uniform model), by using

the degree centrality metric, as it will be later confirmed to be the most effective

one for the analysis of both λ1 and c drops. Thus, the Benchmark allows to make

a comparison between the state-of-art approach and our more realistic proposal.

An additional layer of complexity in running our experimental tests depends on

the tuning of the α parameter in the computation of the Katz centrality.We recall

that, if α approaches zero, then the node ranking generated by the Katz centrality
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converges to that produced by the degree centrality; analogously, if α tends to its

upper bound (namely 1
λ1

), then the node ranking due to the application of the Katz

centrality converge to that obtained by the Eigenvector centrality [50]. Therefore,

we concentrated on values of α inside the interval (0, 1
λ1

) that were reasonably far

from the lower and the upper bounds. Previous studies ([50, 168]) pinpoint that

the rankings produced by the Katz coefficient for different values of α are quite

stable: that is, (even small) variations in α may imply that actual Katz coefficient

scores vary of some orders of magnitude, but there are not significant changes

in the node rankings deriving from different choices of α. Our approach consists

in targeting the set composed by the top dτ |N0|e nodes with the largest Katz

centrality scores; thus, a preliminary experiment has been conducted to test how

the set of nodes to target varies for different choices of α. Our tests confirmed

the results presented in [50, 168]; i.e., we did not report significant changes in

the set of nodes to target if we choose different values of α. In the light of the

considerations above, we fixed α = 0.1
λ1

.

The experiments’ results have been averaged 10 times to avoid statistical fluctu-

ations.

5.4 Results

To verify the impact of our proposed models, λ1 and c translate in two metrics,

namely effectiveness and coverage, respectively. As extensively discussed in

the previous sections, the first one is defined by ρ(τ, φ) as the ratio of λ̃1 to λ1.

Analogously, the coverage γ(τ, φ) is defined as the ratio of c̃ to c. By construction,

λ̃1 ≤ λ1 and c̃ ≤ c, which implies that both ρ(τ, φ) and γ(τ, φ) always range

between 0 and 1. The smaller the magnitude of ρ(τ, φ) and γ(τ, φ), the bigger the

damage observed in the connectivity of G upon node removal. Those aspects will

be commented in Sections 5.4.1 and 5.4.2, respectively.

Next, in Sect. 5.4.3, the effectiveness and coverage associated with the centrality

metrics above have been compared with those of NetShield [55], a state-of-the-

art approximation algorithm, which takes an integer k as input and seeks at

discovering the set of k nodes which, if deleted from G, produce the biggest drop

in λ1.

Lastly, the key results obtained from our analysis will be summarised in Sect. 5.4.4.
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5.4.1 Effectiveness of Centrality Measures

Figures 5.2-5.9 report the variation of effectiveness as a function of the fraction τ

of removed nodes.
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Figure 5.2: Effectiveness tests on Facebook dataset: (a-c) Uniform model with
p ∈ {0.1, 0.3, 0.5}, (d) BC.

In particular, Figure 5.2 shows the Facebook dataset that, as will be later con-

firmed from the other experiments conducted on social networks, is quite fragile to

node removal because of its topology. The Uniform model with p = 0.1, p = 0.3,

and the BC one has been revealed to behave similarly. A slight lower drop is

shown in p = 0.5, as expected. All of the scenarios above indicate that the de-

gree is the most effective centrality metrics, followed by h-index and coreness. By

contrast, the Katz centrality and Eigenvector have a negligible effect on network

fragmentation. This is due to the network under scrutiny. Indeed, as explained

in [161], this is an ego-network showing a typical behaviour where: some circles

are contained completely within another one, others overlap with to each other,

and a small portion of the remaining ones have no members in common with any

other circle. Thus, metrics based on walks (such as Eigenvector and Katz) have a

relatively small impact on this kind of network because most of the connections

have short walks (or even cannot to go beyond their own circle).
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Figure 5.3: Effectiveness tests on US Power Grid dataset: (a-c) Uniform model
with p ∈ {0.1, 0.3, 0.5}, (d) BC.

Figure 5.3 shows the variation of effectiveness in the US Power Grid dataset as

function of τ . Considering the Uniform model with p = 0.1 and in the BC model,

the degree gives the best effectiveness drop among all centrality metrics. In fact,

it is sufficient to target a fraction τ = 0.02 of nodes to lower the effectiveness from

1 to 0.63. If p = 0.3, then the degree achieve a comparable effectiveness with all

the other metrics, apart from Katz. Similar behaviour has been encountered when

p = 0.5. With Katz centrality, the reduction in effectiveness is almost negligible

(around 0.01), for both the Uniform and the BC model. This effect derives from

the fact that most of the nodes in US Power Grid have degree less than three;

thus, the removal of large-degree nodes has a devastating impact on effectiveness.

LastFM experiments, displayed in Figure 5.4, can be seen as a kind of social

network; thus, it behaves similarly to Facebook.

The collaboration network of ca-HepPh, shown in Fig. 5.5, diverges from the

other experiments reported so far. Indeed, some differences are spotted among

the centrality metrics tested with τ ≥ 0.06. However, as in the other analysis

herein conducted, a comparable behaviour unites the Uniform model with p = 0.1

and the BC one. Moreover, as usual, the Uniform model with p = 0.5 has been
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Figure 5.4: Effectiveness tests on LastFM dataset: (a-c) Uniform model with
p ∈ {0.1, 0.3, 0.5}, (d) BC.

unveiled to be the most resilient. Indeed, when ρ(τ) is almost equal to 0.5 (i.e.,

when τ ≥ 0.06) the curve becomes flatter.

As for the AstroPh dataset (Figure 5.6), the degree is more effective than either

Eigenvector and Katz centrality. Both h-index and coreness follow the same trend

of the degree centrality. Furthermore, the decrease of effectiveness caused by the

Katz centrality is smaller than that observed in case of the degree and in the

Eigenvector centrality, and it stabilises for τ ≥ 0.12.

Next, we turn our attention to the Enron. In all experimental configurations

(Fig. 5.7), the degree performs better than, or at least equal to, the other centrality

metrics. If Katz centrality is applied, a slower decrease in effectiveness is observed.

Indeed, as we previously found in the Facebook dataset, in the Uniform model

with p = 0.1, it is sufficient to fix τ = 0.02 to lower effectiveness to 0.24, which

is about one third of the value measured in the case of the US Power Grid

dataset.

In the BrightKite dataset the node removal effects are quite similar to the

ones detected in the other social networks. Indeed, in Figure 5.8, Katz centrality

performances prove to be worse than the others up to τ = 0.14. For bigger
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Figure 5.5: Effectiveness tests on ca-HepPh dataset: (a-c) Uniform model with
p ∈ {0.1, 0.3, 0.5}, (d) BC.

values of τ , modifications in the graph topology are so significant to cause a sharp

decrease in effectiveness. Furthermore, the performances of the Uniform model

with p = 0.1 have been also detected in BC model. In addition, the reduction in

effectiveness in the Uniform model with p = 0.3 closely mirrors one with p = 0.5

with the clear exception that in p = 0.3 the drop is higher because of the higher

network fragility.

Flickr is the largest dataset herein investigated with more than two million

edges. This may be regarded as a content network. However, since the process

of producing metadata and associating them with images derives from the col-

laboration of Flickr users, it is predictable that Flickr exhibits some features

that make it similar to BrightKite. In fact, as shown in Figure 5.9, the degree

generally yields the largest drop in the effectiveness.

Furthermore, effectiveness variations due to degree have been observed to be al-

most equal or, at least, they showed the same trend to the ones recorded through

both h-index and coreness centrality, especially when graphs are sufficiently large.

This was observed in all datasets herein investigated, both in Uniform and BC

models. This result is consistent with the findings of Lu et al. [46], who high-
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Figure 5.6: Effectiveness tests on AstroPh dataset: (a-c) Uniform model with
p ∈ {0.1, 0.3, 0.5}, (d) BC.

lighted a strong correlation between the degree, the h-index and the coreness.

An important exception arises with the US-Power-Grid graph. Indeed, most

of the nodes exhibit an h-index of either one or two; thus, the process of choosing

nodes on the basis of their h-index has a minor impact on the effectiveness.

5.4.2 Coverage of Centrality Measures

Figures 5.10-5.17 report the variation of coverage as function of the fraction τ of

removed nodes.

Figure 5.10 shows the coverage analysis conducted on the Facebook dataset. It is

somehow complementary with the behaviour detected through the investigation of

the effectiveness. In fact, the network topology justifies the big step drop spotted

with τ ≥ 0.10 independently of the centrality metric herein used; indeed, it is

likely that the network has been torn apart into isolated groups after the removal

of nodes that acted as bridges among the circles. In the Uniform model with

p = 0.5 this drop cannot be detected because the network resilience did not allow

to remove those relevant nodes; thus, the trend is linear.
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Figure 5.7: Effectiveness tests on Enron dataset: (a-c) Uniform model with
p ∈ {0.1, 0.3, 0.5}, (d) BC.

In the US Power Grid dataset (Figure 5.11), the degree always yields the

largest reduction in coverage. However, a similar trend is identified in both h-

index and coreness even though the drop is slower than the degree centrality.

Herein, we need to target a relatively large fraction of nodes (i.e., τ ≥ 0.14) be-

fore observing a sensible reduction of coverage. Such a trend is likely dependent

on the topological structure of power grid networks [5]. These kind of networks,

in fact, display a high redundancy level; thus, they may endure the failure of a

relatively small number of nodes before becoming disconnected.

In the LastFM, ca-HepPh, AstroPh, BrightKite and Flickr datasets

(Figures 5.12, 5.13, 5.14, 5.16, and 5.17, respectively), the coverage decreases in an

almost-linear fashion, independently of the model adopted to encode node-failure

probability and the centrality metric selected to target nodes. The Enron dataset

(Fig. 5.15), even though with a flatter trend the other datasets, behaves similarly

to them.

Once again, the degree is always responsible for the largest reduction in coverage,

although in some configurations (e.g., the Flickr dataset in the Uniform model

with p = 0.5) all centrality metrics cause the same amount of reduction in terms
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Figure 5.8: Effectiveness tests on Brightkite dataset: (a-c) Uniform model with
p ∈ {0.1, 0.3, 0.5}, (d) BC.

of coverage. In particular, ca-HepPh dataset (Fig. 5.13), the coverage dropped

from 1 to 0.74 (in both the BC and Uniform model with p = 0.1). Analogously,

the observed reduction in coverage in both AstroPh and Flickr (Figures 5.14

and 5.17) was from 1 to approximately 0.77 (both in the BC and Uniform models,

with p = 0.1). LastFM (Figure 5.12) shows the same behaviour with the only

exception that its drop is slightly higher in both the BC and the Uniform model

with p = 0.1. Furthermore, in the Brightkite dataset (Fig. 5.16) a stronger

decrease in coverage emerged than in the LastFM, ca-HepPh, AstroPh and

Flickr datasets. This is even more evident if the Uniform model with p = 0.1,

or the BC model are considered. Be reminded that the Brightkite dataset

edges identify friendship relationships among members. Therefore, there are few

individuals who accumulate a large fraction of friendship relationships, and whose

removal implies a quick fragmentation of the Brightkite graph into isolated

components (similarly to what we noticed in the Facebook ego-network).
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Figure 5.9: Effectiveness tests on Flickr dataset: (a-c) Uniform model with
p ∈ {0.1, 0.3, 0.5}, (d) BC.

5.4.3 A comparison with NetShield

To complete the analysis, this section compares the centrality metrics herein used

and the NetShield algorithm [55].

As previously asserted, the NetShield algorithm takes an undirected graph G and

an integer k as input and returns a set of k nodes SNS(k) to be removed from G,

aiming to achieve the biggest drop in λ1.

To perform an experimental analysis, we had to slightly modify the evaluation

protocol illustrated above. In fact, the worst-case time complexity of NetShield

amounts to O(nk2 +m), being n and m the number of nodes and edges of G: if, as

in our previous tests, we assumed that k were of the same order of magnitude as

n, then the worst-case time complexity of NetShield would have been cubic in n.

This would make the application of NetShield unfeasible on even moderately large

graphs. Therefore, we consider values of k ranging from 1 to 15. For the sake of

brevity, we report our results only in the case of degree, which generally proved to

be the most effective centrality metric among those we considered. To keep our

notation consistent, we call Sd(k) the set of k nodes selected by the degree.
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Figure 5.10: Coverage tests on Facebook dataset: (a-c) Uniform model with
p ∈ {0.1, 0.3, 0.5}, (d) BC.

We introduce the parameter β to quantify the relative effectiveness of the Net-

Shield algorithm against the degree:

β =
λ̃1(NS)

λ̃1(d)
(5.3)

Herein, λ̃1(NS) (resp., λ̃1(d)) is the spectral radius of G after deleting nodes in

SNS(k) (resp., Sd(k)).

Analogously, we introduce the parameter ε to quantify the relative coverage of the

NetShield algorithm against the degree:

ε =
c̃(NS)

c̃(d)
(5.4)

Herein, c̃(NS) (resp., c̃(d)) is the LCC size of G after deleting nodes in SNS(k)

(resp., Sd(k)). Observe that if β < 1 (resp. β > 1), then the NetShield algorithm

is more (resp., less) effective than the degree. Analogously, if ε < 1 (resp. ε > 1),

then the NetShield algorithm has a better (resp., worse) coverage (resp., less)
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Figure 5.11: Coverage tests on US Power Grid dataset: (a-c) Uniform model
with p ∈ {0.1, 0.3, 0.5}, (d) BC.

effective than the degree.

The values of β in the Uniform and BC models (as k increases) are reported in

Tables 5.2-5.5 (i.e., p = 0.1 in Table 5.2, p = 0.3 in Table 5.3, p = 0.5 in Table 5.4,

and BC in Table 5.5).

Table 5.2: Values of β as k increases in the Uniform model with p = 0.1.

k Facebook US Power Grid LastFM CA-Hep AstroPh Enron BrightKite Flickr

1 0.972 0.945 0.971 0.994 0.974 0.988 0.953 0.983
2 0.975 1.025 1.028 0.997 1.002 0.984 0.916 0.979
5 1.010 1.133 1.185 0.986 1.051 1.036 1.039 0.974
10 1.121 1.402 1.397 0.997 1.088 1.103 1.178 0.995
15 1.377 1.548 1.479 1.008 1.183 1.173 1.415 1.023

Table 5.3: Values of β as k increases in the Uniform model with p = 0.3.

k Facebook US Power Grid LastFM CA-Hep AstroPh Enron BrightKite Flickr

1 0.987 0.959 0.961 1.000 0.991 0.996 0.957 0.996
2 0.969 0.971 0.980 0.999 0.989 0.994 0.937 0.994
5 0.930 1.081 1.026 0.998 0.998 0.985 0.902 0.987
10 0.939 1.139 1.205 0.996 1.012 0.998 0.935 0.974
15 0.984 1.143 1.394 0.997 1.072 0.989 1.010 0.967

If we assume k less than or equal to five, then the β coefficient is always less than

one and the lowest β values occur in the Uniform model with p > 0.1 as well as in
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Figure 5.12: Coverage tests on LastFM dataset: (a-c) Uniform model with p ∈
{0.1, 0.3, 0.5}, (d) BC.

Table 5.4: Values of β as k increases in the Uniform model with p = 0.5.

k Facebook US Power Grid LastFM CA-Hep AstroPh Enron BrightKite Flickr

1 0.988 0.928 0.971 1.000 0.993 0.997 0.970 0.998
2 0.982 0.941 0.953 1.000 0.996 0.996 0.953 0.995
5 0.954 0.983 0.976 0.999 0.982 0.989 0.903 0.991
10 0.915 1.084 1.110 0.999 1.010 0.988 0.882 0.985
15 0.925 1.084 1.215 0.998 1.056 0.983 0.913 0.978

Table 5.5: Values of β as k increases in the BC model.

k Facebook US Power Grid LastFM CA-Hep AstroPh Enron BrightKite Flickr

1 0.992 0.926 1.000 1.0 0.998 1.000 0.979 0.999
2 0.992 0.919 0.952 1.0 1.000 0.998 0.984 0.999
5 0.981 0.979 0.906 1.0 0.997 0.997 0.966 1.000
10 0.959 0.995 1.041 1.0 1.010 0.997 0.969 0.996
15 0.945 1.056 1.129 1.0 1.020 0.996 0.933 0.994

the BC model. A significant exception occurs in two datasets (US Power Grid

and Last-FM) where β is bigger than one. In concrete scenarios (e.g., when we

need to block the spread of an epidemics in a human community), the largest

reduction in the spectral radius by blocking the least number of nodes is required.

Thus, NetShield is the best weapon in our arsenal even if it can be time-consuming.

The degree effectiveness is quite close to that of NetShield if k < 10, but the

calculation of the degree is much faster than the application of the NetShield
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Figure 5.13: Coverage tests on ca-HepPh dataset: (a-c) Uniform model with
p ∈ {0.1, 0.3, 0.5}, (d) BC.

algorithm. Thus, the degree can be considered as a valid alternative to NetShield

on large graphs.

In contrast, if k ≥ 10, the degree is more effective than NetShield, with an im-

provement up to 60%.

Let us now consider the relative coverage in Tables 5.6-5.9 (i.e., p = 0.1 in Ta-

ble 5.6, p = 0.3 in Table 5.7, p = 0.5 in Table 5.8, and BC in Table 5.9).

Table 5.6: Values of ε as k increases in the Uniform model with p = 0.1.

k Facebook US Power Grid LastFM CA-Hep AstroPh Enron BrightKite Flickr

1 1.026 0.957 1.014 1.001 0.997 1.006 1.170 1.000
2 1.034 1.070 1.105 1.005 1.022 1.006 1.166 1.000
5 1.121 1.350 1.380 0.995 1.019 1.042 1.334 1.000
10 1.286 1.556 1.810 1.015 1.047 1.018 1.232 1.001
15 1.099 1.800 2.912 1.097 1.042 1.078 1.592 1.001

In the Uniform model, the degree significantly outperforms NetShield on the

US Power Grid dataset, regardless of the p value. The ε value growth is pro-

portional to k, which indicates the superiority of the degree in reducing the LCC

size compared to NetShield. In the LastFM dataset, we observe that the degree

yields significantly larger values for ε than those achieved by the NetShield algo-
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Figure 5.14: Coverage tests on AstroPh dataset: (a-c) Uniform model with
p ∈ {0.1, 0.3, 0.5}, (d) BC.

Table 5.7: Values of ε as k increases in the Uniform model with p = 0.3.

k Facebook US Power Grid LastFM CA-Hep AstroPh Enron BrightKite Flickr

1 1.011 1.021 1.009 1.000 1.000 1.001 1.007 1.000
2 1.019 1.056 1.010 1.000 1.001 1.002 1.009 1.007
5 1.034 1.109 1.024 1.001 1.000 1.005 1.015 1.000
10 1.077 1.375 1.033 1.002 1.004 1.006 1.021 1.006
15 1.051 1.542 1.072 1.002 1.003 1.009 1.026 1.000

Table 5.8: Values of ε as k increases in the Uniform model with p = 0.5.

k Facebook US Power Grid LastFM CA-Hep AstroPh Enron BrightKite Flickr

1 1.002 1.001 1.000 1.0 1.000 1.001 1.003 1.000
2 1.030 1.038 1.003 1.0 1.000 1.001 1.004 1.005
5 1.009 1.384 1.006 1.0 0.999 1.006 1.009 1.000
10 1.048 1.717 1.012 1.0 1.001 1.006 1.010 1.001
15 1.017 1.583 1.015 1.0 1.000 1.005 1.012 1.000

Table 5.9: Values of ε as k increases in the BC model.

k Facebook US Power Grid LastFM CA-Hep AstroPh Enron BrightKite Flickr

1 1.236 1.012 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
2 1.237 1.012 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
5 1.237 1.012 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
10 1.239 1.014 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
15 1.240 1.020 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
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Figure 5.15: Coverage tests on Enron dataset: (a-c) Uniform model with p ∈
{0.1, 0.3, 0.5}, (d) BC.

rithm if we opt for the Uniform model with p = 0.1; in contrast, the performance

of the degree and NetShield are well aligned in the Uniform model with p = 0.3

and p = 0.5 and in the BC model.

The degree outperforms NetShield on the AstroPh and BrightKite datasets

in the Uniform model with p = 0.1. On the other hand, in the Uniform model

with p = 0.3 and p = 0.5, ε values around one have been reported. Thus, the

reduction in coverage due to the degree is almost equal to the one associated with

Netshield.

In the BC model, experimental results highlight an almost perfect alignment be-

tween the coverage of NetShield and the one of the degree, confirmed by ε values

close to one.

5.4.4 Summary of key results

In short, the take-home message from the experiments herein conducted is as fol-

lows: (i) Degree is a centrality metric that, on average, produces the largest drop

in both λ1 and c. Degree is, in addition, a viable alternative to other methods
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Figure 5.16: Coverage tests on Brightkite dataset: (a-c) Uniform model with
p ∈ {0.1, 0.3, 0.5}, (d) BC.

(such as the NetShield algorithm) to detect group of nodes whose removal yields

a relevant drop in the spectral radius. (ii) The BC model guarantees a large drop

in λ1, even when only a small fraction of nodes actually fail. (iii) In graphs deriv-

ing from human interactions and collaborations (namely Facebook, LastFM,

ca-HepPh, AstroPh, Enron, BrightKite, and Flickr) a bigger drop in λ1

rather than in US-POWER GRID has been noticed. (iv) The degree, h-index,

and coreness generally exhibit a similar trend in both social and collaborative

networks, thus confirming insights provided in [46]. (v) The coverage analysis

confirms that degree is better than the other centrality metrics herein considered,

in terms of ability to fragment a graph into smaller and disjoint subcomponents,

even when only a small fraction of nodes is targeted. In some datasets, a large gap

in coverage reduction between degree and coreness centrality, and other centrality

metrics has been appreciated; whereas in other datasets this gap appears to be

more softened.

5.5 Discussion

This section illustrates the practical implications of our study.
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Figure 5.17: Coverage tests on Flickr dataset: (a-c) Uniform model with p ∈
{0.1, 0.3, 0.5}, (d) BC.

We observed that the survival probability p of a particular node in a graph G can

be interpreted as the cost to remove the node. More specifically, the higher the

survival probability of a node, the higher the cost of its removal.

In the Uniform model, the cost to remove a node is the same across all nodes.

Therefore, this study suggests that the choice of targeting high degree nodes is

always the best one, independently of the value of the survival probability p. If p

were zero, the node removal task would always be successful. This case is well-

known in the literature [149], and the conclusions of previous studies are consistent

with our findings. However, in real–world systems (e.g., the transportation system

of a large city), high-degree nodes (often called hubs) are the most important

points of failure; thus, these are typically adequately protected, so as to prevent

cascading failures that would affect the whole system.

In the Best Connected (BC) model, the cost to remove a node is proportional to

its degree. As an example, the cost to remove higher-degree nodes in power-law

graphs can be some orders of magnitude bigger than the cost to remove lower-

degree nodes. Suppose now to have a budget B to cover costs associated with

the node-removal task, which is insufficient to remove as many nodes as desired.
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Contrary to the Uniform model, the strategy of targeting high-degree nodes might

not be optimal. Thus, a careful estimation of the trade-off between the costs of

node removal and the corresponding loss in connectivity should be considered.

For instance, Network Science methods have been widely applied to describe the

structure of criminal organisations [60, 169, 126], and recent results indicate that

high-degree nodes in a criminal organisation do not necessarily correspond to the

major players in that organisation. Hence, a repressive action, which concentrates

all the budget in removing high-degree nodes might even be ineffective, since the

nodes corresponding to the major players have lower degree and would not be

under attack. That is why in the case of criminal organisation an orderly node

removal, starting from the higher ranks, is often ineffective. For the same reason,

committing a whole budget, B toward the imprisonment of higher-degree nodes

could just be a waste of time and financial resources.

Table 5.10 and Table 5.11 explicitly show the percent deviation between the Bench-

mark case (p = 0) and our probabilistic models, in terms of effectiveness and cov-

erage, respectively. The reduction in the spectral radius λ1 (resp., the size of the

largest connected component c) of a graph observed in the Uniform/BC model

vary broadly, depending on the type of dataset scrutinised, than that measured in

a non-probabilistic model in which no node has the chance to survive an attack.

However, the benefits tend to be substantial in most occasions. Indeed, it differs

up to 82.44% from the classical approach.

Thus, these results show a significant difference between benchmark (conventional)

and real-word situations (captured in our model).

Table 5.10: Difference between the probabilistic and classical approaches in com-
puting effectiveness.

Dataset p = 0.1 p = 0.3 p = 0.5 BC

Facebook 2.78% 10.9% 31.23% 0.07%
US Power Grid 2.02% 26.54% 35.82% 35.69%

LastFM 18.92% 41.9% 56.05% 0.72%
cah-HepPh 6.3% 46% 66.62% 0.03%
AstroPh 2.17% 11.39% 32.16% 22.42%
Enron 59.96% 74.4% 82.44% 3.71%

BrightKite 43.13% 66.57% 78.32% 62.26%
Flickr 44.07% 70.07% 80.31% 49.47%
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Table 5.11: Difference between the probabilistic and classical approaches in com-
puting coverage.

Dataset p = 0.1 p = 0.3 p = 0.5 BC

Facebook 3.32% 8.42% 12.34% 0.001%
US Power Grid 24.82% 53.89% 65.88% 59.97%

LastFM 7.12% 14.71% 19.37% 0.49%
cah-HepPh 3.29% 7.71% 11.05% 0.1%
AstroPh 2.75% 6.16% 8.90% 4.28%
Enron 62.86% 71.12% 74.97% 9.23%

BrightKite 29.39% 39.34% 44.49% 28.43%
Flickr 4.88% 9.67% 12.31% 4.33%

5.6 Conclusions

In this chapter, a probabilistic model to describe node failure in graphs has been

introduced, including two variants, dubbed Uniform and Best Connected (BC).

Five popular centrality metrics have been considered (degree, h-index, coreness,

Eigenvector, and Katz centrality), comparing their ability in reducing the spectral

radius, λ1 as well as the largest connected component size, c.

The main outcomes of our study are as follows: (i) the degree centrality metric, on

average, generates the biggest drop in both λ1 and c. Thus, we have also compared

our outcomes with the always successful nodes removal approach, which from now

on will be referred as “Benchmark”, by ranking the nodes accordingly with the

same centrality metric. In addition, the degree centrality is a viable alternative to

the NetShield algorithm to quickly discover groups of nodes whose removal yields

a relevant drop in the spectral radius. (ii) The BC model reports a large drop in

λ1 even when only a small fraction of nodes actually fails. To achieve a compara-

ble reduction in λ1 in the Uniform model we must, on average, delete more than

30% of nodes. (iii) In graphs deriving from human interactions and collaborations

(namely Facebook, LastFM, ca-HepPh, AstroPh, Enron, BrightKite,

and Flickr) a bigger drop in λ1 rather than in US-POWER GRID has been

noticed. (iv) The degree, h-index, and coreness generally exhibit a similar trend

in both social (such as BrightKite) and collaborative networks (such as As-

troPh), thus confirming insights provided in [46]. (v) The degree yields the

fastest decrease in coverage even though, in some datasets, such a decrease is only

marginally smaller than that observed when the other centrality metrics discussed

in this chapter are applied.

The node survival probability may also be interpreted as the cost needed to remove

a node. Thus, our findings offer an opportunity to understand which nodes have
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to be targeted/protected to deactivate a system or to keep it alive.

Finally, the comparison of our probabilistic model with the state-of-the-art, identi-

fies significant differences, which confirms the value of our approach in real–world

networks.

A possible extension of this project could be to include in this analysis the variation

of centrality metrics in connection to edge removal [170]. A challenge will be to find

a suitable probabilistic model that would mirror the performance of the Uniform

and the BC strategies described in this chapter. Indeed, in real–world, Online

Social Networks (OSNs), such as Facebook or Twitter, node failures reflect the

deactivation of users’ accounts, which is often a non-desirable effect. Yet, a range

of other problems are linked to the interruptions in information flows, messages

and status updates, which may be better captured by edge (rather than node)

failures.

In addition, another extension of this project could be the use of criminal networks

in order to compare the BC model considered herein with a new one that can

be, instead, built to make the selection of targeted nodes proportional to their

betweenness centrality score, instead of their degree (and their nodes resilience,

accordingly). Thus, the challenge would be to define a proper benchmark to allow

an appropriate comparison between the classical always successful approach and

the probabilistic one herein described.

The next chapter will be the last experimental one. It will still consider the

Network Features, but these will be explored under a rather different prospective.

We will use the Network Science tools to investigate the role that the connections

density could play in the context of Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs). Thus,

starting from the Sparse Evolutionary Training (SET) framework, we went into

analysing it with the goal to optimise the execution time, keeping a negligible loss

in the accuracy of the training phase of an ANN, in the specific configuration of

a Multi Layer Perceptron (MLP) topology.
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Chapter 6

Artificial Neural Network

Analysis

The work included in this chapter has been published in the following papers: [20,

21].

6.1 Introduction

The effort to simulate the human brain behaviour is one of the top scientific trends

today. In particular, Deep Learning strategies pave the way to many new applica-

tions, thanks to their ability to manage complex architectures. Notable examples

are: speech recognition [171], cyber-security [172], image [173] and signal process-

ing [174]. Other applications gaining popularity are related to bio-medicine [175]

and drug discovery [176, 177].

However, despite their success, Deep Learning architectures suffer from impor-

tant scalability issues, i.e., the actual Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) become

unmanageable as the number of features increases.

While most current strategies focus on using more powerful hardware, the ap-

proach herein described employs Network Science strategies to tackle the com-

plexity of ANNs iteratively, that is at each epoch of the training process.

This chapter originates from the work of Mocanu [15], a promising research avenue

to speed up Neural Network training. There, a new approach called Sparse Evolu-

tionary Training (SET) was defined, in which the acceleration effects obtained by

111
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enforcing, in turn, scale-freeness, small-worldness, and sparsity, during the ANN

training process, were explored.

Encouraged by those results, this chapter focuses on our research about looking at

algorithm tuning parameters to pursue a further acceleration effect, at a negligible

accuracy loss. The focus is on the revision stage (determined by the ζ parameter)

and on its impact on the training time over epochs. Noteworthy results have been

achieved by conducting an in-depth investigation into the optimal tuning of ζ,

and by providing general guidelines on how achieve better trade-offs between time

and accuracy, as described in Section 6.4.2.

6.2 Related Works

In recent years ANNs have been widely applied in a broad range of domains such

as image classification [178], machine translation [179], and text-to-speech [180].

In [181] it was proved that the accuracy of an ANN (also known as model quality)

crucially depends on both the model size (defined as the number of layers and

neurons per layers) as well as the amount of training data. Due to these reasons,

the amount of resources required to train large ANNs is often prohibitive for

real-life applications.

A promising approach to achieve high accuracy even with modest hardware re-

sources is sparsity [182]. An ANN is referred to as sparse when only a subset

(hopefully of small size) of the model parameters has a value different from zero.

The advantages of sparse networks are obvious. On one hand, sparse data struc-

tures can be used to store matrices associated with the representation of an ANN.

On the other hand, most of the matrix multiplications (which constitute the most

time-expensive stage of neural network computation) can be avoided. Further-

more, previous works [183, 15] suggested that high levels of sparsity do not severely

affect the accuracy of an ANN.

6.3 Materials and Methods

This section firstly describes the datasets that were used to conduct our tests

(Sect. 6.3.1). Then, it will be shortly illustrated the original SET framework from

which the research herein presented originates (Sect. 6.3.2). Next, our innova-

tive approach is described in Sect. 6.3.3. Lastly, in Sect. 6.3.4 our work will be

compared with the original SET framework.
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6.3.1 Dataset and ANN Descriptions

The experiments were conducted using well-known datasets, publicly available

online1:

Lung Cancer: It is a biological dataset2 composed by features on lung cancer

in order to train the ANN to be able to detect them.

CLL SUB 111: It is composed by B-cell chronic lymphocytic leukemia. This

dataset3 was born to profile the five most frequent genomic aberrations ( i.e.,

deletions affecting chromosome bands 13q14, 11q22-q23, 17p13 and 6q21, and

gains of genomic material affecting chromosome band 12q13) [184].

COIL20: It is an image dataset4 used to train ANNs to detect 20 different

objects. The images of each object were taken five degrees apart as the object is

rotated on a turntable and each object has 72 images. The size of each image is

32× 32 pixels, with 256 grey levels per pixel. Thus, each one is represented by a

1024-dimensional vector [185, PAMI], [186, VLDB].

Both Lung Cancer and CLL SUB 111 are biological datasets, widely used for their

importance in medicine. Whereas the COIL20 dataset is a popular images dataset.

Further quantitative details have been provided in Table 6.1.

Table 6.1: Dataset structures description. From left: dataset Name; dataset Type;
Number of Instances, Number of Input Features; Number of Output Classes.

Name Type Inst. (#) In. Feat. (#) Out. C. (#)

Lung Cancer Biological 203 3,312 5
CLL SUB 111 Biological 111 11,340 3

COIL20 Face Image 1440 1024 20

The ANN used is composed of three hidden layers with 3,000 neurons per layer.

The activation functions used by default are ReLu for the hidden layers, and

Sigmoid for the output (See Table 6.2).

6.3.2 The SET framework

The SET framework, firstly initialises an ANN as a sparse weighted Erdős-Rényi

graph in which the graph density is fixed (ε = 20%, by default), and assigns

1http://featureselection.asu.edu/
2https://sites.google.com/site/feipingnie/file/
3https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE2466
4http://www.cad.zju.edu.cn/home/dengcai/Data/MLData.html

http://featureselection.asu.edu/
https://sites.google.com/site/feipingnie/file/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE2466
http://www.cad.zju.edu.cn/home/dengcai/Data/MLData.html
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Table 6.2: Artificial Neural Network description. It provides information about:
the Loss Function, the Batch sizes, the Learning rate, the Momentum and the
weight decay.

Loss Function MSE

Batch Size (fitting) 2

Batch Size (prediction) 1

Learning Rate 0.01

Momentum 0.9

Weight Decay 0.0002

weights to edges based on a normal distribution with mean equal to zero.

Then, at the end of each training epoch, there is a the revision step in which

a fraction ζ of null-edges ( i.e., links with weight equal to zero) is selected and

replaced with non-zero weights iteratively. This is done with the twofold goal of

reducing the loss on the training set and to keep the number of connections con-

stant. We should note that the revision step is not only rewiring the links but also

re-computing the actual weight of the new links. The efficiency of this approach

has also been recently confirmed by independent researchers, who managed to

train a million-node ANN on non-specialised laptops [68].

6.3.3 Design of Experiments

To speed-up the training process the investigation relates to the effects drawn by

ζ variations during the evolutionary weight phase, at each epoch. The analysis

involves a gradual ζ reduction with the goal to provide a guideline on how to

find the best ζ values range, to trade-off between speed-up and accuracy loss on

different application domains.

In [15], the default revise fraction was set to ζ = 0.3, (i.e, 30% of the revised

fraction of nodes) and no further investigations on the sensitivity to ζ was carried

out. Unlike Mocanu’s research, an in-depth analysis on the revised fraction is

herein conducted to understand these effects, particularly how the revise step

affects the training when ζ is substantially reduced. Furthermore, note that in

this chapter, ζ ∈ [0, 1] and ζ ∈ [0%− 100%] notations are used interchangeably.

Some obvious considerations of this problem are that a shorter execution time

and a certain percentage of accuracy loss for smaller values of ζ are expected.

Nonetheless, this relationship is bound to be non-linear; thus, it is crucial to get

to quantitative results.
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6.3.4 Comparison with the classical SET framework

In [15], the goal was to implement the SET algorithm and test it with numerous

datasets, on several ANN types (MLPs, CNN, RBMs), and on different types of

tasks (supervised and unsupervised learning). The current study investigates the

role of the revise fraction parameter ζ, rather than on the algorithm itself. The

aim is to provide a general guideline on finding the best ζ values range to reduce

execution time, at a negligible loss of accuracy.

In [20], we suggested a preliminary study on the role of ζ having a negligible

accuracy loss, lower fluctuations, and a valuable gain in overall execution time

with ζ < 0.02 with the Lung Cancer dataset. In the present chapter, this

intuition is analysed on a wider range of datasets to provide stronger justifications

for the findings. The most important contribution of our study has been to confirm

the effectiveness of the SET framework. Indeed, the random sparseness in ANNs

introduced by the SET algorithm is powerful enough even without further fine

tuning of weights ( i.e., revise fraction) during the training process.

6.4 Results

This section compares the results obtained by varying the parameter ζ, evaluating

the training goodness in terms of the balance between high accuracy reached and

short execution time. These topics are treated in Section 6.4.1 and Section 6.4.2,

respectively. Section 6.4.3 provides a brief comment on the preferable ζ value,

following up from the previous subsections.

For brevity, only the most important outcomes are reported hereafter. The number

of epochs was increased from the default value of 100 up to 150 with the aim of

finding the ending point of the transient phase. By combining these two tuning

parameters ( i.e., number of epochs and ζ) we have discovered that, with the

datasets herein analysed, the meaningful revise range is 0 ≤ ζ ≤ 0.02.

In particular, Section 6.4.2 shows further investigations in terms of execution-

time gains, conducted by replicated experiments over ten runs and averaging the

obtained results.

6.4.1 Accuracy Investigation

This section shows the results obtained from the comparative analysis in terms of

accuracy improvements over 150 epochs, on the three datasets.
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(b) COIL20 dataset
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(c) CLL SUB 111 dataset

Figure 6.1: Accuracy percentage over 150 epochs varying ζ among [0%, 1%, 2%]
plus ζ = 30% that is the benchmark value. In particular, ζ = 0% with circled
markers, ζ = 1% has triangular markers, ζ = 2% is shown with squared markers,
and for ζ = 30% cross shape markers have been used.

In the Lung Cancer dataset (Fig. 6.1a) substantial accuracy fluctuations are

present, but there is a no well-defined transient phase for ζ > 0.02. The benchmark

value ζ = 0.3, shows an accuracy variation of more than 10% (e.g., accuracy

increasing from 82% to 97% at the 60-th epoch, and an accuracy from 85% to

95% at the 140th epoch). Note that, since the first 10 epochs are within the

settling phase, the significant observations concern the simulation from the 11th

epoch. Due to this uncertainty, and due to the absence of a transient phase, it

is impossible to identify an optimal stopping condition for the algorithm. For

instance, at the 60th epoch an accuracy collapse from 97% to 82% was found,

followed by an accuracy of 94% at the next epoch.

For a lower revise fraction, i.e., ζ ≤ 0.02, an improvement in terms of both stability

( i.e., lower fluctuations) and accuracy loss emerges, as expected. In this scenario,

defining an exit condition according to the accuracy trend over time is easier.

Indeed, despite a higher accuracy loss, the curve stability allows the identification

of a gradual accuracy growth over the epochs, with no unexpected sharp drops.
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To quantify the amount of accuracy loss, refer to Table 6.3a, which reports both

the revise fraction and the highest accuracy reached during the whole simulation,

as a percentage. Moreover, mean and confidence interval bounds are provided.

From Table 6.3a it is possible to assert that, on average, the improvement achieved

by using a higher revise fraction (as the default one is) has an accuracy gain of

just less than 3% (e.g., mean at ζ = 0% vs mean at ζ = 30%) that is a negligible

improvement in most of the application domains. This depends on the tolerance

level required. For example, if the goal is to achieve an accuracy of at least 90%,

then a lower ζ is sufficiently effective. The confidence interval is rather low, given

that the fluctuation between the lower and the upper bounds is comprised between

0.8 and 0.9.

Table 6.3: Evaluating parameters varying the revise fraction on datasets consid-
ered in a single run with fixed seed. From left: the revise fraction in percentage;
the highest accuracy reached during the simulation expressed in percentage; the
accuracy mean during the simulation, and the confidence interval bounds. Notes
that these last three parameters are computed after the first 10 epochs to avoid
noise.

(a) Lung Cancer dataset.

ζ (%) Max Acc. (%) Mean (%) Lower B. (%) Upper B. (%)

30% 97.06% 93.13% 92.67% 93.58%
2% 95.59% 90.38% 90.08% 90.68%
1% 94.12% 90.19% 89.84% 90.55%
0% 94.12% 90.21% 89.79% 90.62%

(b) COIL20 dataset.

ζ (%) Max Acc. (%) Mean (%) Lower B. (%) Upper B. (%)

30% 100% 98.82% 98.75% 98.90%
2% 98.96% 98.17% 98.08% 98.25%
1% 99.79% 99.09% 98.99% 99.18%
0% 99.79% 98.84 % 98.70% 98.98%

(c) CLL SUB 111 dataset.

ζ (%) Max Acc. (%) Mean (%) Lower B. (%) Upper B. (%)

30% 72.97% 62.23% 61.14% 63.32%
2% 72.97% 65.15% 64.54% 65.76%
1% 75.67% 70.79% 70.15% 71.42%
0% 70.27% 67.14% 66.61% 67.67%

In the Coil20 dataset (Fig. 6.1b) a short transient phase with no evident im-

provements among the simulations with different values of ζ emerges. Indeed,

there are just small accuracy fluctuations of ±3%. These results do not surprise,

since improvements achieved through ζ variations also depend on the goodness

of the dataset itself, both in terms of its size and in the choice of its features.
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Table 6.3b shows that accuracy is always above 98%; thus, even with ζ = 0 the

accuracy loss is negligible. Also the confidence interval is lower than 0.3. As the

accuracy is continuously increasing over the training epochs, defining a dynamic

exit condition is easier in this application domain.

Figure 6.1c shows the results obtained in CLL SUB 111 dataset. It is evident

that the worse and more unstable approaches among the one considered are both

the default one ( i.e., ζ = 30%) and ζ = 2%.

From Table 6.3c it is interesting to notice how the accuracy levels are even more

stable when using a lower revise fraction ( i.e., going from a mean equal to 62.23%

in ζ = 30% up to 67.14% in ζ = 0%). The fluctuations compared with the

other two datasets are more evident, even when looking at the confidence interval;

indeed, it varies from 1.06 (with ζ = 0) up to 2.18 (with ζ = 30), which is larger

than the previously analysed one. Because of significant accuracy fluctuations, a

possible early exit condition should be considered only with ζ = 0 even at the cost

of a slighter higher accuracy loss.

The results obtained so far suggest that there is no need to fine-tune ζ, because

the sparsity introduced by the SET algorithm is sufficiently powerful, and only

a few links need to be rewired ( i.e., ζ ≤ 0.2). Apart from the goodness of the

datasets themselves (as in COIL20), opting for a lower revise fraction has shown

that, from one hand, the accuracy loss in sometimes negligible. On the other

hand, as it was in the CLL SUB 111 dataset, the performances are even higher

than the ones obtained though the benchmark value. This confirms the hypothesis

made in Sect. 6.4.1 of the goodness of using a randomly sparse ANN topology.

6.4.2 Execution time Investigation

This section shows the comparative analysis conducted among the datasets used,

in terms of execution time, over replicated simulations. Ten runs have been aver-

aged, using the default value ζ = 0.3, as benchmark ( i.e., ζdefault). Note that only

the most significant and competitive ζ value has been considered ( i.e., ζ0 = 0).

Figure 6.2 shows the execution time (in seconds) of the same averaged simulations

computed on the three datasets.

In both Lung and CLL SUB 111 datasets, ζ = 0 is faster than the benchmark

value. In particular, in CLL SUB 111, the execution time is almost 40% faster

than the default one and with higher accuracy performances too, as previously

asserted in Section 6.4.1. It became less competitive in COIL20. The reason is the
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Figure 6.2: Execution Time over 10 runs. From left to right the Lung, COIL20
and CLL datasets are shown.

same with the results emerged in the accuracy analysis. Indeed, the goodness of

the dataset is such as to make insignificant the improvements obtained by varying

the revise parameter. Furthermore, the execution time gain between ζ = 0 and

ζdefault has been computed among the datasets over ten runs as follows:

Gain = 1− ζ0

ζdefault
(6.1)

The execution time gain was equal to 0.1370 in Lung, −0.0052 in COIL20, and

0.3664 in CLL SUB 111. This means that, except for COIL20, there is an

improvement in terms of algorithm performances. Thus, the algorithm became

faster using a lower revise fraction. This is even more evident in CLL SUB 111

as already noticed from Figure 6.2. On the other hand, the slow down emerged

in COIL20 is almost negligible; thus, it may be concluded that for specific types

of datasets, there is neither gain nor loss in choosing a lower ζ.

These results confirmed the previous hypothesis of the unnecessary fine-tune ζ

process even because, on particular datasets (e.g., COIL20), an in-depth analysis
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of ζ is profitless. Thus, a relatively low revise fraction has been demonstrated to

be a good practice in most of the cases.

6.4.3 Considerations on the ζ tuning process

In Sect. 6.4.1 and Sect. 6.4.2 we have described the effects of ζ in terms of accuracy

loss and execution time, respectively. This section provides a brief summary of

what emerged from those experiments. As largely discussed in the literature, it is

unrealistic to try and find a perfect value, which works well in all possible Deep

Learning scenarios a priori. The same consideration should be made during the

revise fraction tuning. This is why those tests are not aimed at finding the optimal

value, which depends on too many variables (e.g., the input data, the configuration

of the ANN in terms of number of hidden layers and number of neurons per each

hidden layer, etc.). Instead, it may be asserted that, from the experiments herein

conducted, a relatively low ζ seems to be a good choice.

In the analysed datasets, the best results have been obtained with 0 ≤ ζ ≤ 0.02.

Our approach, thus, improves the ANN training because, when ζ is selected within

the range we indicated, significant benefits are obtained. Indeed, the tests have

been conducted on very different datasets to assert that, empirically speaking,

the proper tuning of ζ is sufficient to offer a high accuracy with low fluctuations

and, at the same time, faster execution time. It also important to highlight that

because of the high non-linearity of the problem itself, more than one ζ value could

effectively work, and the process of fine-tuning ζ is an operation that may require

more time than the training process itself. This is why this study would provide a

good enough range of possible ζ values (rather than a specific one): to provide a

guideline for anyone interested in properly configuring a Sparse Artificial Neural

Network.

6.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, we moved a step forward from earlier work [15]. Not only did

our experiments confirm the efficiency arising from training sparse neural net-

works, but they also managed to further exploit sparsity through a better tuned

algorithm, featuring increased speed at a negligible accuracy loss.

The revised fraction goodness is independent from the application domain, thus a

relatively low ζ seems to be always a good practice. Of course, accordingly to the

specific scenario considered, the performance may be higher than (or at least equal
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to) the benchmark value. Yet, it is evident that Network Science algorithms, by

keeping sparsity in ANNs, are a promising direction for accelerating their training

processes.

From one side, acting on the revise parameter ζ, accuracy and execution time

performances are positively affected. From the other side, it is unrealistic to try

and define a priori an optimal ζ value, without considering the specific application

domain, because of the high non-linearity of the problem. However, through this

analysis it is possible to assert that a relatively low ζ is generally sufficient to

balance both accuracy loss and execution time. Another strategy could be to

sample the dataset in order to manage a lower amount of data and train only that

portion of information on which to conduct tests on ζ.

This study paves the way for other works, such as the implementation of dynamic

exit conditions to further speed-up the algorithm itself, the development of adap-

tive algorithms that dynamically tune the parameters, and the study of different

distributions for the initial weight assignments.
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Chapter 7

Discussion and Conclusions

This is the last chapter of the thesis. It is a comment of the main results obtained

throughout the research herein presented (Sect. 7.1) jointly with a brief discussion

of possible developments of this work (Sect. 7.2). Note that the source code on

the criminal networks analyses herein presented is publicly available on a GitHub

repository1.

7.1 Summary of key results

The aim of this thesis was to show some of the potential of Network Science by

detecting some of the most relevant features to be applied in different application

domains, in particular in criminal networks. The focus was mainly on two topics:

Criminal Networks and Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs), apparently unrelated

to each other. This piece of research addressed four of the most significant prob-

lems in those areas to find, for the future, a connection between them.

In Chapt. 3 we investigated one of the most important problems that Law En-

forcement Agencies (LEAs) have to deal with: arresting the lowest number of

individuals to cause the highest damage to a criminal network. In particular, this

thesis focused on the detection and application of network features to overcame

this problem.

The first challenge to conduct this piece of research was related with data avail-

ability. Indeed, the difficulty was to obtain reliable data on which to conduct the

1https://github.com/lcucav/criminal-nets
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simulations as these are typically sensitive data and, thus, LEAs cannot share

such contents during their investigations.

Hence, we extracted the necessary information directly from juridical acts of con-

cluded investigations and, then, we anonymised the sensitive information about

criminal names to build two real–world datasets [125] that were related to two

different perspectives of the same criminal organisation. In one case, telephone

interceptions were considered (i.e., Phone Calls dataset). In the other, the con-

nections represented meetings between criminals (i.e., Meeting dataset).

From those datasets, two weighted graphs, needed for our analyses, were obtained.

Note that the networks relate to a “cosca” (i.e., a clan or Sicilian Mafia crime

family led by bosses) that operated in Sicily (Italy) during the first decade of the

2000s [187]. Next, we conducted a preliminary study on the networks topologies

to have more information about criminal connections. In order to do so, we

computed the weight distribution and the shortest path length analyses, from

which it emerged that there were only a few criminals having a higher interaction

frequency, and that there were a balanced number of intermediates to spread a

message within the networks under scrutiny.

The comparative analysis between the two networks unveiled that there was a

lower average interaction frequency in phone communications. This showed that

criminals tend to minimise their interactions to keep the interception risks low,

and that phone calls overexpose them, as they cannot know whether or not their

devices are under surveillance. For the same reason, the well-connected criminals

were not the bosses, even though they play a key role in connecting criminals.

With this knowledge in mind, the problem of detecting the most relevant suspects

(i.e, the ones that, if arrested, produce a significant slowdown in information

spreading within the criminal organisations) was addressed. We ranked the sus-

pects using different centrality metrics (i.e., Degree, Betweenness, Katz, Collective

Influence) and we removed them from the networks, accordingly.

To evaluate the network disruption effect, the Largest Connected Component

(LCC) size drop was computed, both before and after the node removal process.

Those analyses unveiled the Betweenness centrality as the most effective met-

ric (i.e., simulating the arrest of only 5% of the top-ranking affiliates, the LCC

dropped by 70%.) rather than by individual node Degree, thanks to its prioritisa-

tion of communication paths. This procedure tackled directly the communication

mechanisms used by criminal networks, which are generally designed to minimise
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the probability of interception by the police. This piece of research led to two

papers [16, 17].

Another hard problem relates dealing with criminal networks affected by missing

(or inconsistent) data. Thus, in Chapt. 4 we addressed the missing data problem

on criminal networks. A simulation on the lack of information was performed

by a comparative analysis between nine real criminal networks (summarised in

Table 4.3), which were obtained from six investigation datasets, and their pruned

counterparts. Two types of missed information were considered: (i) unavailability

of sporadic interactions among suspects (i.e., random edges removal from the

graphs); (ii) impossibility to investigate specific suspects, for instance, when there

is a lack of proof (i.e., nodes removal from the graphs).

To quantify and evaluate the threshold of network comprehension under those per-

spectives, four distance metrics were used (i.e., Adjacency, Laplacian, normalised

Laplacian and Rood Euclidean distances). We pruned up to 10% of the overall

edges in the first case, or nodes (and their incident edges) in the second one.

The most significant outcome that emerged from our analyses was that the network

similarity between the original network and the pruned one is still high, even when

a quite large amount of interceptions were missed (i.e., 10% of random removed

edges led to 30% of difference from the original graphs, compared with the 80%

drops in case of removed nodes). This investigation led to a journal paper [16].

One of the main limitations in this kind of studies is that Machine Learning

techniques cannot be applied as they are nowadays, because a huge amount of

reliable and complete criminal datasets would be needed to properly train an

Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs).

In Chapt. 5, another issue when dealing with networks simulations was addressed.

In particular, to recreate the characteristic of network resilience a new framework

was theorised: the probabilistic failure model. Indeed, removing nodes from a

graph is generally performed as an always successful process; however, in real–

word scenarios, it could not be as straightforward. Note that the failure can be

generated from both an internal or from an external event. In the first case,

the cause may be, for instance, a malfunction (e.g. power-grids and consequent

blackouts). In the second one, an intentional attack may occur. Herein, the graphs

considered were both human engineered (that are resilient by construction) and

social networks to allow a comparative analysis between those topologies.

Eight real–world graphs were considered in total and the model proposed had two
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variations (i) Uniform (the survival-to-failure probability was the same for all the

nodes in the network); and (ii) Best Connected or BC (the survival probability

was proportional to node degree). The nodes were first ranked according to five of

the most popular centrality metrics (Degree, H-Index, Coreness, Eigenvector, and

Katz ); afterwords the removal attempts were preformed. To evaluate the goodness

of the approach, two metrics were considered: (i) effectiveness (i.e., the drop in

the spectral radius λ1 after node removal) and (ii) coverage (i.e., the reduction c

of the LCC size of a graph).

The outcomes from those analyses unveiled significant differences from the BC

version, the state-of-art, and our benchmark strategy (i.e., always successful node

removal through degree centrality). Our hypothesis that the non-probabilistic

approach is often unrealistic was confirmed, because the benchmark did not con-

sider the cost of the node removal process. In turn, this often leads to incorrectly

forecasting the speed of network fragmentation. This piece of research has not

been published yet. While it is undergoing peer-review in IEEE Transactions on

Network Science and Engineering, it is accessible in ArXiv [19].

One of the main limitations of this piece of research is that this model cannot

be applied on criminal networks as is. The challenge is the definition of a proper

benchmark to allow an appropriate comparison between the classical always suc-

cessful approach and the probabilistic failure one herein described.

Finally, Chapt. 6 was the last experimental one, which addressed the problem

of optimising the training of Sparse Artificial Neural Networks. As discussed

in this thesis, ANNs are generally used as a black-box in which some inputs are

provided and some outputs are returned in turn. However, it is still not known how

those networks work and why they are so accurate (when properly modelled). In

addition, those networks perform better with resource-consuming configurations,

which require High Performance Computing (HPC) power, and a huge amount of

input information is needed.

To streamline those structures without (or, at least, with a negligible) accuracy

loss, an analysis of the Sparse Evolutionary Training (SET) framework [15] was

performed. In particular, the selection criterion of the rewiring fraction size was

analysed on three publicly available datasets. The analyses unveiled that this step

can be avoided (i.e., no rewiring phase is needed in most of the cases) still keeping

the accuracy loss negligible. This discovery sped up the execution time, and the

computational cost was reduced consequently. These studies have been published

in [20] and [21].
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Unfortunately, as previously asserted, mainly due to the lack of data availability,

it is almost impossible nowadays to apply such techniques on criminal networks as

they are. However, the promising results of this preliminary study allow further

researches in this direction.

7.2 Future directions

This thesis is prone to considerable extensions and adaptations. One of the most

significant limitations relates to the insufficiency of the use of the centrality metrics

on their own for analysing criminal networks.

Indeed, even though the Betweenness centrality was effective to detect key crimi-

nals that, if arrested, cause a significant slow–down in the information spreading,

detecting the bosses through the existing metrics is still far from the reality. Thus,

new metrics have to be considered to gain better insights into Mafia clans inter-

connections that, as asserted throughout this thesis, communicate differently from

other social networks.

One possibility would be to combine popular centrality metrics with new ones that

better capture these anomalous types of communications. For instance, a combina-

tion of social (network characteristics in terms of connections, detectable through

Graph theory) and human (personal skills and competences of the members, in-

visible through Social Network Analyses) capitals may be considered. Under this

prospective, the use of temporal networks may be crucial for detecting patterns

by analysing the evolution of the organisation. For instance, a focus on the role

that small traders (e.g. greengrocers or bakers) play in facilitating the interac-

tions within and outside the Families mobsters could be a successful strategy to

discover such communication patterns and, in turn, differentiate between (i) un-

related to the Mafia context (e.g. mobsters who occasionally buy something) and

(ii) requests for protection (i.e. “pizzo” / racket) by the traders, which is typically

periodical.

Another interesting aspect to investigate as future extension of this project is a

wider investigation on the probabilistic failure model including edges removals [170].

In real–world Online Social Networks (OSNs), for instance, node failures reflect

the deactivation of users’ accounts, which is often a non-desirable effect. Yet, a

range of other problems are linked to the interruptions in information flows, mes-

sages and status updates, which may be more efficiently captured by edge (rather

than node) failures. Consequently, acquiring such knowledge on network resilience
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properties may help also further developments onto the criminal networks inves-

tigations direction.

For the same reason, a comparative analysis between criminal and general social

networks may be a fruitful investigation also in terms of pruned networks. This

can allow a clearer understanding of the effects of missed information.

Finally, this thesis paved the way for projects that may, in the future, allow the use

of Artificial Neural Networks tools on Digital Forensic domain. For instance, the

implementation of dynamic exit conditions to further speed-up the algorithm itself,

the development of adaptive algorithms that dynamically tune the parameters,

and the study of different distributions for the initial weight assignments may be

possible the definition of specific artificial networks able to accurately simulate

and predict the behavioural patterns of real criminal organisations.
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